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No.3914675▶ Apologize. All Koooonsoft games, uncensored. Passwords are included in folders as text files where this is applicable. VlwhQKRI!oWmaN3P2LGhPHYRr1-1ljVGwJPgShrHNLAl78qzMgKs PicksShion English Shion English gameShion English: Translation. Hentai game JSK. Guides herePerrow T... Overthrow the Great Demoness! gameOverthrow The
Great Demoness!: Hentai Game by JSK. English. The guides are here. How to drive ... How to discipline Shoplifting Girl English game How to discipline shoplifting girl English: Partially translated. Hentai game JSK. Ramey... Reimi, the queen of martial arts gameReimi, the queen of martial arts: Hentai game JSK. The guides are here. Imutoto 2 Imutoto 2 GameImutoto
2: Imuto 2. Hentai game JSK. The English version. PopularShion English Sion English gameSion English: Translation. Hentai game JSK. Guides here Strain ... The discreet interrogation of Princess Irina gameRestrained Interrogation of Princess Irina: Censorship of the Japanese version. Hentai game JSK. The guides are here. Imutoto 2 Imutoto 2 GameImutoto 2: Imuto
2. Hentai game JSK. The English version. How to drive ... How to discipline Shoplifting Girl English game How to discipline shoplifting girl English: Partially translated. Hentai game JSK. Orekko English Orekko English gameOrekko English: Tomboy. Hentai game JSK. Translated.Miyuka English Miyuka English gameMiyuka English: Hentai game JSK. The guide here is.
Overthrow the Great Demoness! gameOverthrow The Great Demoness!: Hentai Game by JSK. English. The guides are here. Series English Series English gameSerika English: Hentai game JSK. Grappling S... Grappling Sister gameGrappling Sister: Face to Face with Big Brother. Katutu Imouto is the English version. Hentai fighting game JSK. The guides are here. ...
Overthrow! Demon queen English gamePerrow! Demon queen of English: Down! The devil's queen. Hentai fighting game JSK. The English version. The guides here are the Japanese version hereReimi,... Reimi, the queen of martial arts gameReimi, the queen of martial arts: Hentai game JSK. The guides are here. Magic Gear... Magic Girl Buster gameMagic Girl
Buster: Hentai game JSK. The guides are here. Miyui, my N... Miyui, My Neighbor Swordswoman In school gameMiyui, My neighbor Swordswoman at school: Hentai games JSK. The guides are here. Karen, Doug... Karen, daughter of martial arts Plutocrat gameKaren, daughter of martial arts Plutocrat: Hentai game JSK. The guides are here. Schoolgirl... Schoolgirl
tormenting gameSchoolgirl torment: Hentai English version of Ayasaki.How To Disc... Sasahara Sasahara games Sasahara: Hentai sex game. Fuuma Girl ... Fuuma Girl Maisa gameFuuma Maisa: In the darkness of the human world, the demon of Mays and her guard protect us from danger. But the darkness closes all around, and when its fall finally comes ... Hentai
fighting game JSK. Vampire Hoon... Vampire Hunter N gameVampire Hunter N: Hentai game from JSK. Princess Ge... Princess General Christiane English gamePrince General Christiane English: Shogun Princess Christianna. Hentai fighting game JSK. The English version. The Japanese version is here. Destiny's Fate gameFate: Hentai game. Daughter... The
daughter of the defeated evil gameDaughter of The Defeated Evil: Hentai combat game from JSK. Imutoto Imutoto gameImumoto: Imuto. Hentai game JSK. Misa Misa gameMis: Hentai game. Overthrow! ... Overthrow! Demon queen of the gameOverha! The queen of demons: Succubus uncensored. Hentai fighting game JSK. The Japanese version. The English version
is here. Since there are a number of current and/or suspended translations for JSK games, it's probably time that we start moving the discussion here to keep the original stream from cluttered. Please discuss any translation efforts for his games here. Link to the original thread. For a general catalog to a specific game, as well as other helpful guides to translation efforts,
feel free to use statuses: Karen, daughter of martial arts Plutocrat - HALTED crowd sources of translation. Current progress found here: In order to restart, it needs recorers/translators. (Donocad) : Hi, I Donocad, despite what is said in the guidelines, I found that many sentences were simply scrawled from machine translation. Please give me a hand to adjust it all, or just
part. Mia, Magic Girl Buster - IN PROGRESS Translation done. Proofreading and modding shapes in progress. A good font for dialogues was made by Delexicus, Frankenfont. Now it's integrated into the game. Contact Delexicus if you are ready to participate. Irene, Hold Back and Interrogation Princess Irene - In PROGRESS Translation in Progress, by Icevail. Reimi,
the queen of martial arts - In PROGRESS Proofreading in Progress, By Donocad. Adding a new font, censorship, a full menu translation, all of this planned, and will be included in the latest version. Maki, Caring about my Moody Niece - In PROGRESS Censorship (by Bomb), translation menu and guide, adding Frankenfont,... all of this is complete, with the exception of
some re-positioning and form editing buttons. The translation continues. Pm Delexicus if you are ready to take part. Hi there, I'm interested in helping with translations, but I suck on the computer stuff anyone can explain to me how to extract text files. Hi there, I'm interested in helping with translations, but I suck on the computer stuff anyone can explain to me how to
extract text files. 1) Download and install 'JPEXS Free Decompiler' (go (go page 172, where Icevail taught me how to use it) and then download 'Notepad' 2) When you have a swf that you want to translate (there are Japanese texts both in the main game file and in the 'subs') files, open in JPEXS, you will notice that the script is divided into 'Timelines' ' When you find
one with good things in Japanese, click 'Actionscript' (seriously, go to the 172 and read). 3) Then click 'Edit Actionscript', press the right button and select everything, copy and paste the full timeline into the Notepad. Open a new project in Notepad and repeat this action with all the durations that have a dialogue in Japanese, each of which is in a different tab. 4) Okay,
now you'll choose the text in Japanese, put it in the translator (which is a terrible translation from Japanese, so you'll have to work hard), then you have to choose what you want to translate and click Ctrl, and replace the japanese text below with a translation clicking Replace everything in all open documents. Otherwise, you will have to translate the same texts over and
over again. 5) When you're done with the timeline, make the right click and select everything, copy and go to the same timeline in JPEXS, click Edit Actionscript, select everything, delete and paste. Then save (first below, then top left) and go to check out the game. Make sure you don't erase anything but the Japanese dialogue, things like the game code. I hope I helped.
My English is imperfect, sorry for that. 1) Download and install 'JPEXS Free Flash Decompiler' (go to page 172 where Icevail taught me how to use it) and then download 'Notepad' 2) When you have a swf that you want to translate (there are Japanese texts as a main game file and in 'subs' files) open in JPEXS you notice that the script is divided into 'Timeline'. When
you find one with good things in Japanese, click 'Edit Actionscript' (seriously, go to page 172 and read the instructions). 3) Then click 'Edit Actionscript', press the right button and select everything, copy and paste the full timeline into the Notepad. Open a new project in Notepad and repeat this action with all the durations that have a dialogue in Japanese, each of which
is in a different tab. 4) Okay, now you'll choose the text in Japanese, put it in the translator (which is a terrible translation from Japanese, so you'll have to work hard), then you have to choose what you want to translate and click Ctrl, and replace the japanese text below with a translation clicking Replace everything in all open documents. Otherwise, you will have to
translate the same texts over and over again. 5) When you're done with the timeline, make the right click and select everything, copy and go to the same timeline in JPEXS, click Edit Actionscript, everything, remove and paste. Then save (first below, then top left) and go to check out the game. Make sure you don't erase anything but the Japanese dialogue, things like
the game code. I hope I do My English is imperfect, sorry for that. Teh means breaking the line in the code, its not an important part of it, its mainly for aesthetics in writing, I usually ditch to save the writing space, since some sentences are more in English than in Japanese, and there is a font restriction on each speechbubble on how many letters it can show, so I prefer
to keep translations as short as possible, but close enough to the original to keep it. I see you use wordpress to do editing outside of JPEX, I haven't thought about it at all, I'm just copying the fly from timeline to timeline within the program, I suppose using wordpress is a faster option for it now that I think about it. Last edited: July 13, 2018 Hello everyone. First, I want to
say a big thank you for those who translate this great game. I'm glad JSK is making the game again. The last time I played was Vampire Hunter N, and I love it. I'm looking for an English and censored version of Karen, Irene and Reimi. It's not a problem to wait, but I don't understand if this game continues with translation or there is someone who has been abandoned.
Thank you in advance and with respect. hitmanboy47 Hello everyone. First, I want to say a big thank you for those who translate this great game. I'm glad JSK is making the game again. The last time I played was Vampire Hunter N, and I love it. I'm looking for an English and censored version of Karen, Irene and Reimi. It's not a problem to wait, but I don't understand if
this game continues with translation or there is someone who has been abandoned. Thank you in advance and with respect. hitmanboy47 I continue on Irene (censored version) in October, that's when my vacation begins, I can not give a specific ETA when it will be finished, but it will be done at some point, the current progress of Irene; -I've already translated everything
(including endings), except for speech bubbles during sex scenes, I'll start/finish polishing the quality translation in October. Karen is being translated, don't know about progress, its not like we run developer diaries here about the progress we make as for Reimi, I don't have any clues, I've done a quick partial for him before, but I don't know if anyone is working on it right
now. As soon as I'm done with Irene, I can go to Reimi if someone hasn't started working on it to the finish line with Irene. Last edited: July 13, 2018 I usually ditch to save writing space, since some sentences are more in English than Japanese, it's not a crucial part of it, it's mostly for aesthetics in writing, I usually ditch to save the writing space, since some sentences
are more in English than in Japanese, and there's a font restriction on each speechbubble on how many letters it can show, so I prefer to keep translations as short as possible, but close enough to the original. I see you're using to do editing outside of JPEX, I didn't think about it at all, I just copy the yat wna Timing for the timeline within the program, I suppose using
wordpress is a faster option for it now that I think about it. Thank you, I didn't know that, so I was afraid to erase something important. As for the Notepad, I recommend you use it because sometimes (okay, always) the same sentence is present in multiple time scales, even many times in the same. I translated Seijyo.swf with Irene. If you haven't done with this I can send
it to you after correcting some of the details. If you already have, well ... well nop Anyway thank you, I'm patiently waiting for your finish translation Last edited: July 13, 2018 Thank you, I didn't know that so I was afraid to erase something important. As for the Notepad, I recommend you use it because sometimes (okay, always) the same sentence is present in multiple
time scales, even many times in the same. I translated Seijyo.swf with Irene. If you haven't done with this I can send it to you after correcting some of the details. If you already have, well ... a nop anyway thanks, I'm patiently waiting for your translation finish I'll give it a try when my vacation starts, now that I think about it JPEX was the same feature, but I'm not sure it can
change other deadlines at the same time while editing one of them. I would like to take a crack at translating the Fighting queen, but where is the actual line containing the Japanese text located? The opening of SWF in JPEX shows me all the code in the script, but I can't find the string values so I can copy them for translation. Like the main timeline, when I open it, that's
what I get. I think I'm retarded, but I would appreciate being shown where to find the texts themselves. I would like to take a crack at translating the Fighting queen, but where is the actual line containing the Japanese text located? The opening of SWF in JPEX shows me all the code in the script, but I can't find the string values so I can copy them for translation. Like the
main timeline, when I open it, that's what I get. I think I'm retarded, but I would appreciate being shown where to find the texts themselves. Open the Sub folder. There is a Japanese script (seijyo, kouhai, cou1, end1, etc...) and then a search on each timeline to find Japanese dialogues last edited: July 14, 2018 I'll give it a try when my vacation starts, now that I think
about it JPEX had the same function, but I'm not sure he can change other deadlines at the same time while editing one of them. I think it can't because you have to click edit the actionscript and save for each timeline, so it's misery for my and back u.u Open 'Sub' folder. Have a Japanese script (seijyo, kouhai, cou1, end1, etc...) and then search on each timeline to find
Japanese dialogues Ok, so that's what I'm looking for, right? I checked the other files in the folder, and was the only one I could find with the actual text in it. Okay, that's what I'm looking for, isn't it? I checked the other files. folder and it was the only one I could find with the actual text in it. Yes, this is what you need to find in the timeline, there are several on each SWF
file, and every time the lines are literally crap lines for translation, you're going to rip your head off as soon as you see a huge amount of Cue, Foo. tsu' line there. Yes, this is what you need to find in the timeline, there are several on each SWF file, and every time the lines are literally crap lines for translation, you're going to rip your head off as soon as you see a huge
amount of Cue, Foo. tsu' line there. Ok. Is the text only in the chronological files or is it elsewhere as well within that particular SWF? I take the liberty of interval code better because it causes my autism to be something fierce and allows me to see how many lines are repeated more easily. This is an example of frame 3 from the riding scene. 1) Download and install
'JPEXS Free Flash Decompiler' (go to page 172 where Icevail taught me how to use it) and then download 'Notepad' 2) When you have a swf that you want to translate (there are Japanese texts as a main game file and in 'subs' files) open in JPEXS you notice that the script is divided into 'Timeline'. When you find one with good things in Japanese, click 'Edit
Actionscript' (seriously, go to page 172 and read the instructions). 3) Then click 'Edit Actionscript', press the right button and select everything, copy and paste the full timeline into the Notepad. Open a new project in Notepad and repeat this action with all the durations that have a dialogue in Japanese, each of which is in a different tab. 4) Okay, now you'll choose the
text in Japanese, put it in the translator (which is a terrible translation from Japanese, so you'll have to work hard), then you have to choose what you want to translate and click Ctrl, and replace the japanese text below with a translation clicking Replace everything in all open documents. Otherwise, you will have to translate the same texts over and over again. 5) When
you're done with the timeline, make the right click and select everything, copy and go to the same timeline in JPEXS, click Edit Actionscript, select everything, delete and paste. Then save (first below, then top left) and go to check out the game. Make sure you don't erase anything but the Japanese dialogue, things like the game code. I hope I helped. My English is
imperfect, sorry for that. Thanks for explaining, there is no need to worry about online translators because I have been studying Japanese for 4 years, so I will translate it mostly myself. Ok. Is the text only in the chronological files or is it elsewhere as well within that particular SWF? I take the courage to interval code better because it causes my autism something fierce
and allows me to see the strings are easier to repeat. This is an example of frame 3 from the riding scene. The main game swf (the one we push to play) contains most of the dialogue, the dialogue, prefight and after fight/choice dialogue (win/loss/after rape fight with Reimi) for example, each fight sex scene has its own very swf which contains a dialogue limited to it
(speech bubbles for example during sex scenes), for example you will not find sex scene dialogues in the main swf, nor vice versa. You have to go through all of them and view the timing for dialogue alone, a bit tedious to scroll through, I often take pen and paper to write what timing has things I need to translate. The picture I attached shows on what timeline some of
the dialogue play in the main swf Reimi, I didn't fully view through SWF to anchor all the basic dialogue with it, and I didn't take a look at the subfolder swfs for the scene-specific timing. Hell.. I sure liked to write, for example, a lot out there. &gt;&gt;; Last edited: July 14, 2018 Someone updated Irina without translation? I want to see the differences of myself The SWF
home game (the one we push to play) contains most of the dialogue, prefighting and post-fight dialogue/choice (win/loss/post-rape chat with Reimi), for example, every fight sex scene has its own very swf, which contains dialogue limited to it (speech bubbles, for example, during sex scenes), for example, you won't find sex scenes dialogue mostly. You have to go
through all of them and view the timing for dialogue alone, a bit tedious to scroll through, I often take pen and paper to write what timing has things I need to translate. The picture I attached shows on what timeline some of the dialogue play in the main swf Reimi, I didn't fully view through SWF to anchor all the basic dialogue with it, and I didn't take a look at the subfolder
swfs for the scene-specific timing. Hell.. I sure liked to write, for example, a lot out there. &gt;&gt;; Yes, thank you, I actually realized a lot of this just poked around as soon as I knew what to look for. The basic chronology in the Riding scene, for example, contains pre-sex and post-sex dialogue, and then the other two files in it contain actual sex conversations, which is
where all the moaning noises, among other things. So running these files down leads you to this. I then use the context to further change the translation because it's hard to tell just from the text what should be happening (I use ATLAS for translation). Let's see how it goes. Anyone can/want to apply partial/unc to the updated Irina/Irene, and/or partial/Unc to the updated
Reimi? I would like to know how to edit swf files. Edit: Nevermind, I think unc was easy enough to figure out, but I can't figure out how to move over the partials for any of them. I can't tell if I just don't really get JPEXS or if they're not compatible... But I did try... So what's some luck with the translation? So the obscene files finally worked? Or you had to change too much
for them to Also, as a general notice, yes, yes, already in the plans for the next game. And in appearance the main character is very similar to Yukina Gimeragi from Strike The Blood. I can't wait. There's also more information about this on his blog and it goes a little more in-depth out there, if someone wants to translate the text, feel free to do so. If you guys are
interested in crowd-sourced translations I can download a string of Google Page 2 sheets so any luck with the translation? So the obscene files finally worked? Or did you have to change too much for them to work? Also, as a general notice, yes, JSK is already in the plans for their next game. And in appearance the main character is very similar to Yukina Gimeragi from
Strike The Blood. I can't wait. There's also more information about this on his blog and it goes a little more in-depth out there, if someone wants to translate the text, feel free to do so. Wau, first they belong to Soma King, now a blow of blood. Still don't lolis you :'lt; if you guys are interested in crowd-sourced translations I can download a string of Google files of sheets I
originally planned to suggest that we all focus on one new jsk title at the time, by dividing the SWF game to translate between participants, but I had doubts about how it would work. Initially I planned to invite all of us to focus on one new jsk title at the time by dividing THE SWF games for translation between participants, but I had doubts about how this would work.
Mmm... I know it's not quite here... but maybe you can make a Google Drive group, or at least with people who can translate/want to translate new JSK games and just create a group, string the files there and well, slowly but surely, a full translation can be done. Also, I know it's not here either, but does ULMF discord, I'm not there, so I ask, does not have a translation
corner or at least a translation channel or something? Anyhoo just gives possible ideas to you guys. So what's some luck with the translation? So the obscene files finally worked? Or did you have to change too much for them to work? Also, as a general notice, yes, JSK is already in the plans for their next game. And in appearance the main character is very similar to
Yukina Gimeragi from Strike The Blood. I can't wait. There's also more information about this on his blog and it goes a little more in-depth out there, if someone wants to translate the text, feel free to do so. Here comes my shabby translation: It's been two weeks since the launch of the fight of the queen Reimi in the DL. I am grateful to all of you for your impressions and
error reports. Thank you. But over the last two weeks, a lot has happened in the world and it's been amazing. Although, there are times when I think I should continue to make erotic flash games that leave such an impact on people.... But what choice do I really have, because I don't have other ability to speak. So here I go, I another manufacturing project. Manufacturing.
the name Beauty - the next uniform fencing - (temporary). The older the heroine in Reimi was taken pretty well by people, all the reviews were pretty good (lol), although it was a bit of what I usually go after, if you know what I mean. The game will be a faster game than Reimi, but that's just a general idea of what I mean, its also going to have more say in it in comparison.
Since I have a busy schedule in July and August, it can be hard to keep up with the same pace as I was with Reimi, but I really try, to do this around September, I would appreciate it if you didn't get too angry with me if there are any delays on it. We can wait. Who complains should shut up because you do it for everyone and even for free. I honestly don't know what
would be the appropriate emoji-response to this post... XD Tip: I think Icevail gave a shabby translation of the author's thoughts about the near future... The work continues. I'm about 1/3 of the way through horseback dialogue. For reference, this is what a scene I posted earlier after I changed the raw translated text. Most of the actual effort involved in this (at least for
me, since I don't speak Japanese, but I native English) figure out how to make point-to-point translations into an actual sentence. A few thoughts on the process so far: I can understand why no one has stepped up to translate Reimei, this game has a metric fuckton dialogue. I would estimate about 50% of this is repeated of one kind or another, but there is dialogue for
both Reimei and the announcer in each scene. I'm glad I started with riding dialogue because it's unique (as far as I can tell) other gender positions (like missionary options and scenes, for example) share the same dialogues. I have no idea what zu means, but it's like a million little bastards. I'm guessing it's some kind of verbal tick. If you expect a genuine Japanese
groan experience, I will disappoint you. I just add moans to the sound effects as I please, not any actual translation, because every translator hates them. I can already say that I won't be able to maintain my interest in this long enough to do the rest of the sex scenes, but I want to make 4 endings as soon as I'm done with the riding scene. The endings are much shorter
because you only need to deal with one set of dialogue and don't have to deal with the announcer (normal sex scenes for the first time, finishing 1 and finishing 2 options). So those should be pretty quick, I hope, and I think most people want endings done over sex stuff anyway (I can make a fair assumption about what a normal dialogue for the rest of them on this this
and it's safe to say that you're missing the overmuch out there). I'll put up a riding scene as soon as I'm done with it for feedback, challenges and criticism. If you want to call me a gajin tank, rest assured I already know that, but if you feel the need to really drive that home, then by all means. The work continues. I'm about 1/3 of the way through horseback dialogue. For



reference, this is what a scene I posted earlier after I changed the raw translated text. Most of the actual effort involved in this (at least for me, since I don't speak Japanese, but I native English) figure out how to make point-to-point translations into an actual sentence. A few thoughts on the process so far: I can understand why no one has stepped up to translate Reimei,
this game has a metric fuckton dialogue. I would estimate about 50% of this is repeated of one kind or another, but there is dialogue for both Reimei and the announcer in each scene. I'm glad I started with riding dialogue because it's unique (as far as I can tell) other gender positions (like missionary options and scenes, for example) share the same dialogues. I have no
idea what zu means, but it's like a million little bastards. I'm guessing it's some kind of verbal tick. If you expect a genuine Japanese groan experience, I will disappoint you. I just add moans to the sound effects as I please, not any actual translation, because every translator hates them. I can already say that I won't be able to maintain my interest in this long enough to do
the rest of the sex scenes, but I want to make 4 endings as soon as I'm done with the riding scene. The endings are much shorter because you only need to deal with one set of dialogue and don't have to deal with the announcer (normal sex scenes for the first time, finishing 1 and finishing 2 options). So those should be pretty quick, I hope, and I think most people want
endings done during regular sex stuff anyway (I can make a fair assumption about what a normal dialogue is for the rest of them at the moment, and it's safe to say that you're missing overmuch out there). I'll put up a riding scene as soon as I'm done with it for feedback, challenges and criticism. If you want to call me a gajin tank, rest assured I already know that, but if
you feel the need to really drive that home, then by all means. I just ignore zu in the translation process and leave it as it doesn't make any sense to me either, I think it's the author's way to express something, or an unwanted surprise, disgust or biting tongue, since those types of sentences of it are usually accompanied. Here are examples from its use, which appears
quite often; ... Tsu!? Have you come into my again!? And yet; Yaa... Tsu! Another; No, my voice came out on its own... But that's just my total in this matter based on what I've seen zu on. As far as the translation of the speech bubble goes, its pretty tiring, its not so bad when you set up a daily goal to finish one long term a day, it slows down the process a bit (against
pulling the death march every day on it), but at least my motivation doesn't die out when translating. Focus on the basic dialogue first, which should be a priority when translating, leave the middle of the sex scene stuff alone until the basic things are done, then I suggest to get on the translations of the speech bubble. As for the feedback, when you're done with your initial
translation run, play through the game and see if you can polish the translation somehow, sometimes it's better to rewrite the sentence than let the slide as it is to add some life to it. For example, the one that you have in the picture you attached, in my opinion, you can rewrite what Reimi says in something like this; Do you think this is enough to prevent me from being
attacked/hit/fighting with you!? - minor changes or do you really think doing something like this is enough to stop me from attacking/hitting/fighting with you!? - Major change or think that you would resort to something like this to resist my attack. - Rewriting a sentence from scratch based on the situation at hand. But it's just how I'd translate this line for it, your version has
nothing wrong with it, its fine as it is now. Last edited: July 15, 2018 I just ignore zu in the translation process and leave it, since it doesn't make any sense to me either, I think it's the author's way to express something, either unwanted surprise, disgust or biting the tongue, since these types of sentences are usually accompanied. Here are examples from its use, which
appears quite often; ... Tsu!? Have you come into my again!? And yet; Yaa... Tsu! Another; No, my voice came out on its own... But that's just my general assumption in this matter, based on what I've seen zu on. As far as the translation of the speech bubble goes, its pretty tiring, its not so bad when you set up a daily goal to finish one long term a day, it slows down the
process a bit (against pulling the death march every day on it), but at least my motivation doesn't die out when translating. Focus on the basic dialogue first, which should be a priority when translating, leave the middle of the sex scene stuff alone until the basic things are done, then I suggest to get on the translations of the speech bubble. yes, I guess it's a Japanese
word. Probably appears in the anime a lot. I left a few where I thought it was appropriate, but the little bastards are in damn close to every sentence. I can read a can for Tsu for the rest of my fucking life. As for motivation, I just translate blocks at a time. you pull out the code code format so it looks like the actual person wrote it instead of what the JSK or JPEX fuck
makes it look like this. Then I just do 3 blocks or so at a time. I've already finished everything before sex and after the dialogue, I'm on the speech bubble/announcer stuff right now. I have no fucking idea why each line should be written four separate times for each call though. It doesn't make sense. Whoever the code did this should learn about the literal meaning of the
line. yes, I guess it's a Japanese word. Probably appears in the anime a lot. I left a few where I thought it was appropriate, but the little bastards are in damn close to every sentence. I can read a can for Tsu for the rest of my fucking life. As for motivation, I just translate blocks at a time. When you pull out the code and format it like this, it looks like the actual person wrote
it instead of what the JSK or JPEX fuck makes it look like this. Then I just do 3 blocks or so at a time. I've already finished everything before sex and after the dialogue, I'm on the speech bubble/announcer stuff right now. I have no fucking idea why each line should be written four separate times for each call though. It doesn't make sense. Whoever the code did this
should learn about the literal meaning of the line. I can't say anything about coding as I don't have practical knowledge over it, I took a few classes on it at vocational school ten years ago. but it only covers the basic HTML and the basics of ruby. Yes, kanji for zu is now also wired in my memory. that little twat literally everywhere except love ending related lines. But I'm
from what I understand, four types of endings, in Irene the same four repetitions on most of the stuff Irene says during sex, but those are directly tied at which the end of the player goes to. First comes the disgust of the lines, the denial of the lines, the enjoyment of the lines and finally the love lines, all on the same row. and they repeat on every stage, points of view,
positions and endings. Even the endings have a repetition going on, but that's only because all the sexual positions are rape, inran, love and houshin versions of it. Last edited: July 16, 2018 Yes, I guess it's a Japanese word tick thing. Probably appears in the anime a lot. I left a few where I thought it was appropriate, but the little bastards are in damn close to every
sentence. I can read a can for Tsu for the rest of my fucking life. As for motivation, I just translate blocks at a time. When you pull out the code and format it like this, it looks like the actual person wrote it instead of what the JSK or JPEX fuck makes it look like this. Then I just do 3 blocks or so at a time. I've already finished everything before sex and after the dialogue, I'm
on the speech bubble/announcer stuff right now. I have no fucking idea why each line should be written four separate times for each call though. It's not Sense. Whoever the code did this should learn about the literal meaning of the line. Just ignore it when you translate. That's not said. well as correctly guessed, it is used to convey the speaker's surprise before they can
actually voice what they intend to say. If you absolutely have to translate it, just use... before the actual offer begins. So I started translating shoplifting girl, and I also met many-zu. However, I think it's more of a problem because of machine translation because it can't distinguish between small and normal zu. A small zu is special because it emphasizes the letters
follows. In the case of a vowel, they emphasize and stretch it, in the case of sossonance they double. For example Ittekimasu (いってきます) you see that small-zu double t from -te. I hope this helps a few. I'm so glad the shoplifting girl isn't forgotten, it's still my favorite last game so far. Hello. I've been hiding on this thread for a long time. I'm a big fan of JSK's work, so
you can trust that I'm properly depraved, and I'm especially grateful to the community that translated the game. I want something back. I'm quite experienced in the word game. I've noticed that while translations for games are adequate, and can be ideal translations for everyone I know, they are also littered with spelling mistakes, poor grammar and syntax, and generally
break the dive. If you can provide me with a landfill of basic translations, I'd love to polish them. I'm sure I can keep the spirit of the phrases intact while smoothing out the English translation. I am in no way dismissive of the quality of work you fine, beautifully disgusting gentlemen have provided over the years. Just the opposite. This is my niche and I would like to
contribute. Lord Thomas Blackley said: Hi. I've been hiding on this thread for a long time. I'm a big fan of JSK's work, so you can trust that I'm properly depraved, and I'm especially grateful to the community that translated the game. I want something back. I'm quite experienced in the word game. I've noticed that while translations for games are adequate, and can be
ideal translations for everyone I know, they are also littered with spelling mistakes, poor grammar and syntax, and generally break the dive. If you can provide me with a landfill of basic translations, I'd love to polish them. I'm sure I can keep the spirit of the phrases intact while smoothing out the English translation. I am in no way dismissive of the quality of work you fine,
beautifully disgusting gentlemen have provided over the years. Just the opposite. This is my niche and I would like to contribute. Well, it's one thing to have adequate translation skills, and it's another to be able to see it through a lot of people have fallen it's a case of the amount of excess dialogue depleting Karen's table: I'll add other games later edit: For those who
want to use machine translation I'm sure there are add-ons that can do it for you I just copy the insert cells from TA on so I can translate them, as I go though @Lord Thomas Blackley Here's Your Chance to Contribute Last Edited: July 17, 2018 Karen Table: I'll add other games later Edit: For those who want to use machine translation I'm sure there are additions that
can do it for you, what I'm doing is just copy the inserted cells with TA on so I can translate them as I go though @Lord Thomas Blackley Here's your chance to contribute your shit. Well, I admit that this is an incredibly difficult task. But I'll chip away at it as much as I can. Bookmark. Never underestimate the power of the Adderall recipe. So I started translating shoplifting
girl, and I also met many-zu. However, I think it's more of a problem because of machine translation because it can't distinguish between small and normal zu. A small zu is special because it emphasizes the letters follows. In the case of a vowel, they emphasize and stretch it, in the case of sossonance they double. For example Ittekimasu (いってきます) you see that
small-zu double t from -te. I hope this helps a few. Hm.. I think I did a piece of shoplifting girl last year in November. I think if you're looking for a forum for i'lt;3KawaiiAnime you can find a partial one. All sex scenes are untranslated, but the main game game is like 95% done. I don't want to undermine your current work, but I realized that it will be less work for you if there
are some parts that are ok. Below is the attached txt file, which includes translations for the main game. Thank you for your translation efforts. It's very appreciated. Hm.. I think I did a piece of shoplifting girl last year in November. I think if you're looking for a forum for i'lt;3KawaiiAnime you can find a partial one. All sex scenes are untranslated, but the main game game is
like 95% done. I don't want to undermine your current work, but I realized that it will be less work for you if there are some parts that are ok. Below is the attached txt file, which includes translations for the main game. Thank you for your translation efforts. It's very appreciated. Thanks for textfile, I don't mind at all and its nice to compare translations. My work was about
50% done in the maingame and didn't start on the H-scene, so you really helped me here. Page 3 After this boom of resuming translations for JSK games, I just want to say to all the people involved... Thank you! You all support me! Hold it and good luck! I joined the crowdsourcing translation using Google Translate and Common Sense. I start at the end, do I have a
save or automated? Thank you for giving me this chance to help! Edit: For those who want to help, using mousewheel moves the offer! You need to click manually to navigate the page! Edit 2: I translate Kedamono as an animal as it makes more sense than beast syllable wise. 3: I'm translating some of them out of context, is there any way for me to know that Am I
working now? Edit 4: I can't do anything if you fucked you... (LOL) I'm not an example, last edited: July 18, 2018 I joined the crowdsourcing translation using Google Translate and Common Sense. I start at the end, do I have a save or automated? Thank you for giving me this chance to help! Edit: For those who want to help, using mousewheel moves the offer! You need
to click manually to navigate the page! Edit 2: I translate Kedamono as an animal as it makes more sense than beast syllable wise. Edit 3: I'm translating some of them off out of context, is there any way for me to know what kind of scenes I'm currently running? 2. I use a dirty beast, wild or monster instead of kedamono myself, rotating between three options depending
on which one has the most poison in a given situation at hand. 3. Playing the game (s) will help with this issue ^_^; Last edited: July 18, 2018 2. I use a dirty beast, wild or monster instead of kedamono myself, rotating between three options depending on which one has the most poison in a given situation at hand. 3. Playing the game (s) will help with this issue ^_^; It's a
good variety of spice life! Playing the game doesn't help if I don't know which line is that... Could you take a look at any of these lines 571, 553, 535, 451, 439, 372, 369, 366, 336, 327, 300, 297 on the page cou3? I couldn't make proper sense of them... Can someone PM me link to Karen's game so I can get an idea of what I'm doing? Maybe this will help last edit: July
18, 2018 Those good, variety of spice life! Playing the game doesn't help if I don't know which line is that... Could you take a look at any of these lines 571, 553, 535, 451, 439, 372, 369, 366, 336, 327, 300, 297 on the page cou3? I couldn't make proper sense of them... Can someone PM me link to Karen's game so I can get an idea of what I'm doing? Maybe it will help
571 : Take / Pull that dirty thing out of me immediately! (Rape dialogue, right after the insertion) 553 : Stop fucking me / Stop messing around / Screw you, why should I feel / feel anything at all!? (Either during or after the rape dialogue) 535 : a woman of Ruzen should not feel/enjoy it. (The pleasure she feels goes against her pride, that's how I understand it in my head
when I hear a sentence talking to me.) 451 : There is no way you make me pregnant, no matter how often/much you cum! But I hate it when your sperm falls into me! (Raw translation, Karen does not want to get pregnant and denies the possibility, despite being constantly filled with sperm, that's how I understand when I hear it) 439 : You came into my again, saying
nothing. (raw translation when Cumming inside on a slow more than once, a pretty standard line in the JSK game.) 372 : Shut up fuck / Stop fucking / Get out messing / Screw you, I told you I feel nothing / / (That's how it translates in my head when I hear it talk to me) 369 : Enjoy it? Why the hell should I enjoy it!? You're just imagining it! / be delusional! (That's how I
understand it when it's talked to me) 366 : To be fucked/raped by a man/dirt like you. (Rape dialogue, her pride took another blow and humiliation she feels, this immersion, that's how it translates in my head when I hear it) 336 : What a strange feeling. What have you done to me? (That's how it translates in my head when I hear it) 327 : Does it matter what I tell you
more? ( I might be wrong about it, but this is how it translates in my head when I hear it) 300 : Stop it, don't push it so deep into my. (That's how it translates in my head when I hear it, it doesn't want to be penetrated all the way in) 297 : I told you not to move, you dirty beast / wild / bastard! (That's how it translates in my head when I hear it) It would be general translations
of these lines, and some of them need polishing or rewritten completely to have a greater impact. I take a look at these lines in the next link; I'm not sure they were the ones you meant. There are links to Karen, Irene and Reimi in this topic, just go back a few pages and you come across them. As for the variation, yes, it is necessary, at least in my opinion. Seeds and
seeds (switching back and forth randomly, depending on the context) and Womb (switching back and forth randomly, depending on the context) Penis and dirty thing (using it primarily on or paizuri scenes) Kedamono and Monster, Bastard, Dirty Beast, Savage, etc. Last edit: July 19, 2018 571: Take/ Pull (Rape dialogue, right after insertion) 553 : Stop fucking me / Stop
messing around, why should I feel /feel anything at all!? (Either during or after the rape dialogue) 535 : a woman of Ruzen should not feel/enjoy it. (The pleasure she feels goes against her pride, that's how I understand it in my head when I hear a sentence talking to me.) 451 : There is no way you make me pregnant, no matter how often/much you cum! But I hate it
when your sperm falls into me! (Raw translation, Karen does not want to get pregnant and denies the possibility, despite being constantly filled with sperm, that's how I understand when I hear it) 439 : You came into my again, saying nothing. (Raw translation when Cumming is inside at a slow pace more than once, a pretty standard line in the JSK game.) 372 : Shut up
fuck / Stop fucking / Get out messing around, I told you I feel nothing /thing. (That's how it translates in my head when I hear it talk to me) 369 : Enjoy it? Why the hell should I enjoy You're just imagining it! / be delusional! (That's how I understand it when it's talked to me) 366 : To be fucked/raped by a man/dirt like you. (rape dialogue, her pride took another blow and
humiliation of humiliation feels exciting, that's how it translates into my head when I hear it) 336 : What a strange feeling. What have you done to me? (That's how it translates in my head when I hear it) 327 : Does it matter what I tell you more? ( I might be wrong about it, but this is how it translates in my head when I hear it) 300 : Stop it, don't push it so deep into my.
(That's how it translates in my head when I hear it, it doesn't want to be penetrated all the way in) 297 : I told you not to move, you dirty beast / wild / bastard! (That's how it translates in my head when I hear it) It would be general translations of these lines, and some of them need polishing or rewritten completely to have a greater impact. I take a look at these lines in the
next link; I'm not sure they were the ones you meant. There are links to Karen, Irene and Reimi in this topic, just go back a few pages and you come across them. As for the variation, yes, it is necessary, at least in my opinion. Seeds and seeds (switching back and forth randomly, depending on the context) and Womb (switching back and forth randomly, depending on
the context) Penis and dirty thing (using it primarily on or paizuri scenes) Kedamono and Monster, Bastard, Dirty Beast, Savage, etc. Thank you very much! This feedback should give me enough insight to finish most of Karen in the coming days. Btw, anyone mind sending a link to Karen's game with the latest translation, im new here and im not sure what's going on.
Btw, anyone mind sending a link to Karen's game with the latest translation, im new here and im not sure what's going on. Its in the process of translation, please be patient with it, the latest version will be linked as soon as they believe it is on the release state, at the same time, keep your eyes open and continue to follow the thread. Thank you very much! This feedback
should give me enough insight to finish most of Karen in the coming days. Np, I apologize for all these typos out there, I was severely sleep-deprived until I wrote that post, I edited those just now. Its in the process of translation, please be patient with it, the latest version will be linked as soon as they believe it is on the release state, at the same time, keep your eyes
open and continue to follow the thread. Its in the process of translation, please be patient with it, the latest version will be linked as soon as they believe it is on the release state, at the same time, keep your eyes open and continue to follow the thread. sorry because I read a post some time ago saying abouth the beginning of a July release or something, did not want to
rush anyone. @Icevail first of all, thank you to all the other people who are currently working on the translation. Secondly, I don't know if you or anyone here whose translations are like Karen and I don't know if anyone was doing Reimi on moment if they used the most recent versions of the game. I posted them some time ago (I mean Reimi and Irene / Irina), this on the
previous previous If I'm not mistaken. Just ask to see if this was the case, if everything went smoothly, along with censored files, and if they can work with the current version of both Reimi and Irene/Irina. Either way, good luck with everything. @Icevail first of all, thank you to all the other people who are currently working on the translation. Secondly, I don't know if you or
anyone here whose translations are like Karen, and I don't know if anyone was doing Reimi at the moment if they used the most recent versions of the game. I posted them some time ago (I mean Reimi and Irene/ Irina), this is on the previous page If I'm not mistaken. Just ask to see if this was the case, if everything went smoothly, along with censored files, and if they
can work with the current version of both Reimi and Irene/Irina. Either way, good luck with everything. I have the current version of Irene (since I bought it along with Karen and Reimi from dlsite), so I can ask for sure that I have all I will do with the latest versions at hand, not sure that if Karen's translation goes smoothly, I will help with any time at my fingertips when
possible, if they ask for it, this is the most that I can make an asm. As for Irene, I just polish the dialogue and finish translating the sex scene speech bubbles (still enough to drive me crazy), its that close to completion (without insensibles). As for Reimi, I talked to one guy earlier (a couple of pages ago) and he worked on stage ride away from him, but as far as I'm
concerned, all the moans/sfx ate his motivation with him, if he fails to complete the task, I'll probably end up picking him up after I'm done with Irene, but I can't promise anything until a later date. Last edited: July 19, 2018 @Icevail this will help make gloat moaning sounds composed so we can just copy, paste and replace all fixing needs every once in a while? And to all
the people helping to contribute to Karen's translation: Thank you very much! I'll be freer soon so I can start filling in big gaps over time. Is there crowdsourcing for Irene? I would like to help work on translating this game during this week. Have free time on my hands (finally). A sample of my translation work can be found on the page before that (178). Thank you in
advance! Is there crowdsourcing for Irene? I would like to help work on translating this game during this week. Have free time on my hands (finally). A sample of my translation work can be found on the page before that (178). Thank you in advance! As far as I know, not at the moment. There isn't much left to translate either into Irene, just sex scenes speech bubbles
and polishing dialogue a bit. Lines that are basically; Stop Cumming in my, you dirt, you Cumming again? You really know how to make me happy., You're wrong, there's no way I'd ever enjoy it., My uterus is already filled to the brim with your seed, but I don't mind if going, etc etc etc. etc. here's the latest version of Irene (censorship) with my latest version partial on it, its
not polished nor finished; I will continue on it when my vacation starts. https:// .nz/q!qc4zULwI!yTl1IdmEM_2yOZa_xJFqb1770Z8P4kDxiFNDPF2WhHE (be sure to remove the gaps) Keep in mind that when talking to Irene from behind, the lines are not translated as I am not copying these lines yet from the old version of the game to the newest, the same with when
talking to her with widely distributed legs. Last edited: July 22, 2018 IDK, if any of the potential translators are still working, but I throw my hat in the ring. Work on Karen, Irena and Reimi. I'm comfortable flash games, and did partial translations of some of his previous works for my own use, but I'm awful to read Jap so my translations are mostly interpretation of machine
translation. If I don't get bored, I'm going to have Reimi in a week or two, then Irina, then Karen. Just head up. I've already censored them and posted them on the main thread (or tried, we'll see how it works). IDK if any of the potential translators still works, but I throw my hat in the ring. Work on Karen, Irena and Reimi. I'm comfortable flash games, and did partial
translations of some of his previous works for my own use, but I'm awful to read Jap so my translations are mostly interpretation of machine translation. If I don't get bored, I'm going to have Reimi in a week or two, then Irina, then Karen. Just head up. I've already censored them and posted them on the main thread (or tried, we'll see how it works). Karen is being
crowdsourced, you can help with this, link; Reimi is translated by one person, progress is unknown. Irene is translated by one person, almost complete. I'm interested in translation. I ended up partially on Reimi in my time. Is there a way I can translate dialogues for Reimi? The best solution is to make a list of who translate that into the first thread. Page 4 Not at this point,
as far as I know. There isn't much left to translate either into Irene, just sex scenes speech bubbles and polishing dialogue a bit. Lines that are basically; Stop Cumming in my, you dirt, you Cumming again? You really know how to make me happy., You're wrong, there's no way I'd ever enjoy it., My uterus is already filled to the brim with your seed, but I don't mind if you
want to keep going, etc. etc. Here's the latest version of Irene (censorship) with my latest version partial on it, its not polished, nor finished; I will continue on it when my vacation starts. https:// .nz /q!qc4zULwI!yTl1IdmEM_2yOZa_xJFqb1770Z8P4kDxiFNDPF2WhHE (be sure to remove the spaces) Keep in mind that when talking to Irene from behind, the lines are not
translated as I am not copying these lines yet from the old version of the game to the newest, the same when talking to her with a wide spread of legs. Hey Icevail, thanks for posting the current version of Irene. If you want, I could spend some time polishing it for you while keeping the basic wordage in its current state (to secure one vote throughout the game). If you're
comfortable with it, let me know and I'll start. Hey Icevail, thanks for posting the current version of Irene. If you want, I could spend some time polishing it for you while keeping the basic wordage in its current state (to secure one vote throughout the game). If you're comfortable with it, let me know and I'll start. Do as you please with him, I won't be able to do much more to
have it until October at my end. The text boxes for Reimi are done. The working corridor (I think) is done with dialogues. I can't find the rest of the dialogues for the endings of the cut scene. Don't talk about the efforts to translate into the main stream. Keep them in the translation stream. Hi guys, just want to kick the crowdsourcing translation of Karen Flash One part
completely done, still need more help on the rest Unfortunately I was busier than expected, so I was not able to contribute so much Who got the mirror partial translation of Reimi? The latter is not in his life. I seem to be missing these censored and transferred shopping girl Irina dungeon Karen kakuto imoto (blue hair fighting girl sister thing.) Shinon Reimi I know Reimi,
Karen, and maybe irine have not done translated If someone can detect me censored and tran / partial translation version, which would be a good guy helps the translation from Wednesday, thank you! Now we have more progress, since the second I seem to be missing these censorship and transferred trading girl Irine dungeon Karen kakuto andmoto (blue hair fighting
girl sister thing.) Shinon Reimi I know Reimi, Karen, and maybe Irine did not translate If someone can detect me censored and tran / partially translated versions that would be good, I do not know about others, but I do not know about others. It still takes some time, but overall goes smoothly. However I only have a censored version, so I can't help you if you're looking for
a censored one. Halfway through, the dialogues have been translated. I'm trying my best to polish things. Crowdsource Update: All cou4 sheet translates and most if not all end2 translates. end3 is over 1000 lines on a spreadsheet that will be challenging ... Okay, is it end3_fla twice in the same sheet or something? It seems that everything on it is repeated at least once,
hundreds of rows down. Does anyone have a mirror of Reimi's partial translation? The latter is not in his life. Seconded. Partially by @Icevail has screenshots up but the download link is down. It would be very helpful to be able to read some of the menu and name attacks. As a note, I really appreciate the work you guys are doing it! I seem to be missing these censorship
and translated shopping girl Irene Irene Karen kakuto imoto (blue-haired fighting girl sister thing.) Shinon Reimi I know Reimi, Karen, and maybe irine have not done translated If someone can detect me censored and tran / partial translation versions, which would be fine, I do not know about others, but I was translating shoplifting girl. It still takes some time, but overall
goes smoothly. However I only have a censored version, so I can't help you if you're looking for a censored one. I have a censored and partially translated Shoplifter Girl one, here's a mega link: Key attached below. Seconded. Partially by @Icevail has screenshots up but the download link is down. It would be very helpful to be able to read some of the menu and name
attacks. As a note, I really appreciate the work you guys are doing! Yes, that usually happens (DL link goes down) when someone trashs a job that hasn't even been polished or finished, I've picked up enough of that crap back in mid/high school. Anyway, here's a working link for the shabby Reimi partial; (Remember to remove the spaces) https:// mega.
nz/!aYYkXKbY!trdguIl4EHIeGMTyGq2exrnW'FlVSNEWW-PDTJt4 It's still in the same condition I left in it when I first posted it, although I don't remember if I translated the attack Reimi makes for Mind Reading's ability to be useful to those who can't read hira/catacan. Last edited: August 17, 2018 yes, that usually happens (DL link goes down) when someone trashs work
that hasn't even been polished or finished, I've picked up enough of that crap back in mid/middle school. Anyway, here's a working link for the shabby Reimi partial; (Remember to remove the spaces) https:// mega. nz/!aYYkXKbY!trdguIl4EHIeGMTyGq2exrnW'FlVSNEWW-PDTJt4 It's still in the same condition I left in it when I first posted it, although I don't remember if I
translated the attack Reimi makes for Mind Reading's ability to be useful to those who can't read hira/catacan. Thank you! Looks like mind-reading fits have actually been translated. It's very helpful. Yes, that usually happens (DL link goes down) when someone trashs a job that hasn't even been polished or finished, I've picked up enough of that crap back in mid/high
school. Anyway, here's a working link for the shabby Reimi partial; (Remember to remove the spaces) https:// mega. nz/!aYYkXKbY!trdguIl4EHIeGMTyGq2exrnW'FlVSNEWW-PDTJt4 It's still in the same condition I left in it when I first posted it, although I don't remember if I translated the attack Reimi makes for Mind Reading's ability to be useful to those who can't read
hira/catacan. Thank you so much for this, maybe we should put links to currently_in-progress-out-to-be-translated games together? Maybe in the OP? It's normal for me. You'll probably get me to update the OP faster if you send me a PM rather than a post here though. Since JSK has released another I'm doing a quick partial for it as well to help out of the game battle
phase, but I ran into a little problem on I can't find texts for a skill box in the main swf among the resources (I've only done a quick browsing through my resources so far), its still shabby and not polished, I'll improve what I can once I have more time on my hands. Anyway, the following images contain what I've done so far. Page 5 @Icevail Unfortunately, the texts for the
skills window during the battle are stored not as texts, but as forms (such as Form 2027). Editing won't be that easy. I've also started a more thorough attempt to translate the new Miyui game, which will take some time. @flurki I see that certainly clears it then, I went into the form section and there those were neatly arranged next to each other. Well, I won't be working on
Miyui since there is already someone working on it. On a side note, is this the first special attack from the top left to be unlocked right from the start? I mean, it shows how -locked - and unlocked buttons on it, its use, but shows how locked ability, it can even be unlocked from the skills menu, then -locked - the text disappears from it, its like wasting SP at that point to
unlock it @flurki I see that certainly clears it then, I went into the form section and there those were neatly arranged next to each other. Well, I won't be working on Miyui since there is already someone working on it. On a side note, is this the first special attack from the top left to be unlocked right from the start? I mean, it shows how -locked - and unlocked buttons on it,
its use, but shows how locked the ability, it can even be unlocked from the skills menu, then -locked - text disappears from it, its like wasting SP at the moment to unlock it after testing it, that the ability of the only value is the ability to cut her clothes, depending on whether you hit the top or bottom of the choice. Hello. I'm alive and well. Still polishing translations from the
beginning of college. It's not complicated, just trying to fit in with the new semester, and then I'll finish the translation. The translation for Miyui is progressing well, I think I can release the first version soon. The translation for Miyui is progressing well, I think I can release the first version soon. Cool, maybe we can compare how our translations differ from each other, I
made the right one for myself while I waited for the plane to arrive (starting to drive back home). There are some terms like Fumashi and Reisau that caught my attention, and it's quite interesting to see that you translated those like, the same with the fighting skills it uses, I went mostly with Phoenix related names on special Miyui attacks, a few examples; Soaring
Phoenix; She jumps into the air and fires several projectiles before crashing into the MC. Phoenix Flame; an attack that drains the AP and a special from MC. 'Feng Swordslash'; Double slash she does that can't be locked in the middle of an attack. Kazyuki Slash; one slash it does with a horizontal direction that can't locked in the middle of the attack. Last edited: Sep 14,
2018 I have yet to translate any of her attacks. I'm currently trying to edit and keep the forms in the correct svg-based vector chart. I think it's working well now. I also have to say that I am not an expert on Japanese in any way. I can say that happens in almost all scenes, but mostly I also translate it with a bit of artistic freedom and after consulting many translation sites.
My main effort is to ensure that the dialogue can be read freely (e.g., MC dialogue responses directly correspond to its previous proposal, or its subsequent proposals relate to the previous one). It takes to actually play the game a lot to check it out, too. I also try to fit into her character change in various scenes (such as her ownership phase) and reflect that in her
dialogue. If you have any suggestions or solutions for any part, I'm always happy to accept or discuss them How much do you transfer while waiting for your plane, by the way? I'm curious. I see, well I don't think there's much left for me to do then. Why not just let it out? I see, well I don't think there's much left for me to do then. Why not just let it out? No, no, I did it just
for myself without taking your attention as the one who provides the translation, and besides, I want to compare how many different approaches we take in the dialogue Last edited: Sep 14, 2018 OK, but there are no fixed places to translate any game . I just thought I could take on the challenge for the newly released game, but that certainly doesn't stop others from
doing it, too. Anyway, thank you for the clarification. I will continue with my version after that. If you want, you can provide me with your version of the translation as a source of input. It's always nice to have as many sources as possible to deliver the best result. Anyway, thank you for the clarification. I will continue with my version after that. If you want, you can provide
me with your version of the translation as a source of input. It's always nice to have as many sources as possible to deliver the best result. Absolutely, I'll do this as soon as I have a more durable connection at hand (using a mobile connection right now, too slow and unstable to download anything). A summary of what I did the translation; -Skills/stat screen distribution
point, for the most part at least forms I won't be able to do anything. -Dialogue and choice, all before and after the fight, including an additional 1-4 modes. -All the endings of the dialogue, before and after sex. -Miyui fighting skills, you know what goes if you have the mind to read the ability. -MC fighting skills as far as I could, changing the shape is not on my department.
What I haven't translated, and I don't plan; -Text/buttons from the forms (certain parts of the combat user interface), its beyond my knowledge of how to do it. -Sex scenes talk, (went through it and it's basically the same we saw in Karen/Irene/Reimi with very little change) as I'll be busy and in the middle of a sex dialogue for As soon as I get home. Last edited: On
September 15, 2018 I just spend one hour rearranging all the items on the home screen because their situation has changed due to the changed text of the zlt...lt; I've also created new shapes for the logo and mode options. Fu. Maybe I overdo it a little ^^ I just spend one hour rearranging all the items on the home screen because their situation has changed because of
the altered text. I've also created new shapes for the logo and mode options. Fu. Maybe I overdo it a bit ^^ I used the 1956 font for the main screen with the letters 5, only had to move the Love End text down just a little bit to align it with the rest of the endings. I just spend one hour rearranging all the items on the home screen because their situation has changed
because of the changed text. I've also created new shapes for the logo and mode options. Fu. Maybe I'm overdoing it a little ^^ can I help you? I'm just starting to translate but I don't wonna translate the same text so you can give my link to your translation so I can make it wich you? I used the 1956 font for the main screen with the letters 5, only had to move the 'Love
End' text down just a little bit to align it with the rest of the endings. I checked it out with this font, but the texts are still a bit off the column (not centered). This font looks a lot better than the original 111 one though. Fur, maybe I'm changing it to one that then sighs. I've noticed that some texts, such as Love End, are a bit off on the axis off, too. Weird. Can I help you? I'm
just starting to translate but I don't wonna translate the same text so you can give my link to your translation so I can make it wich you? Thanks, but I'm almost finished now (with a main file at least that contains all the menus, fighting and most of the dialogue. hey guys, just PSA, if you're working on translations you should send your progress to Darkfire, I would have
done that, but I'm a little confused about who's doing what's right now for everything. hey guys, just PSA, if you're working on translations you have to send your progress to Darkfire so he/she can update the OP with current translations. ^^ any case, I'm currently working on a translation for Miyui and its progress is very far away already. @Icevail do you have any
suggestions for translating red and blue texts right under HP bars (which are basically their names I guess)? It was would you appreciate sending PM or just answering in this topic? ^^ any case, I am currently working on a translation for Miyui and his progress is very far away already. @Icevail Do you have suggestions for translating red and blue texts right under HP
bars (which are basically their names I guess)? It would be appreciated @flurki red her name is Kyuga Miyui and since the blue is obviously not the name MC, but instead of its name, I would say said, Youth will be the closest thing I can come up with from 仮初め憑代, but you can always use an artistic approach and give the MC the right name, not the name it has, or
you can take off The Obsessed Onii-san for lulz. P.S. I download my translation soonish and send you a link to it, improve and use what you want or just throw it at the recycling bin if you feel like it, and on the side of the note, Miyui has been updated with some bug fixes after its original version, if there were no changes in the actionscript dialogue, you can just copy the
inserted content from the old version into the new version if an update is needed. @Burningscarlet I just did a translation for myself to kill time at the airport, its not going to see the light, just giving a hand flurki with his translation, making my way home so I can continue with Irene. Last edited: Sep 15, 2018 @flurki Just Heads Up. I plan to apply my work decensor on top
of your translation. So you don't have to worry about trying to use my last gumser as a base. I've made quite extensive notes about what I need to adjust, so it doesn't take me long to do. Last edited: Sep 17, 2018 Page 6 @flurki I'm downloading the translation now, it will take a few minutes to complete because of the 100kb/s download speed, I'll send you a link to PM
as soon as it's done. Last edited: September 17, 2018 @flurki just heads up. I plan to apply my work decensor on top of your translation. So you don't have to worry about trying to use my last gumser as a base. I've made quite extensive notes about what I need to adjust, so it doesn't take me long to do. Thank you, it's appreciated. I recently worked on based on your
first uncensored release, but I've seen that you've been improving it pretty much so far. Placing all the translated vector graphics in the right places is a real pain and something I wouldn't want to do twice. However, I'm only working on the main file right now (as is where most of the text is). Translation for all sex scenes is sure to follow, but first of all. This means that at
the moment using the newest version will be as simple as copying the files you provide. Only the main file will need manual adjustments with your improvements. @Icevail Thank you for sending me your translated texts. They will be very useful for the final result. @flurki I would like to point out that the first noncompensor I made has a form removed that shouldn't be in
most sub SWFs. Is the main file also missing from the form? Can it be restored? The form is not in the main file, so don't worry there. This internal seminal fluid back a burst of transparency. I wouldn't have noticed he was gone if I hadn't checked my against stock files so mainy times. Last edited: September 19, 2018 @flurki I tried my hand at translating the latter,
Miyumi fencing (I find Miyui too strange a name). Didn't check the full flow in advance, so I thought, thought, one worked on it lol. Anyway, sent you a swf with translated dialogues (haven't looked at sub files yet), not much else (only translated some user interface hints to be able to play this). Took me for a day, damn it. Thank you, I'll see this soon. I'm finishing the
vector files (especially form 909 gave me some problems), but it's almost done. Now they just need proper centration on the user interface, and the texts need some final clarifications, and it should be finished hey, just wanted to give a quick update: So, first of all, sorry for the delay. I guess I underestimated the rest of the work that needs to be done. Maybe my quality
standards are a little too high. Either way, the work is going well. All the shadows/buttons/sprite related are pretty much done, I'm just switching texts and playing scenes to see which text blocks come one after another, so I can better transition/relate them. @Delexicus What are your censorship files you would recommend for the translated version? At this point,
subfayles (not the main file) can be easily replaced by your versions. Hey, just wanted to give a quick update: So, first of all, sorry for the delay. I guess I underestimated the rest of the work that needs to be done. Maybe my quality standards are a little too high. Either way, the work is going well. All the shadows/buttons/sprite related are pretty much done, I'm just
switching texts and playing scenes to see which text blocks come one after another, so I can better transition/relate them. @Delexicus What are your censorship files you would recommend for the translated version? At this point, subfayles (not the main file) can be easily replaced by your versions. I can relate to your desire for perfectionism. The fact that I am having
trouble with my decensor work really bothers me. For a basic translation, I would recommend using a mosaic removed only versions. This version has no edits made for the main. SWF and just easy editing of sub-files. I plan to release other versions later that are better outlined by the editing work. E.G. is a version that has all the censorship done, and a version that has
all the eye edits done. Spoiler: Mega Link to Remove Mosaics Remove Space After HTTP:// https:// mega.nz/#!w1onmYpJ! JDKU2YRNcRI7W8-01'pDIkrpPi2i9HDf-2u8UiNNs If you want, you can send me your raw work files after you have made your initial translation release. So I could help with applying your translation work to JSK updated versions of Miyui. If you're
not comfortable sharing your raw work, that's good too. I know personally how it can feel to share something you've put so much effort into. hey and thanks, I'll use the basic censored version then. I don't have with the exchange of my work, however it is not so simple. While there are some raw work files that may be shared, the main problem is to align all the buttons and
images correctly, often times by editing conversion values. At first I tried to try down all the changes that need to be made that way, but I quickly stopped it because it was too much work. I often learn the correct alignment values by simple trial and error. In short, if JSK decides to release an updated version of Miyui, I'll probably have to create a complete guide on what
you should change, which can be quite some work. Unfortunately, JSK makes translation quite difficult (it probably doesn't care much about proper resource management and localization). Hey and thank you, I'll use the basic censored version then. I have no problem sharing my work, but it's not that simple. While there are some raw work files that may be shared, the
main problem is to align all the buttons and images correctly, often times by editing conversion values. At first I tried to write down all the changes that needed to be made this way, but I quickly stopped it because it was too much work. I often learn the correct alignment values by simple trial and error. In short, if JSK decides to release an updated version of Miyui, I'll
probably have to create a complete guide on what you should change, which can be quite some work. Unfortunately, JSK makes translation quite difficult (it probably doesn't care much about proper resource management and localization). Or that he/they/don't know that we English majors are doing it without his/their knowledge and not preparing for it accordingly. And
on the side of the note, I'll go home tomorrow and continue with Irene after getting rid of jet lag. Or that he/they/don't know that we English majors are doing it without his/their knowledge and not preparing for it accordingly. And on the side of the note, I'll go home tomorrow and continue with Irene after getting rid of jet lag. For a while I read JSK's DLsite blog comments
and on more than one occasion someone suggested translating their games into English. JSK flat out ignored them. In a separate case I remember someone asking in Japanese why he didn't want to translate his games into English. His answer was down the line just not very well versed or comfortable with the language. I'll have to dig up these posts later. I understand
that he is not a fan of people, translating his games and downloading the finished result. After all, this means fewer sales for him (why would an English speaker buy a Japanese version and then download the English version from a free link?). However it wouldn't be a problem if a) he sold the English version initially or b) it downloads and sells fan-translation versions
(with the consent of the creators? do not know the kind of gray zone). I started digging into the JSK blog for answers to some of the ideas in its thought process, mainly regarding translations and related subjects. I've found one so far about using the Patreon style system. Machine translation makes it sound like it will to try new things. Please correct me if there are more
nuances of nuance That's it. Spoiler: JSK Pattreon Thoghts Found on this page (delete space after http) Comment 7 Reference Comment 5 7. Jsk Sep 28, 2018 08:48 The magic sensor has a slightly different meaning from countdown to magic, but I'll introduce it another time. Thank you. I'm sorry if I'm complimented too much (laughs) I don't think about the patron
system at the moment. It's a little annoying to do something new. I think there is also a case to publish a small erotic hula in this area, but it is also possible to take time there ... And so on. Edit 1: Post-change skin tone change Spoiler: Skin tones are hard to find on this page (delete space after http) Comment 44 reference comment 43 44. jsk Sep 22, 2018 12:19
p.m.qgt;42 Please be sure that this time it will be completed. You didn't think about bouncing off magic, did you? Because it's the setting of The Magic Girl with the overwhelming power of VS Hero, who can't use magic, it can be hard to put. Installing Magic is easy to use for H, but it's hard because the main character doesn't use magic after all. I think that the various
adulteracies and tentacles will not be delivered until their sexual habits change much (laughter) and 43 Thank you. Changing the color, implementation is quite difficult, given the amount of work. This is possible if you change the color palette as a combat game. Edit 2: After changing Chinese spoiler fans: Chinese fans, what a surprise! Found on this page (delete space
after http) Post 7 link comment 6 7. jsk Sep 13, 2018 10:38 i'd like to publish as soon as possible. I'll report this to the blog consistently when the battle scene can be done to some extent by example. This time, the combat system is a bit (pretty?) I'll exhaust it. Thank you! I didn't think my Lightning was playing in China. I am very happy. If you are fluent in Japanese so
far, you will be able to play Flash in Japanese. In terms of not being able to use even English correctly, there is only a word that is amazing. As for the rupture sensor, it decreases in an instant when the physical strength of the enemy is great. After reducing physical strength, try to aim for a break. When the reduction of the gap gauge is slowly in a state where there is
physical strength, it is such a specification because the game can be solved in an instant on the system. EDIT 3: Post-registered pirated versions uncensored. Spoiler: JSK finds alarming adjustments found on this page. (Delete space after http) 15 reference post 13. 13.fix Where did JSK Kobo's version come from? Can you fix this with hidden commands or something
like that? July 06, 2018 00:58 16.jsk qgt;13 Illegal download is also a problem. It must have been changed in reverse design. Hidden commands (sounds nostalgic) do not exist. J7/06/2018 15:44 Last edited: October 10, 2018 Some good news, Now that I know how to make the editor of JSK SWFs HEX friendly, I can read and make the comparison and replacement
features much easier. He should have help porting translations on top of my edits. You make the gods work my friend looks JSK not too far from releasing his next game. I think I should speed up my translation work then. @Delexicus I'm about what you're up to with this Hex editor stuff. I think JSK is about to release a Miyui update, but seeing that the current main file
has so much work in it ready, I'm really hesitant ... @flurki My idea with the hex editor is to transplant your translation work into a big old hex block, or as a hex unit, from hex, from hex it can be done after you unpack as your translated miyui.swf and a new untranslatable miyui.swf in command. The decompress team code is ffdec.bat-unpack miyui.swf
miyui_decompressed.swf Thus, internal Hex Hex JPEXS will line up with a normal hex editor. JPEXS has a good feature that will indicate exactly where in the hexagonal look you are looking at when you choose a form, sprite, text box, or whatever. With location information, you can find the beginning and end of your translation work. Notice the hexagonal offsets to the
left of the raw hexagonal field to start and end your work, then do the same procedure with the new untranslated miyui.swf to find out where your translation work will slot in from where you will use a normal Hex editor to do the transplant surgery. I used an HxD editor with my voluminous color edits and this is a very good hex editor if you need a suggestion. Use HxD to
find the hexagonal block in untranslated work and replace it with a translated hexagonal block. Save your job, and it should be so. Since JSK saves most of its script at the end of the swf file, you're unlikely to cancel the upgrade that JSK did. I could have foreseen the need to do a few separate transplants so as not to that JSK is being updated, but it's still waaaay less
work than a full re-introduction of your translation. Spoiler: An example of the respective hex EDIT 1: HxD view also has a comparison function so that you can compare both untranslated versions. So you could only see what things to avoid when you do a transplant. And also maybe use the comparison feature to actually do a transplant. As the saying goes, the more
options, the better. Page 7 Update on Irene, Kidnapped Princess by JSK Studio. I started recycling for translation today on the latest version provided (bought from DLsite) by JSK. Here is a summary of the assessment of what is translated, etc. Plot Dialogue - 100%; All player options and Irene's answers have been translated. The end of the dialogue is 100%; Before
and after sex dialogues are translated. Interface - 95%; Only a few buttons remain as they are, the ones I can't edit myself for lack of know-how. Watch the team dialogue - 30%; a lot of repetitive dialogues are scattered all over the place, so annoying. Grope / Lick Team Dialogue - 30% ; just like the above. Dialogue of the sex scene - 10%; Scattered across the SWF files
in the subfolder, I will hate completing this piece, writing smut is not something I can do well. Update on Irene, the kidnapped princess by JSK Studio. I started recycling for translation today on the latest version provided (bought from DLsite) by JSK. Here is a summary of the assessment of what is translated, etc. Plot Dialogue - 100%; All player options and Irene's
answers have been translated. The end of the dialogue is 100%; Before and after sex dialogues are translated. Interface - 95%; Only a few buttons remain as they are, the ones I can't edit myself for lack of know-how. Watch the team dialogue - 30%; lots of repetitive dialogues scattered all over the place, so annoying. Grope / Lick Team Dialogue - 30% ; just like the
above. Dialogue of the sex scene - 10%; Scattered over all the SWF files in the subfander, I will hate completing this part, part, smut is not something I can do well. @Icevail What button shape numbers are you having problems with? Maybe I can help. Update on Irene, the kidnapped princess by JSK Studio. I started recycling for translation today on the latest version
provided (bought from DLsite) by JSK. Here is a summary of the assessment of what is translated, etc. Plot Dialogue - 100%; All player options and Irene's answers have been translated. The end of the dialogue is 100%; Before and after sex dialogues are translated. Interface - 95%; Only a few buttons remain as they are, the ones I can't edit myself for lack of know-
how. Watch the team dialogue - 30%; a lot of repetitive dialogues are scattered all over the place, so annoying. Grope / Lick Team Dialogue - 30% ; just like the above. Dialogue of the sex scene - 10%; Scattered across the SWF files in the subfolder, I will hate completing this piece, writing smut is not something I can do well. When you finish the translation should we
buy it from the DSL site? @Delexicus Only the button to start the game/form in the main title and intro text, the rest were heavily edited text files within the SWF, I ignored the vertical texts of the manual, and since the English language was not built to be written like this; L w i r k i e t t i h i g s As Japanese kanji. @Sergaku No, it's a fully non-commercial translation of the
fan game, but it will be great if you support its creators by buying the game, then you should have a clear conscience about using the translation I provide after it's ready. @Delexicus Only the button to start the game/form in the main title and intro text, the rest were heavily edited text files within the SWF, I ignored the vertical texts of the manual, and since the English
language was not built to be written like this; L w i r k i e t t i h i g s As Japanese kanji. @Sergaku No, it's a fully non-commercial translation of the fan game, but it will be great if you support its creators by buying the game, then you should have a clear conscience about using the translation I provide after it's ready. @Icevail So there will be form numbers 83, 93, 94, 95,
571, 851, 853, 855, 857, 963, 964, 965. Now I have a bit of experience editing forms and their boundaries in Adobe Illustrator and JPEXS. The Start button was difficult to replace. I realized that you can change the text box into a form using the EXPAND command under the object menu in Adobe Illustrator. I just need to know your font and type size, and I could help you
with other forms. I have an idea for a button guide. They need to have forms edited to be rotated and their boundaries changed though. Spoiler: The launch button translated the shape of the @Delexicus yes, that would be the case with the vertical texts of the manual, beyond my know how much I would bug the moon for cheese if I had to make a comparison, however,
the hint texts that appear in the bottom left corner have the same purpose, those texts guide that can switch to/off from the side menu for Part, just the attachment sensor, excitement and progress bars in the middle of the left without the tip tool hints, so the first timers don't have freaking ideas of what the purpose those serve at first glance. In addition, the form of #571
(name tag Irene) require a change from Iリナ ェテ to Irene Estes, as on the topic related to the font, I made no change in those kept it as a stock one provided with swf. @fiendkingg In my opinion, Karen, the daughter of martial arts Plutocrat is now a crowd source, I have no idea about his progress or status, and can't provide any information about him, but if his
translation stopped, I'll move on to this once I'm done with my current translation project, I should have time for him, if I don't have time for him, I'll provide a polished partial for him so that it's going to play. Icevail So I guess that the text in the bracket form #571 should lead us to believe that Irene is 16 years old. Am I correct in this extrapolation? Also listed is the English
font in Irene MS Gothic. Is this font similar to the one you use? EDIT 1: I don't know why, but JSK decided to make a text sketch for the button to run a separate form (#93). It would be quite difficult to make a separate shape to function as a properly dished-out bold outline, and to get the right alignment. I'm just going to make the shape 93 transparent and add a black
contour to the shapes 94 and 95. EDIT 2: Ready-to-form start button. New mega-link. Spoiler: Launch buttons have finished removing space after HTTPS:// https:// mega.nz/#F!95p03YpC! P2qSpcu_D1m05gQXgNsbmA EDIT 3: The meter sensors on the left won't be too hard to reorient and replace. The chain lifts on the right will take a little more to do though. I think I'll
have to identify a few new forms and slot them into the identify sprite locations that link #954. What words would you like to calibrate texts and chains of texts to display? I thought forward Lift and Reverse Lift for chains. @Delexicus Not only that between brackets, Irene clearly states in the dialogue that she is too young to understand or know court politics, and the MC
also mentions how much Irene's body has grown/matured in just one year since their last meeting, it is reasonable to assume that she is 16 years old, and yes, the font is in MS Gothic. But I honestly don't know how to add/change resources to game files by adding a new font not a whion day, but the actual images, shapes and the like, it's rocket science for me, even if
I'm doing a translation with JPEXS FFDEC. It's actually not that hard. There is a possibility of replacing images in JPEXS FFDEC. The hard part is to create a proper image vector file (svg) for imports. It is also annoying when the original svg width/height should be increased due to more English words/sentences. In this case, imports with new borders and completely new
alignment are needed. By the way, I'm not suggesting Irene will be that young I don't really Great experience with the addition of new forms either. The change of form just took some time to tinker with Adobe Illustrator. Remember that I never touched this program until September 9 this year. This is pretty intuitive after you've spent some time with it. So far I have only
changed the existing forms. But after I looked at the definition of sprite #980, I got a pretty good idea of what to do. Let's take a look at define sprite #980 Frame one for the essence of what happens to the shape of #954. Please note that the #954 is located twice at a depth of nine and ten. If you extend the matrix tab, you'll see that important bits translate X and translate
Y. These values tell you where this form will be placed on the screen. If we go back to the Frame 1 branch, we can click the right button and add our own tag to the sprite. So we could say remove the second form of the #954 at a depth of ten and replace it with the Add Tag PlaceObject2 option to put a larger or more horizontal text box in its place. We can tinker with the
shape size of the Shape Bounds field under the raw editing that is on DefineShape. We will have to change the sprites for all the second instances that form #954 listed underneath. Look at the addicted characters in DefineShape (954) to see which sprites should be edited, which will sprite numbers 980, 981, 1152, 1153, 1450, 1451. I think it's pretty much it. A lot of
tinkering, but nothing that is really difficult. Yes, it's mostly tedious work. Now you know that I spend most of my time translating Miyui with @flurki, Icevail I was wondering if any of you found my hex editor transplant idea useful. I'm sure I can make it work. @Delexicus too technical for me to fully understand, but if I got the gist of it, it means that the hex thing will save
time/do translation, upgrade and change resources in the swf file easier if it works. It's a little disappointing that I'm not explaining the procedure well enough to be easy to understand. I sometimes do computer repair work and this has always been the most frustrating part of the job. Not the repair work itself, but the destruction of the instructions so that my clients could
understand and repeat my corrections. Don't be offended by Icevail, I just really want you to understand what I'm saying. @Delexicus Don't lose sleep over it, I have a pretty hard case to fill in the technical details with, like math, it just goes through my head without me understanding the trait of the word about it, but if it works, its good enough for me. Last edited: October
10, 2018 @flurki, Icevail I was wondering if any of you found my idea of a hex editor transplant useful. I'm sure I can make it work. Thanks for that hex editor stuff will be checked as soon as my translation with the main file to be done (perhaps by updating it before the new version of JSK is released?). It won't be too long until I release the main file. It's been quite some
time since I played Irene. Any of you would be so kind as to tell me, me, textbook boxes say from left to right, please. I have free time and I would tackle the SVG tutorial editing field on Irene. What textbook boxes do you mean? I haven't played with Irene in a while. Also, Icevail probably knows a little more about that one ^^ Page 8 @flurki @Delexicus When you open
the sidebar in the bottom right corner, where the settings for the game (music volume, image quality, etc.), the lower On/Off selection shows a guide to game mechanics (where to lick/suck/grope/move clothes) and explain the bars/ruts on the middle left. Some of these manuals are written vertically in Japanese as images/forms instead of edited text lines. Last edited:
October 13, 2018 - Flurki This will be three-way text boxes on the left and two green on the right. I have a very good guess about what two greens on the right means, but I'd rather have someone who knows the language tell me to be sure. @Delexicus Green have a tooltip in the bottom left corner when you move the mouse over the handles (left lifts your legs up while
the right turns it around), horizontal boxes on top of edited text boxes that I've translated, the orange ones don't have the tools to explain what these bars/calibration means. Go - Love/Trust Right Bar - Interrogation Progress Left Bar - Irene Excitement Last Edited: October 13, 2018 @Icevail Thanks, I have next week off work, so I plan to do quite a bit of editing. Are
there any other forms that you would like to edit or otherwise mucked around with? @Icevail well, keep me in post. I finished the translated form 571. I'm not quite happy that the font number isn't the same, although I used MS UI Gothic. I'm having some trouble saving the SVG file, so I'll download that later. EDIT 1: SVG problem fixed. Updated translated texts by MEGA
Link. Spoiler: Translated texts by Mega Link. Remove space after HTTPS:// https:// mega.nz/#F! No0g0RKIR!wyf9N7D6Kd_9p6dLr71Qdg EDIT 2: If you have an intro translation text I can pack it into a SVG form for you. I just noticed that I'm mis-questioning on the form of the button start. I'll fix it after a work shift. EDIT 3: I used online OCR to get raw text from the intro
form file. I hope it helps. 単⼀国家による⼤陸統⼀ 古来より紡がれる野⼼に、取り憑かれた皇帝がいた。 彼の野望を実現すべく、帝国は領⼟を拡げ始める。 考えうる、全ての⼿段を⽤いて。 周辺国は連合をなし、帝国の蛮⾏に対抗。 帝国と連合、初の⼤会戦は決着がつかず、 ここに事態は膠着したかに⾒えた。 程なくして、ある噴が流れた。 「皇帝は、事態を打
開するために、 邪神復活の禁忌に触れよう⼔している』 事実を確認するため、帝国要⼈誘拐を含む いくつかの策が実⾏に移される。 そ実⾏部隊に、 かつて帝を放逐された男姿があつた EDIT 4: I corrected a spelling error for the launch button and updated the files in mega Translated Text Folder. Last edited: October 13, 2018 Hey, good work. It looks good. Why is
there a circle instead of one to 16 age though? In addition, Miyui has a vertical as well, and I just kept it upright, but moved the letters very close together, so it was still readable. It worked well, in my opinion. Hey, good work. It looks good. Why Why circle instead of 1 for 16 age though? Also, the Miyui game has vertical text as well, and I just kept it upright, but moved
the letters very close together, so it was still readable. It worked well, in my opinion. I believe that the reason JSK does not say age directly is not to get into hot water with Dlsite or DMM about juvenile characters. I have to see what voodoo I can perform on vertical text boxes. Maybe you'll let me take a crack at the vertical Miyui text if Irene's stuff looks good enough.
Anyway, I need to rest. A tiring shift at work and all. So I decided to go the thesaurus route to get a good short word to replace love/trust. I thought faith was a worthy substitute. Now I just need to think about how logically the acronym Interrogation Progress... So far probe or audit is the closest synonym, but that doesn't quite cut it. I have to think about it less in terms of
synonyms and more from what the sensor has to imply... Perhaps the audit indicator... Spoiler: Synonyms of Confidence Spoiler: Synonyms for Love Last Edit: October 13, 2018 It's often a question that there isn't enough room for longer English texts, yes. But have you thought about simply reducing the font size a bit, so that fairly appropriate texts can still be placed on
the buttons? Either way, that age thing with a circle - I kind of have the same question in the Miyui game, and she's even younger (14?). I'm not sure what to do with this text, but... circle seems strange, but an indication of age that is clearly probably bad, too. Any suggestions? It's often a question that there's not enough room for longer English texts, yes. But have you
thought about simply reducing the font size a bit, so that fairly appropriate texts can still be placed on the buttons? Either way, that age thing with a circle - I kind of have the same question in the Miyui game, and she's even younger (14?). I'm not sure what to do with this text, but... circle seems strange, but an indication of age that is clearly probably bad, too. Any
suggestions? I considered just making a text box two lines high rather than one. I just wanted to consider as many options as possible before I start. This gives me a better idea of what is possible and reasonable as a solution. Replacing the circle looks a bit jarring, I admit. This is also what JSK has done on almost all of its games to hide the heroines of full age. In this
particular case, we could refer to her school year. Let's see, 14... Work back that would be 8th grade, or high school senior. I'm not sure Japan's school age is much different from ours. But since it is a translation, we can focus on the audience of personal experience translation. I hope this is a useful proposal. I'm sure we could Storm a few other ideas if you want more
options. EDIT 1: It appears Japan has a perfectly comparable age with a class of scale compared to the US at least. Last edited: edited: 13, 2018 hey, thanks for the research. So 8th grade will probably be fine. I'm still thinking about simply using the actual age that was meant though, since we're also making a lot of other changes already (translation, censorship, ...) and
no site sale to download it. I'm not sure if the forum here will be fine with it though. Last edited: October 13, 2018 My thinking on this issue will leave it vague because the rest of the writing in the game also keeps it that way. It's good to keep a consistent narrative and that's it. But yes, ULMF has no Loli rule so it's best not to test it. EDIT 1: It's just the core of the idea at
the moment, but I kind of wanted to make the best English oriented mod one of JSK's works and, very carefully and tactfully, show this JSK mod. It would be great if he did about the face without making English versions of his games. Or at least even consider working with an interpreter. It would also be great if we could get some of JSK's work on Steam now that they
have dropped their mature content ban. All these considerations will make it a good idea to keep age hidden. Again, this is still just a thought at this stage. But I would like to keep the door open for this possibility. EDIT 2: You made me think about what would be a worthy analogue to convey that the princess is 16 years old. I watched some rites of passage and some of



them are close. Most have focused for about 20 years though. Those that have younger rites of passage tend to come from more tribal areas. I still need to do more research, I think. EDIT 3: Wikipedia has some interesting pieces about the rites of passage. Especially the three stages of initiation rites. Separation, liminality, and inclusion. Liminality refers to the
transitional phase between childhood and adulthood, which I believe will be of middle adolescence (15 - 17 years). If I could reformulate that little bit I think that would be a good fit for Princess Irene. Last edited: October 13, 2018 Wow, it seems that you are planning a lot of things . Didn't know you were going to show ready-made versions of JSK. Also, steam would be
possible now, but it still feels weird to have something like this on such a platform. I won't call 14 explicitly then... maybe No.4 will do well? While I don't see much use in such light censorship, I mean no one would think what 24 meant. Nevertheless, I admire your attention to detail and perfectionism, something reminds me of myself. Keep in mind, however, that many
players who play Irene will not be familiar with the concept or types of rites of passage. Not everyone does Wikipedia research before playing such a game. As they say, if you dream, you dream big. Whether 24 means or not, it's not so much a question as a straight-talking age. You you could argue that she wears a college uniform, not a primary school one. Plausible
deniability is the name of the game. I agree that very few people will have an idea that that The rites of adulthood, on the other hand, are more widely understood. Thanks for the comment about being a perfectionist. It's got me in trouble more than once, but it's part of who I am, and I'm not going to give up on this trend for no reason. If you're wondering about the scales
of that perfectionism, look at my one and the only water cooled PC I built. Hint, I missed the beginner and intermediate level builds. Spoiler: My first water chilled PC EDIT 1: I saw other translators trying to trial JSK, they only provided a page of text in Japanese and English. Not very much to impress JSK to do this or that. I hope to ow it with our joint efforts and show that
there are people who are serious about being a translation partner, not just some vulture looking to squeeze money out of JSK. Last edited: October 13, 2018 I see, well I'm curious what it has to say about the fully finished version then. The question is what kind of game will be then, seeing that neither Irene, Miyui, nor Karen that far advanced. As for age, I'm going from
No.4 at the moment. The main file is very close to completion now, I'm just working on some dialogue follow ups that unfortunately are being reused for different dialogue options and therefore doesn't make sense in some cases -.-. I have to think about some more neutral suggestions here. Your PC image doesn't work by the way ^^ I'm curious about this edit: Now that
I'm thinking about it, I'd be really happy if JSK would actually do proper resources and localization management in their games. This means that there is no text as images at all, and all localization lines are stored in one place, preferably even with a description of the occurrence in the game. This would save so much work. I see, well I'm curious what he has to say about
the fully finished version then. The question is what kind of game will be then, seeing that neither Irene, Miyui, nor Karen that far advanced. As for age, I'm going from No.4 at the moment. The main file is very close to completion now, I'm just working on some dialogue follow ups that unfortunately are being reused for different dialogue options and therefore doesn't
make sense in some cases -.-. I have to think about some more neutral suggestions here. Your PC image doesn't work by the way ^^ I'm curious about this edit: Now that I'm thinking about it, I'd be really happy if JSK would actually do proper resources and localization management in their games. This means that there is no text as images at all, and all localization lines
are stored in one place, preferably even with a description of the occurrence in the game. This would save so much work. I installed the water cooled by PC Link. I had it pointing to the picture instead of the album. I guess I'm not used to being so fast. EDIT 1: I remembered that I never finished the subtitles of my magazine build. I have to put that on my do list. EDIT 2:
The first draft of the training button on IMGUR has been published. EDIT 3: The second draft of the draft has been published Transfer the button to IMGUR. Three buttons of the left hand are transferred and placed. EDIT 4: I had a deeper look at the chain tutorial boxes and texts 1444 and 959 to be removed. I will be posting the translated text directly to the textbook box
form so that these texts will be redundant. Last edited: October 14, 2018 @Delexicus Intro text rough translation: Unification through conquest, the emperor became obsessed with this ambition and past glory. To expand the boundaries of his empire, he began a massive, brutal conquest, unification by any means. Neighboring countries formed the Union to fight the
Empire. The war came to a standstill shortly after the beginning of the battles. In which he remained until now. But then the rumors started to appear. In order to break the deadlock, the emperor plans to resurrect the ancient Evil God to crush his enemies. In order to find the truth about the rumors, a series of kidnappings took place, in addition to other radical measures.
Part of this kidnapping is a man who once served the Empire. @Icevail Thank you for the translation, do you know which words were highlighted in red in the original? I think applying red font to the appropriate translated words would be a nice touch. EDIT 1: I did a polishing pass on the intro text. I hope I haven't strayed from translating meaning too much. Continental
unification through conquest, the emperor became obsessed with this ambition and thought of ancient glory. To expand the boundaries of his empire, he began a massive, brutal conquest, unification by any means. Neighbouring countries formed a coalition to fight the brutality of the Empire. The war came to a standstill shortly after the beginning of the battles. In which
he remained to this day. But then the rumors started to appear. In order to break the deadlock, the emperor plans to resurrect the ancient Evil God to crush his enemies. In order to find the truth about this rumor, there was a series of imperial abductions, in addition to other radical measures. Part of this kidnapping unit is a man who was expelled from the Empire. I'm not
too interested in the term Angry God. It sounds too comical. We're going to have to think of something more appropriate. Last edited: October 14, 2018 @Delexicus ambitions to resurrect the ancient Evil God's abduction These parts in red. Last edited: October 14, 2018 Page 9 - Icevail Thank you for a quick response. I hope you approve of my polishing attempt. I think
the Ancient Evil God would be a good way to add character to an otherwise neutral phrase. @Delexicus You don't have to ask me to do something that you find more attractive, damn you can throw in spaceponies and Darth Vader with a dance party if you feel like him. As serendipity would do it, one of my computer repair clients called today to have some work done.
He just happens to be a high-level linguist. From what he me, he's fluent in seven languages. Japanese is his main language, which he taught when lived in Japan. I took the opportunity to ask him to once over on an intro text for Irene and asked for advice on learning Japanese. He'll send me the starter kit he gave to his students before he retired. I've never learned a
middle language in school, it must be an interesting experience to try. EDIT 1: I think I'll go with the prime-catastrophic Damon, not the ancient evil god. Last edited: October 14, 2018 @Delexicus You don't have to ask me to do what you find more attractive, hell, you can throw in spaceponies and Darth Vader with a dance party if you feel like him. Oh my God, that totally
needs to be added to that text lol. But jokes aside, I think the text reads very well. As far as I can remember, the intro texts of the JSK game are shown very briefly so reading them is almost impossible (in the game). The longer the text, the harder it will be I think, but I don't know if that's the case in Irene's game. In Miyui it is so. Are you then a native English speaker,
Delexicus? Maybe someone who needs to read the translation version of Miyui because I don't. In addition, Japanese is very difficult to learn, especially since the second language ^^ Yes, English is my native language. I'm from upstate New York. I was told it was about learning Japanese. But then again, I haven't met anyone who can fit me in terms of computer repair
skills. So maybe I can apply my technical skills to linguistics. I would be more than happy to take a look at your translation and give you feedback and suggestions. EDIT 1: Out of curiosity, what is your native language Flurki? EDIT 2: I think I did tinker with the text intro. Continental unification through conquest, the emperor became absorbed by this ambition. Thoughts
of ancestral glory further reinforced his obsession. To expand the boundaries of his empire, he began a massive, brutal conquest, unification by any means. Neighbouring countries formed a coalition to fight the brutality of the Empire. The war came to a standstill shortly after the beginning of the battles. In which he remained to this day. But then there were rumors. In
order to break the deadlock, the Emperor plans to resurrect the prime-catastrophic Damon to crush his enemies. In order to find the truth about this rumor, in addition to other extreme measures was a series of imperial abductions. Part of this clandestine capture squad is a man who was driven out of the Empire. EDIT 3: I downloaded the test version of the main Irene
SWF. See if you want to feel what an intro translation looks like. Also, you're both right about quickly scrolling through the intro text. It's a bit depressing that my efforts are likely to be ignored. Spoiler: Partial translation of the main SWF button Irene Delete space after HTTP:// https:// mega.nz/#F!95p03YpC! P2qSpcu_D1m05gQXgNsbmA last edit: October 14, 2018 I'm
from Germany. playing German won't be a problem, a problem, I don't think there's any demand for this. In any case, learning English was quite easy as it is basically the easiest language in the world. Currently I am able when I no longer recognize if the video I watch or the book/website I read in German or English. My mind just processes information. However, I can't
guarantee that my English will be 100% correct. The native speaker is still something very different. What does Privewal mean? Is that a typo? I'm from Germany. Translating the game into German wouldn't be a problem, but I don't think there's any demand for it. In any case, learning English was quite easy as it is basically the easiest language in the world. Currently I
am able when I no longer recognize if the video I watch or the book/website I read in German or English. My mind just processes information. However, I can't guarantee that my English will be 100% correct. The native speaker is still something very different. What does Privewal mean? Is that a typo? Yes Priveval was a typo. I've already fixed it. It's got to be Primeval.
Which usually means the first, or original. mostly synonymous with the ancients. EDIT 1: Well English would be easier to learn for a German native because both are based partly largely on Latin designs. I've heard from quite a few native Japanese speakers that English is super hard to learn. Having to learn a completely different grammar structure than your native
language will probably be what makes a new language harder than another. Just my opinion on the matter anyway. Last edit: October 14, 2018, I thought it was probably going to be primitive, well ^^ By the way, you're always posting twice mc specifically talking about the literal sneaky God in the dialogue, daemon is not quite alone, and its not the world ending type of
God, more Bring noble virgins girls as victims, and I'll give you the power/blessings/land type of God. Last edited: October 14, 2018 has several different values. One of them is literally a god. But other definitions give it a more wicked or demonic bias. EDIT 1: I usually have a double post, or an appendix to my posts. I'm not the fastest typist and I don't want to finish my
post after everyone else go to bed or anything. EDIT 2: It's good to know that they use the word nastword handle. I could use this to advise which word to use, not catastrophic. EDIT 3: Possibly depraved. EDIT 4: I also know that Japan has the most polytheistic approach when it comes to gods and mythology. But most Western societies have a majority of the
population, which is monotheistic. So to remove the confusion that usually arises from references to several gods, it may be easier to convey the power of the gods and rank, them as a lesser spiritual entity. EDIT 5: Or we could go along the Diablo route and use a name like, Ancient Lord debauchery. Last edited: October 14, 2018 I don't think the concept of a few gods
is hard hard Western society. The Irene game is a medieval fantasy game and many fantasy movies, books and games now have this concept. Polytheism/Mythology is also present in the Western world, at least in Europe, for a long time before Christianity took over. Again I'm not particulary insistent on anything used, JSK probably doesn't put too much thought into it
either. There's just a need to be if this thing is reborn, it's a bad news concept after all. I agree that JSK probably meant this as a quick explanation. I'm not really set to use spiritual demotion either. I'm just trying to come up with a name that sounds better than an ancient evil god. It just sounds so generic and bland. I used an old argument I remembered reading on
another translation of a project I was following years ago. I suppose if Thor can be a Block Buster movie, then it's not that hard to get your head around a few gods. EDIT 1: So maybe Primeval Depraved God? EDIT 2: I could see this fall into the territory pretty quickly. It's a really trivial question, we fuss about... Last edited: October 14, 2018 I don't mind talking about
those things, even if they're trivial. It's a forum after all, and the discussion is fun. This should not be construed as a kind of contentious disagreement. In my opinion, the ancient evil god is exactly what the characters in the game Irene will use, seeing that neither Irene nor the player character know much about it, if anything at all. It would make sense for them to describe
it in these words. Either way, I don't want to interfere too much with Irene's translations as I still have a lot of work in front of me with the Miyui game. @flurki @Delexicus Major Sarcasm warning Oh, no, no, no, that won't do at all. We'll argue like hell on the subject, throw personal insults and burn each other's opinions about the stake, spawn pages of long rants about it
no one takes one step back, driving the whole forum into chaos, causing a fashion swing to ban the hammer on us all just to calm it down before the server explodes from the heat we cause. Sarcasm ends @flurki MC knows God in history well, since his one of the gods his people worships (MC is a foreigner and court magician from the same country, like him), so he
resents the idea of his rebirth to the point he would rather swear his knight's oath than agree to it, it's the whole center of his motive for kidnapping a princess, as MC knows someone will be sacrificed to awaken God, and that someone should be a girl of noble birth, (also the emperor told him about the revival plan, not take too long for the MC to put the pieces together
on who it is). Everyone read this I wrote to the princess as pricness so many times that I am seriously considering time travel to replace the word with it. Last edited: October 15, 2018. civilized discussion and freely exchanging thoughts. Too many times I've tried to talk to about something that I found interesting and they would try to make it into some kind of competitive
argument. Thanks for restoring some of my faith in humanity. I can take a look at your translation work whenever you like. EDIT 1: I think I've found a decent middle ground between what in-game characters will use and what the narrator will use to describe an ancient god. What about the Ancient Obscene God? This matches the vile handle used by the main character
and is descriptive enough that it doesn't sound like a Disney villain anymore. Last edited: October 15, 2018 @Delexicus MC: Do you know anything about the Emperor's plans to resurrect the Ancient Obscene God? Irene: Why does your text occur over the text selection area and off-screen, MC-kun? A small problem there. MC: It was the role of magicians to prepare the
sacrifice for the gods, she is preparing to use you as a victim to awaken the ancient obscene God. Irene: Nani fuck, vice-captain, Mag prepares me for the fact that, more than half of you, what you just said, went all the way to the team. There is a small problem with the limitations of space out there when it comes to dialogue choices, I've already cut everything as much
as I can without stepping over the text box limit and disrupting the dialogue context. So I need to go with Vile or Angry God as he appears to keep things short, that's the problem with English, it takes up more space than Japanese writing. Last edited: October 15, 2018 @Delexicus MC: Do you know anything about the Emperor's plans to resurrect the Ancient Obscene
God? Irene: Why does your text occur over the text selection area and off-screen, MC-kun? A small problem there. MC: It was the role of magicians to prepare the sacrifice for the gods, she is preparing to use you as a victim to awaken the ancient obscene God. Irene: Nani fuck, vice-captain, Mag is preparing me for what? There is a small problem with the limitations of
space out there when it comes to dialogue choices, I've already cut everything as much as I can without stepping over the text box limit and disrupting the dialogue context. So I need to go with Vile or Angry God as he appears. Vile works just fine. Vile and obscene enough close in the sense that you could use any of them without it looking out of place. @Delexicus And
to a completely different topic at hand, Irene sometimes refers to MC as sensei (何してるんですか、先⽣!?) and then as vice-captain again elsewhere, I really don't know what to do with it, I mean, its not explained anywhere, that they had a teacher-student-type relationship before the events of the kidnapping, MC was just a vice-knight captain who spent very little time
around the princess, and out of nowhere Irene calls him like Senay, maybe the cultural thing that I miss, do you have the light to share this? Last edited: October 15, 2018 @Delexicus совершенно другой под рукой, иногда, MC sensei (What are you doing, teacher!?), (What are you doing, teacher!?), The way the vice-captain is back elsewhere, I really don't know what
to do with it, I mean, it's not explained anywhere that they had a teacher-student-type relationship before the kidnapping events, MC was just a vice-knight captain who spent very little time around the princess, and out of nowhere Irene calls it like Senay, maybe the cultural thing that I'm missing, you have the light to share on this? Hmm, I suppose it may be due to which
way the story you go down. She could call it with a sense of respect when you go down the trust and love route. Can you confirm which way (s) with a sense of honor is being used? EDIT 1: I'm trying a few substitutions for the Progress interrogation button. I decided to go with a double-height button idea. I could reduce the font to match The Progress Interrogation, but I
prefer to keep scaling fonts consistent where possible. I think the Progress Exam will work. I've been thinking about using summing up, but it's commonly used with military personnel... One of the definitions for summing up really corresponds to the bill. questions formally and systematically in order to obtain useful intelligence or information: political and economic experts
regularly take stock of important defectors on conditions in their home country. I'll try to sum it up. If any of you have suggestions or preferences, I'm all ears. Last edited: October 15, 2018 @Delexicus Here's the thing I can't find it on any of the four paths, there's even a whole line about Irene's hips (yes, hips, not ass) going around, but we can't touch those in any way on
any of the three positions, it's in those lines that Irene calls MC as sensei, it's always either like creep, bastard, perverted knight or vice-captain, never as sensei. Here's an example of a line in translation MC: Do you want me to touch hips like this? Irene: Yes, you can touch my thighs like that, please, come on, Senay. I get the vibe of someone copying to paste their old
code and left some of the old dialogues out there to haunt us, I mean, even ending the dialogue three times as well, one for each position, but only one of them gets called, one in AS 112. Edit 1: I'm not a military expert, but don't summing up done after all is said and done? Last Edited: October 15, 2018 Page 10 @Delexicus Here's the Thing I can't find it on any of the
four paths, there's even a whole line about Irene's hips (yes, hips, not ass) going around, but we can't touch those anyway on any of the three positions, it's in those lines that Irene calls MC as Senei, his always either as a creep, a bastard, a perverted knight or a vice-captain, never as a sensei. Here's an example of a line in translation MC: Do you want me to touch hips
like this? Irene: Yes, you can touch my thighs like that, please, come on, Senay. I am The vibe of someone copy inserted their old code and left some of the old dialogues out there to haunt us, I mean even ending the dialogue three times as one for each position, but only one of them gets called, one in AS 112. What are the symbols of the dependents listed for the line
with feeling? This should give you an idea if, and where else this line is used. It is possible that some of the texts are orphans from other games or just JSK's ideas never worked in the game. EDIT 1: This was my first time using the text search feature so carry on with me. It looks like 先⽣ (sedi) is used three times. On the scripts- _fla-Timeline_ 117, 219, 257. There is
probably a better way to find a text, but I'm not familiar with it yet. EDIT 2: These are snippets of lines that mention a line with feeling. Tracy was mentioned twice in line 117: 何してるんですか、先⽣っ!?, 何してるんですか、先⽣っ!? - the same line twice. Twice in line 219. 何してるんですか、先⽣っ!?, 何してるんですか、先⽣っ!? Same lines as before. Twice in line
257. 何してるんですか、先⽣っ!?, 何してるんですか、先⽣っ!? Again the same lines ... This line translates as What You're Doing, Master! A what? So I guess that's a touching answer. I'm not sure if I use the text search feature correctly or not. Were there texts that you translate anyway? Are they in the script- _fla, Timeline_ somewhere else? Last edited: October 15,
2018 @Delexicus Love route caresses Irene: I trust you, I know you're just looking for something. MK: I'm sorry for that, princess, but it's necessary,??? the route caresses Irene (?): Yes, please go on, I don't mind it at all. MC (?): Your hips are so smooth, doesn't it feel good while I caress them like this? Both characters change in the rhythm of the heart to someone
completely different there. @Delexicus Love route caress Irene: I trust you, I know you're just looking for something. MK: I'm sorry for that, princess, but it's necessary,??? the route caresses Irene (?): Yes, please go on, I don't mind it at all. MC (?): Your hips are so smooth, doesn't it feel good while I caress them like this? Both characters change in the rhythm of the
heart to someone completely different there. Remembering the old games that hip caress, it might have been from a shoplifting girl, but then the princess line doesn't make sense... EDIT 1: In what timeline and frames do you find these other lines with feeling? I can't find any other links with the search function. @Delexicus 117, line 802 and line 1559, for example, there
are others too, but I ignored them for now. Ida-ah...! What are you doing, Seisay!?, It's a lick of family lines. The hip-related lines are in the 257 timeline. Last edited: October 15, 2018 JSK does not clean up game files after it ends. Miyui is filled with unused buttons, texts and sprites. So if there's a text that doesn't make any sense and you see that it's not being used, I
wouldn't bother it very much I've worked on the double height of the Interrogation Progress guide form. I think it turned out pretty well. I'm also re-form which is black black to start the interrogation button. I found out why it was separated from other button forms. If you use a simple line outline instead of a separate shape as a contour, your path will not scale properly with
the resolution of the game. The contour will always be the same thickness of pixels. Anyway, it's fixed now. I also included my calculation sheet to get the right alignment for Form 93. You know it's just for fun. EDIT 1: Finished the fourth draft of the textbook form. I figured out how to duplicate and separate the chain of training forms. It was a lot easier than I thought. I just
need to work on their intervals and want them a bit and I think that's it. EDIT 2: I've finished fine-tuning the tutorial's shape shapes of sizes and positions. I'm going to call this candidate for release 1. If there are any forms any of you would like to edit, let me know. I rather enjoy the process of tinkering with shapes. Last edited: October 16, 2018 I'm interested in what you
counted there ^^. The Progression interrogation button looks beautiful. Why is faith, by the way, written in the lower case? @Icevail Do you have a suggestion on what to do from the following? 九賀流、秘奥の技っ!! 九賀秘奥、味わってください! Miyui talks about it when she uses her special attacks, but I haven't found a good solution yet. I'm wondering what you've
figured out ^^. The Progression interrogation button looks beautiful. Why is faith, by the way, written in the lower case? @Icevail Do you have a suggestion on what to do from the following? 九賀流、秘奥の技っ!! 九賀秘奥、味わってください! Miyui talks about it when she uses her special attacks, but I haven't found a good solution yet. I've calculated what the shape
boundaries will need to be changed after the shape size changes. I can give a full breakdown in a bit. I'm away from my computer now. The lower register's faith was my first edited form. As such I wasn't sure how I wanted the buttons to look yet. I will exhaust it to the uppercase in my next candidate released. I'll help with the translation of a special attack after I'm back in
front of the computer. EDIT 1: Here's a breakdown of how I calculated the new form of boundaries for the interrogation button. I had to expand my calculation a little bit. I didn't write some of them down initially. 1.) W-28.5, H-116.5 1.) Original shape sizes, width and height (measured in Adobe Illustrator) 2.) W-116.5, H-28.5 2.) Original shape sizes, after rotation 90
(measured in Adobe Illustrator) 3.) W-116.5, H-42.7 3.) Shape sizes after making room for two text lines (measured in Adobe Illustrator) 4.) 30 W111.7, H'85.1 4.) Shape sizes after rotation 30 (measured in Adobe Illustrator) 5.) %-1-391,9%, %-73,04% 5.) Percentage change between 1.)) original sizes, and No. 4.) additional height 30 turned sizes 6.) Xmin-330, Xmax-
240 Ymin-1209, Ymax-1121 6.) Original ShapeBounds Form 964 7.) Xt'570, Yt'2330 7.) total Xmin plus Xmax and a total of Ymin plus Ymax. 8.) %-× Xt and mXt % - × Yt - 1702 8.) percentage of 4,)) 4,)) Xt (7.)) and a percentage of GH (4.)) multiplied by Yt No 7.) noted as the modified X of everything, and the modified Y of everything. 9.) Xmin × %-1293.26
mXmin,Xmax × % 940.56 mHMax Ymin ×%-883.05 mmin, Ymax × %818.77 mymax 9.) (6.)) gives us our modified mines and maximum form of borders. 10.) mXmin and mXmax? mXt, mYmin and mYmax? mYt 10.) Add a modified mine and modified max together to check if we'll get our modified X whole and modified Y total to double-check our work. And without
notation it looks so 1.) W-28.5, H-116.5 2.) W-116.5, H-28.5 3.) W-116.5, H-42.7 4.) 30 W111.7, H'85.1 5.) %-1-391,9%, %-73,04% 6.) Xmin-330, Xmax-240 Ymin-1209, Ymax-1121 7.) Xt-570, Yt'2330 8.) % kW × Xt and mXt 2234, % - × Yt - 1702 9.) Xmin ×%-1293.26 mXmin ,Xmax ×% 940.56 mXmax Ymin ×%-883.05 mmin , Ymax × % mXmin and mXmax? Xt, mimin
and mYmax? Yt I really have to look at automating this calculation. It's hard to translate. The machine translation is quite a sip. 九賀流、秘奥の技っ!! 九賀秘奥、味わってください! Kikura Stream, secret technique! Keep it a secret, Kuroga's secret! It sounds like Kikura Flow is the name of the attack, and all the secret cases are probably the martial arts school attack
belongs. We may have to invent this a little bit and get creative. Kikura looks like a name, but I'm not sure. Same with Kuroga. So if we follow the name attack format, the description of the attack, the martial arts school title I think we could come up with a worthy replacement. EDIT 2: Finished the top of the Vera Button register (963) and added to the IMGUR collection.
Last edited: October 17, 2018 I didn't quite get a start, shouldn't there be an initial width of high value and low-value height, and then exchanged when turning 90 degrees? And the other one I don't get where you use that percentage increase for the mold. My approach to Miyui was just adjusting the svg to any width/height was needed and then reimporting it with that
changed size. Then the button just had to be overworked in the correct position, using the boundaries of the form. Well, while I'm typing this, I think I have an idea why you're doing it this way. Thanks for taking a look at the translation, I'm still not sure, especially with regard to unique attack names etc. By the way, what was your interpreter machine? I didn't quite get a
start, shouldn't the original width be high value and height low, and then exchanged when turning 90 degrees? And the other one I don't get where you use that percentage increase for the mold. My approach to Miyui was just adjusting the svg to any width/height was needed and then reimporting it with that changed size. Then the button just had to be overworked in the
correct position, using the boundaries of the form. Well, while I'm typing this, I think I have an idea why you're doing it this way. Thanks for taking a look at the translation, still not sure, sure They are usually not so practial in the translated version. By the way, what was your interpreter machine? The reason I did all these calculations was because I thought Replace and
Update Bounds options didn't work. I just used the normal replacement option and then did the upgrade boundaries manually. The previous time I tried to replace and update the boundary option, it returned all zeros for my form of borders. I was experimenting with replacing and updating border options again today, and it worked this time. So yes, my calculations are
currently redundant. I used a Google translator. If you have other translators that you recommend, please share them. I could use a few different takes on Japanese texts. Since they're just attack names, we could just call them things like, Flying Wind Cutter, or a drainage piece. @flurki 九賀流、秘奥技!! 九賀秘奥、味わってください! Mystical art of the 9th Dragon! - RGP
stylish scream spells skill before attack. There is a taste of the mystical art of the dragon!! - Our localized short version will eat it! That would be my proposal based on the dictionary at my fingertips. Edit: Feeling a bit under the weather due to a slight fever, expect slow answers. Last edited: October 18, 2018 @Icevail that you're feeling better soon. I've always been prone
to colds and I know how big it is to leak energy. I found a pretty big miscalculation with the chain button that I made. I've transposed 3 in my X total. It was supposed to be 1030, and I recorded 1300. Redid math and fixed X scaling issue in candidate release 3. So my introduction to the Japanese book came in the mail today. I have to say, I wasn't exactly expecting such
an old old book. I'm sure it's a lovely book, he recommended it to me after all. EDIT 1: So I feel a little bad for this, but I don't think I'll use the introduction in a Japanese book my client linguist gave me. I've looked at Amazon and other reviews for, and most of them are downright offensive. Heaps say they single-handedly fell out of their Japanese class because of this
book. So I deiced to do a bit of research on my own. It didn't take long to find the Genki Series Of Introduction Japanese. This is the number one seller on Amazon for learning Japanese after all. I ordered, escorts, and. A little expensive at $93 in total, but I'd rather have decent training material than fight one I was given for free. Last edited: October 19, 2018 My main
problem with Japanese is that they have so many characters for all the words. The Latin alphabet with a limited set of characters is much simpler. Any idea what to do with the end of Co-Fallen for translation? I don't think sharing a fall is an actual English word, do I? My main problem The Japanese is that they have so many characters for all the words. The Latin
alphabet with a limited set of characters is much simpler. Any idea what to do with the end of Co-Fallen for translation? I don't think the co-fell is actual English English Is it? I see approximately 3,000 Japanese characters is the hard part to overcome. Yes, the co-fallen don't really know the term. It doesn't sound very good in English either. In previous JSK games, this
ending was called Corruption End. I don't know how this can be formulated meaning that two people are corrupt. I have to think about it. Yes, the co-fallen don't really know the term. It doesn't sound very good in English either. In previous JSK games, this ending was called Corruption End. I don't know how this can be formulated meaning that two people are corrupt. I
have to think about it. Thank you, I had a feeling that the term was strange. In any case, there is not much space on both the main menu map and the end of the screen card, I would say that it should be about 4-5 characters to the maximum (without 'End'). I was going to co-op End at the moment, but that doesn't particularly mean that both characters are damaged.
However, this may be the best option:/. Thank you, I had a feeling that the term was strange. In any case, there is not much space on both the main menu map and the end of the screen card, I would say that it should be about 4-5 characters to the maximum (without 'End'). I was going to co-op End at the moment, but that doesn't particularly mean that both characters
are damaged. However, this may be the best option:/. The Co-op is usually an abreuation for cooperation. I don't think it will really work as an ending name. No offense. I was thinking about a different angle to describe the ending. Possibly LOST. A simple word that would describe what happened to the main characters of humanity. @flurki @Delexicus I offer 'Enslaved
End' for 'Co-fallen End', since both characters get caught by the demon in question, both become his slaves. But it's just how I'd burn it as the damaged end works pretty well to replace the co-fall. @flurki @Delexicus I offer 'Enslaved End' for 'Co-fallen End', since both characters get caught by the demon in question, both become his slaves. But it's just how I'd burn it as
the damaged end works pretty well to replace the co-fall. Enslaved sounds better, but that doesn't match the four-to-five character limit Flurki said he has to deal with. I thought the co-op would reflect their state of collaboration very well (or rather the player character collaborated with the demon Miyui because he no longer possessed). Enslaved is a bit problematic
because of the size, and also because it can be easily confused with a rape/slave ending. I like the lost idea ... Well, the Lost End may be misinterpreted, too, but I think it's still good. Page 11 Thanks for the suggestions. I thought the co-op would reflect their state of collaboration very well (or rather the player character collaborating with the demon Miyui because he no
longer Enslaved is a bit problematic because of the size, and also because it can be easily confused with a rape/slave ending. I like the lost idea ... Well, the Lost End may be too, but I think it's still good. I didn't realize that the player's character wasn't obsessed with The Co-Fallen End. It changes the context a little bit. FUSED was used in the last Demon Hunter game. I
think it fits the Co-Fallen end as well. @Delexicus Demon possessed Miyui after the MC weakened her, and left the MC die, (literally, the demon expected the MC mind to melt like oil as a result of possession), MC wanted to free Miyui from the possession of the demon, but unable to do so, the demon surprised by the dedication/strength of the MC to save Miyui from his
hands and decides to spare the life of the MC to get the MC to obey him, demon promises that Miyui will be a sexual partner of the MC until mc obeys him. You know how it goes, some people will go against the whole world if it means they can stay with someone they love. @serge_wasabi Love End - Don't do anything obscene with Miyu or let her do something
obscene for you and win all the way through. Co-drop - Rape her when the demon you possessed, but refuse to do so when he possesses Miyui and then lose the final fight. Rape is the end and should be the easiest route, just rape Miyui and be a member of it. Lewd End - This is one I can't remember how to take off, I think it was the same as the co-dropped end, but
win at the end? does anyone have a guide for Miyui My Neighbor Swordswoman at school? @Icevail Thanks for explaining the co-fell end. I was away on what I thought the ending was. I still have to say that I don't think COOPERATE is a good fit though. The main character and Miyu are not so much cooperating, as enjoying his despair. Too bad despair is too long a
word. This will work as well. @serge_wasabi you're probably more of a good chance to ask for a General JSK Thread instead of translating the JSK thread. EDIT 1: I had an idea. What about BOND. This will have a double meaning in that you are associated with the demon by your agreement, as well as his emotional connection with Miyui. Last edited: October 23,
2018 EDIT 1: I had an idea. What about BOND. This will have a double meaning in that you are associated with the demon by your agreement, as well as his emotional connection with Miyui. Sold! Doesn't mean miyui still possesses, but I think it will work very well. Thanks so the games are completely translated and I was wondering what the state of translations
@Sergaku you should check out General JSK Thread. The first post answers most of your questions. @flurki I'm happy to help. I've always loved wordplay as well as looking for alternative and unique ways to say things. Last edited: October 26, 2018 Hi guys, just bumping into note that the crowdsourcing translation for Karen is 80% done and all I need is that final
stretch before I can start editing it and cleaning it up and potentially him in the game himself or asking someone for help to do it. Thank you so much for helping the guys, I really appreciate it. Wait. how many people are working on? flurki delexicus and icevail are right? The last one I check on page 5 in September flurki is going to release his 1st ver game translated, but
there were problems on it so he could not do it? honestly its been a while since I had the last check since this game transfer so far? wait so how many people are working on? flurki delexicus and icevail are right? The last one I check on page 5 in September flurki is going to release his 1st ver game translated, but there were problems on it so he could not do it? honestly
its been a while since I had the last check since this game transfer so far? @kingkeve My work is more on the censored side of things. I just helped with a bit of English naturalization. I do not know Icevail, but I know Flurki said that he is originally from Germany and said that English is his second language. EDIT 1: In addition, Icevail is basically working on Irene while
Flurki does Miyui. @kingkeve I gave Flurk's hand in his translation to speed up the whole process. pretty much translated in terms of history, I haven't touched on some of the average sex dialogue because I don't know how to write a proper smut, you can get the most recent translated version, it's censorship, since I lack the know-how to do this part, if someone wants to
remove the mosaics, they're free to do it, the usual yada-yada-yada do whatever you do blah blah blah. It's not perfect, but it gets the job done. @Icevail Thanks for the updated Icevail translation. I'll start putting translated forms after my work shift. EDIT 1: The text placement button on Irene's V17 listened to me, so I made an attempt to align and justify them. Three
buttons have done so far, change, service and sex. Here's mine. EDIT 2: Aligned Top Page buttons EDIT 3: Aligned button panel options and text EDIT 4: Aligned Arrow Key text @kingkeve I gave flurki hand in my translation to speed up the whole process. pretty much translated in terms of history, I haven't touched on some of the average sex dialogue because I don't
know how to write a proper smut, you can get the most recent translated version, it's censorship, since I lack the know-how to do this part, if someone wants to remove the mosaics, they're free to do it, the usual yada-yada-yada do whatever you do blah blah blah. It's not perfect, but it gets the job done. good to know, it's good heres hoping to see miyui games have a
translated version some time soon, even if not fully done, but good luck translating any other jsk games does (and with the help of flurki) I ended up importing translated forms, fixing text alignment, and removing mosaic censors. I downloaded a censored version of V17 translation of Princess Irene's Icevail interrogation in Mega and posted a link to the main JSK thread.
Hid this thread for a while; just wanted to say progress, and thanks for everything you guys do. @Tokita funny, this is what I get with the ending of love (see app), I have certainly translated it, the second choice is always the worst/worst option. I'll check the MEGA if it's properly updated the file after I've downloaded it, if not, then everyone has a previous version, not the
latest (not that there are many differences, except for some polishing and strokes in between). Edit1: The version I provided is the last one, Irene Partial 20, the last changed on November 5, 2018, the texts are translated. @Icevail I double-checked and the Mega Link you gave in to the post #212 certainly labeled Irene Partial 17, the last edit 7/22/2018. @Delexicus I see
the mega failed to update the link, I apologize for the inconvenience, I manually updated the link now, . Sorry about whether it was my fault completely from not checking after uploading. Edit1; I updated the previous link as well on Partial 20. Sorry again for the trouble, everything should be fine now. @Delexicus I see the mega failed to update the link, I apologize for the
inconvenience, I manually updated the link now, . Sorry about whether it was my fault completely from not checking after uploading. Edit1; I updated the previous link as well on Partial 20. Sorry again for the trouble, everything should be fine now. @Icevail I had this problem with Mega as well. Mega will make a new unique link every time you update a file if you directly
link to it. If you link to the folder however, then the link will remain the same even if the content is updated. Page 12 So I was figuring out how to combine the two versions of the SWF file and the simple hex editor didn't quite cut it. I found another program that works very well. It's called Beyond Compare. It can search through raw HEX and take into account different file
lengths and gaps that would otherwise make merging very difficult. Remember that you have to unpack your SWF files before you can view or edit in HEX My apologies, the last two weeks have been a bit rough. I couldn't keep working on the Miyui game at all. I think I can release a fully translated main file this weekend though. So I was figuring out how to combine the
two versions of the SWF file and the simple hex editor didn't quite cut it. I found another program that works very well. It's called Beyond Compare. It can search through raw HEX and take into account different file lengths and gaps that would otherwise make merging very difficult. Remember that you have to unpack your SWF files before you can browse or edit in HEX
Hex is a mean-to-let mother. Hex Workshop is the best editor I've found and it has a built-in comparison tool. I tried to find a common trail between the various JSK SWF files to see if there is an easy insert/removal that be done to censor past/future works (the creator tends to use the same technique for mosaics every time), but I've only found success in asset/sprite
editing, which is a pain. Well good. Hex is a mean-nod mother. Hex Workshop is the best editor I've found and it has a built-in comparison tool. I've been trying to find a common trail between the different JSK SWF files to see if there's an easy insert/removal that can be done to censor past/future works (the creator tends to use the same technique for mosaics every
time), but I've only found success in JPEXS Asset/Sprite editing, which is a pain. Well good. @JaegerNimrod Thanks for the head on the Hex workshop. I'll take a look at the mosaic, too. The more eyes are on the problem, as they say. I'm finally done with this damn basic file. Still working on the sub-scenes. Maybe it's better if I download this first version now though.
@Delexicus Can you give me a version that is censored and without pixelated stuff? (But nothing but that). Of course the Flurki thing. Sorry about the delay. Your message was not sent to my email, like most of the messages in the subject. Spoiler: Miyui mosaic filters removed plus mosaic shapes replaced by Remove space HTTPS:// https:// mega.nz/#F!44oxwYyT!
UjWAS-6ch2XdYk_hbZmvaA Chief miyui. SWF has no edits, so you can skip that one. Thanks, but this version is still all pixelated. Are you sure that's the right thing to do? Thanks, but this version is still all pixelated. Are you sure that's the right thing to do? Do you want one where the penis forms censored as well? I wasn't sure you wanted one or just a female form to
be censored. EDIT 1: Here is a version with penis forms censored and located correctly. Spoiler: Miyui Uncen plus Decen penis shape Remove space after HTTPS:// https:// mega.nz/#F! FhA0lY'R!37DfirKwY'wdJ-YGE8qtiw This version also has male pubic hair removed. It will take me a while to rework the edit with the hair still in place. EDIT 2: I can restore pubic hair
shape later if necessary. Last edited: November 11, 2018 Thank you. I will download both versions in case someone has some preferences. Again, the main file is fully translated, but the subfayles are not (yet). Spoiler: Simple censorship (pixelated forms): https:// mega.nz/#! B1UUEa6'!azW-NB5dJaTjzLpjDqOI-8ULvCMW4OST_MGg0U Spoiler: Exquisite non-
commercial (new forms) https:// mega.nz/#!s0d2hQYA! AOeWqhxG4J0nC6iUcbrkF6YYGZcJkwRigLKnD5VSj_M hope it works, never downloaded anything in mega. Feedback is valued. @flurki so I played through the translated parts of the Miyui game several times. It's a good work for Flour. I especially like the interval for all the buttons and attacks. That being said, I
found a few things that could use polishing. Basically simple things like using the word pity where the word sorry would be more appropriate. Other things are longer windward than they should be. I've made a few suggestions below. I will be look for ways to improve the translation to make it feel more natural. Good luck with the sub-files. @Delexicus Thank you for the
suggestions. I'll work them out for the next version. Version. sorry to use the word is actually the remnants of another translation sentence, it looks like I missed it. And I wasn't sure what once myself, but then I thought it was a story (pretty a fairy tale? well, not really lol.) after all. But if the term is really only used in real pretty children's tales, well. Overall there is really a
lot of work put into it, much more than I originally expected. There's more dialogue in this game than it seems, some special situations etc. you probably haven't seen everything ^^. And getting all the buttons right was excruciating. I'm just relieved that I finally managed to publish the first version. Fu. @Delexicus Thank you for the suggestions. I'll work them out for the
next version. It's unfortunate that the use of the word is actually the remnants of another translation sentence, it looks like I missed it. And I wasn't sure what once myself, but then I thought it was a story (pretty a fairy tale? well, not really lol.) after all. But if the term is really only used in real pretty children's tales, well. Overall there is really a lot of work put into it, much
more than I originally expected. There's more dialogue in this game than it seems, some special situations etc. you probably haven't seen everything ^^. And getting all the buttons right was excruciating. I'm just relieved that I finally managed to publish the first version. Fu. I'm sure I haven't seen close to all your translations yet. I need to take a closer look at the other
modes of play for one thing. I can definitely estimate how much work you have devoted to this project. I know from my own experience working with major projects that I have worked on. It can be quite overwhelming. Keeping his interest and drive up to the finish line he takes considerable dedication. It's something you can be proud of for sure. Please feel free to ask if
you have any questions or if you want an outside view of what you are working on. Thank you, I'll keep this in mind. Now it's time to immerse yourself in those sub-scenes where texts are duplicated in many areas. Yes, it's fun. Really sorry that JSK did not know how to do resource files, hello, I'm a new member, which I hid here for a long time, so it's an honor for me to
submit my translation of Reimi. I started with a partial translation of Icevail, his tutorial in the stream helped me a lot. Spoiler: Reimi_translated_2018_11_19 https:// mega.nz/#! Vh1jXS5a! IqakAsf1Rw5qSRd1kaoDDIl8fihyPBjMMmi4z10e_d8 be a native English speaker, this is my first translation work, so any fixes are welcome. Besides, here's my translation of the texts.
You need a notebook to read them. Last edit: November 19, 2018 Hi, I'm the new member I've been hiding here for a long time, so it's an honor for me to submit my translation of Reimi. I started with a partial translation of Icevail, his tutorial in the stream helped me a lot. Spoiler: https:// https:// Being a non-native English speaker, this is my first translation job, so any
fixes are welcome (if you like, I can put my text translation, in lightning or pm). The more people translate these games, the better. Welcome to the translation club, as they say. I would be interested in taking a look at your translation files. Some others may be interested as well. If you posted a public link to your translation files, I think it would be easier for everyone
involved. Hi, I'm the new member I've been hiding here for a long time, so it's an honor for me to submit my translation to Reimi. I started with a partial translation of Icevail, his tutorial in the stream helped me a lot. Spoiler: Reimi_translated_2018_11_19 https:// mega.nz/#! Vh1jXS5a! IqakAsf1Rw5qSRd1kaoDDIl8fihyPBjMMmi4z10e_d8 be a native English speaker, this
is my first translation work, so any fixes are welcome. Besides, here's my translation of the texts. You need a notebook to read them. Just played in English is very rude and reads a lot like a direct translation machine. There's also a bunch of things that haven't been translated yet. Hi, I'm the new member I've been hiding here for a long time, so it's an honor for me to
submit my translation to Reimi. I started with a partial translation of Icevail, his tutorial in the stream helped me a lot. Spoiler: Reimi_translated_2018_11_19 https:// mega.nz/#! Vh1jXS5a! IqakAsf1Rw5qSRd1kaoDDIl8fihyPBjMMmi4z10e_d8 be a native English speaker, this is my first translation work, so any fixes are welcome. Besides, here's my translation of the texts.
You need a notebook to read them. If you give me rough translations I can help you clean it up and edit it if it is fully translated. I see a few untranslated bits here and there in the text. Page 13 @Burningscarlet I have already put my translation text in my post (thanks delexicus for offering it). I guess all the untranslated bits I've left on target noise Reimi makes like
moaning, panting,...; so I'm not going to translate them unless they're a snippet of words like Don't Do! (I'm from Yameth, or if they make sense in combination with a word like This is not so (uso ). Last edited: November 24, 2018 @Burningscarlet I have already put my translation text in my post (thanks Delexicus for offering it). ( I'm out of yamath, or if they make sense
combined with a word like This is not so (uso). Aite person, I'll look into it sometime on the looks, JSK registered on (DLsite, etc.) it should appear in a few days to purchase according to the blog. Apparently, JSK registered on (DLsite, etc.) it should appear within a few days to purchase according to the blog. Hold on THAT DAMN MAGIC GIRL!? WAIT, IT'S A MAGIC
GIRL!? Yes, it is, and its for sale now, has already bought a copy. EDIT: I looked at the game files and JSK certainly made sure that making a translation (even if only partial) would hurt my ass for that, some of the text so damn small its even hard to read. EDIT: But on the bright side, this time fonts for us western were added to the stock fonts, no need to play with them.
Yes, it is, and its for sale now, has already bought a copy. EDIT: I looked at the game files and JSK certainly made sure that making a translation (even if only partial) would hurt my ass for that, some of the text so damn small its even hard to read. EDIT: But on the bright side, this time fonts for us western were added to the stock fonts, no need to play with them. The
zoom feature in FFDEC helps quite a bit for those who find it difficult to read texts. It's a pity that we can't change the size of the kind of sketch. You look at it, so it would seem. Well, on the bright side, I ended up with a quick partial for MGB (Magic Girl Buster) and I'm going to check it out now and fix any lines that I missed. Hello world! Here's my parser for JSK .as files
that I used to reimi. I upgraded it to v2. It is very useful to copy lines from .as files to translate and for pulling them back. Here is some work on miyui and mia (MGB) done with this parser. A notebook is required. If you don't want to use a parser, I can pull out a line for you if you send back texts to me. PS: The Miyui file isn't really exactly raw, flurky translated the strings
into the main swf. For someone used for sh/bash scenarios, commands: extract: sh./jsk_parser_v2.sh extract ./input.as ./output.txt . It will erase the output file before extraction. When done with the translation of one line, write done next to line XXX : pull : sh./jsk_parser_v2.sh pull ./input.txt ./output.as . It will pull only the line with Line XXX : done How is the translation
going for miyui? Or Reimi, Karen and Irene? Or Reimi, Karen and Irene? The latter is playable, only the dialogues of the middle sex are in their original form of moonspeak, as I have come to the conclusion I do not know how to write a proper smut and because of the high rate of repetition of the following lines sfx; , aaaahhn, no, not insidee zlt;3, secondly, my vacation is
over, so I did not have time to invest to continue with it. As for Miyui, look a few pages back at the link to the last translation, its in a decent and playable state, if the Flurki link does not work, please let him know. But for Karen, not aware of the progress, didn't hold much vigilance over it after it was made in a crowd of project sources. And Reimi, I have no idea. Last
edited: December 20, 2018 Last playback, only middle-sex dialogues are in their form moonspeak as I came to the conclusion that I do not know how to write the correct smut and because of the high rate of repetition repetition The following lines are sfx; , aaaahhn, no, not insidee zlt;3, secondly, my vacation is over, so I did not have time to invest to continue with it. As
for Miyui, look a few pages back at the link to the last translation, its in a decent and playable state, if the Flurki link does not work, please let him know. But for Karen, not aware of the progress, didn't hold much vigilance over it after it was made in a crowd of project sources. And Reimi, I have no idea. Donocad put in the basic full service translation for Reimi on the last
page. Thank you guys for carrying out translation jobs, you all do the gods work! Hello everyone, thank you all for your hard work. I hope to help translate something missing (I plan to start with old free versions that are not translated as training). Is there a list of games not translated? thx Hello everyone, thank you all for your hard work. I hope to help translate something
missing (I plan to start with old free versions that are not translated as training). Is there a list of games not translated? thx Well, Karen's translation is not finished and if you want to contribute, welcome. @thatguyinthecorner There hasn't been a time of shifts Thinking about compiling a compilation of these ecchi sound FX because they pretty much do the same thing in
all games anyway and figuring out how to automate the Page 14 process also, I totally forgot about it, but remember PM darkfire if you want to update the OP post with translation status so people don't have to keep asking @flurki @Delexicus just wanted to say thank you for the translation of Mayui/censorship you guys, made along. This is by far the highest quality JSK
studio edit I've seen! Is there a way to play Karen's unfinished crowdsourcing translation right now? thanks in advance Is there a way to play the unfinished crowdsourced Karen translation right now? thanks in advance if you are not ready to rip off the whole text, organize it and then repackage it with the decryptor ... Then no, not really. @flurki @Delexicus just wanted to
say thank you for translating mayui/censored you guys did together. This is by far the highest quality JSK studio edit I've seen! Thank you very much. It's nice to see some appreciation for the hard work that went into it. Unfortunately, I don't have much time to do subtitles at the moment, but some other people have talked to me about it. Don't know the progress, though.
There are always lurkers who appreciate you and your work - it's kinda akward to say thank you, but thank you. It was really good to read it all, don't rush with it, do it when you feel like you're doing it, and have a great time long time lurker, looked this old account just to say thank you. I visit ULMF only because of JSK streams. Have been following a long time and
appreciate all the hard work and effort to make. Love you Don't be homophobia. Well, let me continue the appreciation of the train. I'm also basically a lurker and I'd like to express my appreciation. There's many of us who appreciate your your (all of you translators are there!), but many of us usually say nothing. Sometimes, however, you have to let people know that you
do, however, appreciate them and their work! Hey guys, lurker here. After about 8 hours over the last few days, I translated the first kind of fourth position for all the endings. I thought I'd share it, although it's not very much. The translation is by no means perfect. I don't know the Japanese at all, and there were many conclusions. For some translations, I either replace it
with a general hentai dialogue or just directly delete it (for example, I've been getting translations that mention contracts and demon credentials - don't know what the hell to do with them). As for moans, there is no real rhyme for them, no reason. Just a more general dialogue hentai. I don't know if I'll continue the translation since not only am I not very good at it, but it's
also a huge pain in. Hey guys, lurker here. After about 8 hours over the last few days, I translated the first kind of fourth position for all the endings. I thought I'd share it, although it's not very much. The translation is by no means perfect. I don't know the Japanese at all, and there were many conclusions. For some translations, I either replace it with a general hentai
dialogue or just directly delete it (for example, I've been getting translations that mention contracts and demon credentials - don't know what the hell to do with them). As for moans, there is no real rhyme for them, no reason. Just a more general dialogue hentai. I don't know if I'll continue the translation since not only am I not very good at it, but it's also a huge pain in.
That's a good job. Are there other people working on other submarines/positions/endings for Miyui? I wish I knew Japanese, so I don't have to wait like a leech for people to translate these games:/ That's a good job. Are there other people working on other submarines/positions/endings for Miyui? I wish I knew Japanese, so I don't have to wait like a leech for people to
translate these games:/ Maybe in a few weeks, I'll be working on it. Well, I finished 2nd view of 4th position. Unfortunately, I didn't realize that the text between the two opinions had to be exactly the same before it was too late, so they would be a little different. I think I did quite a thorough job of checking the typos. However, it is possible that I missed something. If
someone catches a serious mistake, let me know and I'll see if I can fix it. I plan to work on translations within the next week or two. After this time, however, I'll be too busy at school. Okay, so I finally completed the end of the sex scene game for (not the beginning and end of the bits story, however). All kinds, all positions, for all easier once I realized that all positions
and views use the same dialogue on which end you got. Thus, for each ending, both opinions of the first three positions will have the same dialogue. I decided to leave the fourth as is as I didn't feel like sifting through and copying and baking for another hour. I'd rather start translating something else, so consider the fourth look as some bonus variations of dialogue. Now,
I plan to do positions that occur in the game while you're fighing. After that, then probably the beginning and end of the story bits at the end of the sex scene - if I have enough time, of course. And, as always, much of the dialogue is concluded. Many translations don't make sense with the scene, so I went out of my way to make it sensual. It's also possible that typos and
inappropriate dialogue linger, so if you're faced with anything big, then let me know. Until then! Okay, I lied. Contrary to my last post, I decided to finish the beginning and end of the story bits for the endings. They were quicker to translate (at least relative to other subfails), so I realized that I'd just finish them now. Okay, I lied. Contrary to my last post, I decided to finish
the beginning and end of the story bits for the endings. They were quicker to translate (at least relative to other subfails), so I realized that I'd just finish them now. The fire is burning brightly in you. I know what it feels like when you are on a roll. I've cut into my dream before because my mind just wouldn't rest when I was doing a censored job for this game. That's in the
hope that we can both keep our fire going for future JSK releases. Anyway, thanks for helping make Miyui a more complete English adaptation. Hey guys, I appreciate all the positive answers. If it wasn't for you guys enjoying my translations, I would definitely be staying. Either way, I've just translated the cunninlingus scene (all scenarios like sex and story). I also
translated the bits story for the other three options at the bottom of the main menu (BJ, Cowgirl, Footjob). I'm still working on a sex dialogue. Also, I've corrected/changed some bits of dialogue. Some of the syntax/grammar really bothered me, so I couldn't help but change it. If you don't like the changes, well, I'm sorry. My daily updates have been a bit of a coincidence
so far. But now, I plan to update every time I have completed something significant. Until the next update! I also have to thank everyone for the positive feedback. It really does matter. It's also nice to see that the rest of the Miyui game gets translated, too. Hello world! Here's a ver3 from the parser. Sure, ver2 finds for you where the dialogue lines, but almost nothing does
to search duplicate lines, and it's a bit messy. I changed it, its location for greater visibility, and I added a comparison feature Him. I deleted some errors in ver2. Some words about ver3, I'll explain it in detail. Spoiler: How how to parser ver3 Ver3 adds a comparison feature, it shows which lines are cloned from those you have as input. For example : bash
jsk_parser_v3.bash compare 100 ./ashidori.as ./seijyo.as, will show which lines in seiyo are clones of the line 100 of ashidori. If the last entry is omitted (here, it is seijyo ), it will show which lines in ashidori are clones of the line 100. In addition, the txt layout has changed, the raw string section is cleaner, easier to read and copy, and the translation section is added to
where you put your translation. The translation line always has this form: Object (root). ..., line11 line12 , line13 , line14 , line21 , line22 , line23 , line24 , line24 , line31, line32, line33 , line34 ... lineX1, lineX2, lineX3, lineX4 And translation section will have 11line11, 12line12, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
104line104 lined up and blurred. Translation, without quotation marks and ocone; should be put there. Sometimes, the line for translation have this form: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . line12, line14 ... And the corresponding section translation will have 11line11 , 12 line12; line12 , «13» , «14»line14 » . Here, a half-million-year-old couple; Don't have to be removed or moved or it will mess pull function. Parser needs to know if the translation of this line is finished or not, so on line line XXX :, just add
done. Everything below the --- --- and in front of Line XXX : is a comment. For example, I always say a comment about string clones before Line XXX : (work will be done to make them effective). Disadvantages: ver3 is not very good for dialogues in the main swf (yes, I installed it!), I support ver2 for fun. and put its extract in a zipper, just for the basic houf. And it's slower
(twenty lines will take one to two minutes). Teams ver3 slightly changed : Spoiler: Parser ver3 team jsk_parser_v3 now bash scenario, so : - extract : bash jsk_parser_v3.bash extract ./input.as ./output , it will produce two files, txt ./output.txt and sk ./output.sk (needed for the function of attraction ). It will rewrite any existing ./output.txt and ./output.sk. - Pull: Bash
jsk_parser_v3.bash pull./input./output.as. To keep the txt file clean, I always copy ./output.as in ./output_trans.as, and after, do bash jsk_parser_v3.bash pull ./input ./output_trans.as . You want a txt file and a sk file. - Compare : bash jsk_parser_v3.bash compare numberofline ./file1.as ./file2.as In order to explain it easier, I did some translation on Miyui (mostly ashidori,
and his almost siblings, kijyou, houkai, houkai_t and seiyou ), then wrote then in v3 txt. I am wrote a translation of flurki, and alancapone, in v3 txt. After typing in the jpexs, the resulting SWF is loaded. Here's the link: Spoiler: Miyui_trans_2019_01_08.swf https:// mega.nz mega.nz This parser is very useful to me, I really hope it will be useful for the translation community
too, at least indirectly by releasing raw files. I'm sorry if I had a hard time understanding. Everyone can understand how to write in v3 txt just by reading it. As always, if the parser is too troublesome or unattractive, just pm me with a txt file (I already have all the SK) and I'll send back the appropriate .as file, or even a full swf. PS: I've upgraded the parser to ver3.4, which
doesn't use the same .txt and .sk. (#304) Last edited: January 26, 2019 @Icevail Sorry to bother you man, but could you make just the main menu for Karen. I'm sure the project is frozen on ice and it is in a less playable state than even Reimi, who came out after. I know you're busy and all, but all you have to do is page stats. I can't make Itinasni's program work. He
keeps making mistakes at me for some reason:/ Also, I have no idea where I even found this, but I'm sure it's the most amount of work done on proj. @Donocad mode, extra mode1 and 2 are all broken in your translation. Page 15 Hey guys, I appreciate all the positive responses. If it wasn't for you guys enjoying my translations, I would definitely be staying. Either way,
I've just translated the cunninlingus scene (all scenarios like sex and story). I also translated the bits story for the other three options at the bottom of the main menu (BJ, Cowgirl, Footjob). I'm still working on a sex dialogue. Also, I've corrected/changed some bits of dialogue. Some of the syntax/grammar really bothered me, so I couldn't help but change it. If you don't like
the changes, well, I'm sorry. My daily updates have been a bit of a coincidence so far. But now, I plan to update every time I have completed something significant. Until the next update! Truly, God among the people, thank you for your time and effort! @Icevail sorry to bother you man, but could you make just the main menu for Karen. I'm sure the project is frozen on ice
and it is in a less playable state than even Reimi, who came out after. I know you're busy and all, but all you have to do is page stats. I can't make Itinasni's program work. It keeps throwing bugs at me for some reason:/ @Aesthetic I'm sure the quick partial I did for him last year covered the main menu (if you mean the starter screen rather than the ability/screen stats),
toward a few buttons that are in image format, I've even given people permission to use that partial as they see fit, whether it's completing it or taking bits and pieces off it. Add a skill point screen in the form of a text file as an app. Skillpoint posting screen.txt @Aesthetic I'm sure the fastest partial I did for him last year main menu (if you mean the start screen, not the
ability /screen stats), aside a few buttons that are in the image format, I even gave people permission to use that partial as they see fit, whether it is him or taking bits and pieces from him. Add a skill point screen in the form of a text file as an app. Keep in mind giving me a link? I can't find him. Keep in mind giving me a link? I can't find him. My bad, I forgot that I took the
link down after Karen was crowdsourced and deleted a copy of the partial I made. I can make another one on Friday, probably throw in pre-fight dialogues for him as well. Translation of the project on Karen that seems to have frozen stuck. @Aesthetic finished the main translation of Karen's menu on my break, one of the endings is a button instead of a changeable text
line, will not be able to do something to it, all you have to do is X/Y placement, so the texts won't clutter up like hell across the board, don't bother me that much, but it would be more aesthetically pleasing to organize it, and translated the ending of the reward box and battle window for the most part, buttons once again in image format or written in the traditional Japanese
way, from down to bottom, from left to right, the translation of those proved difficult as English doesn't really write that way, isn't going to touch those, there may be a few prints here. I'll be downloading the basic SWF as soon as I get home. @flurki Do you have good ideas about what X/Y values will be perfect for endings and other stage placement buttons in the main
menu? Or should I leave it to someone else to find out? Last edited: January 10, 2019 Translation project on Karen that seems to have frozen stuck. @Aesthetic finished the main translation of Karen's menu on my break, one of the endings is a button instead of a changeable text line, will not be able to do something to it, all you have to do is X/Y placement, so the texts
won't clutter up like hell across the board, don't bother me that much, but it would be more aesthetically pleasing to organize it, and translated the ending of the reward box and battle window for the most part, buttons once again in image format or written in the traditional Japanese way, from down to bottom, from left to right, the translation of those proved difficult as
English doesn't really write that way, isn't going to touch those, there may be a few prints here. I'll be downloading the basic SWF as soon as I get home. @flurki Do you have good ideas about what X/Y values will be perfect for endings and other stage placement buttons in the main menu? Or should I leave it to someone else to find out? Ice-like... how do you not have



an infinite reputation? It's a travesty. Ice-like... how do you not have an infinite reputation? It's a travesty. Partially (only the basic swf), do what you want with it. If you want to change the lines of dialogue, you can find those in the actions #128 and #70 (if you use JPEXS FF DEC). Last edit: January 10, 2019 Hey longtime lurker, I just finished the last bit of Karen's
translation to Google document, since I had free time. There's a couple of lines missing from the end_4fla end_4fla A few inaccurate ones left in seijyo_fla that bad to get to tomorrow. I also skimmed through the rest of the sheets to see if there were any missing lines, but I didn't see so at the same time I was wondering what the fastest way to get the translated strings
into the game? I have to mention that I haven't looked at the parser, but there's a feature in the notepad that lets you find a few lines and replace them with a few lines all at a time so I can get the cou1 part finished in a semi-reasonable amount of time, but its pretty tiring. Lurker here, has been here on this topic without an account since Karen came out, just goes out to
thank all the translators for all the time to translate all the past and current games of JSK Studio. I seriously appreciate it. I don't know how I would play and enjoy the work of JSK Studio without your translations. Erza/YumisuTheWaifu said: Lurker here, has been here on this topic without an account since Karen came out, just goes out to thank all the translators for all
the time to translate all the past and the current JSK Studio game. I seriously appreciate it. I don't know how I would play and enjoy the work of JSK Studio without your translations. Clicking randomly and hoping for the best? Hey longtime lurker, I just finished the last bit of Karen's translation into Google document sheets since I had free time. There are a couple of lines
missing from end_4fla and a few inaccurate ones left in the seijyo_fla that are bad to get to tomorrow. I also skimmed through the rest of the sheets to see if there were any missing lines, but I didn't see so at the same time I was wondering what the fastest way to get the translated strings into the game? I have to mention that I haven't looked at the parser, but there's a
feature in the notepad that lets you find a few lines and replace them with a few lines all at a time so I can get the cou1 part finished in a semi-reasonable amount of time, but its pretty tiring. Good luck jameson252 ! Any tool is good if it helps us reach translations. I mentioned in my last posts that parser would be able to compare and copy similar lines in multiple .as files.
Compare the part was achieved in ver3.1, I prepare it for my colleague, copy part, in ver3.2. Good luck jameson252 ! Any tool is good if it helps us reach translations. I mentioned in my last posts that parser would be able to compare and copy similar lines in multiple .as files. Compare the part was achieved in ver3.1, I prepare it for my colleague, copy part, in ver3.2.
Awesome, if it helps, the format for finding a replacement for multiple lines in a notebook works like this: FIND: (find1) (find2) (find3) (... REPLACE: (?1st) (?2 place) (?3st) (... Where to find the strings you are looking for and replace the strings you replace them with. I thought if Japanese strings could be exported to find the format and English translations put in a replace
format we could translate all the timelines with a few clicks because you could copy the entire timeline in a notepad and use F'r to change everything. Awesome, if it helps, the format for finding a replacement for multiple lines in a notebook works like this: FIND: (find1) (find2) (find3) (... REPLACE: (?1st) (?2 place) (?3st) (... Where to find the strings you are looking for
and replace the strings you replace them with. I use vim as an editor, it has the same features. I thought if Japanese strings could be exported to find the format and English translations put in a replace format we could translate all the timelines with a few clicks because you could copy the entire timeline in a notepad and use F'R to change everything. This is basically
what Parser does, with sed as a search and replacement tool. Please look at it and txt files. (#279, #250) In my case, first the parser replaces all the strings with edicz boxes (extract function) and then replaces them with translated lines in the .as file (pull function). Last edited: January 11, 2019 Partially (basic swf only), do what you want with it. If you want to change the
lines of dialogue, you can find those in the actions #128 and #70 (if you use JPEXS FF DEC). I would like to report that flash you sent dosent work. The screen keeps turning gray I would like to report that flash you sent dosent work. The screen keeps getting gray This is because you don't have the rest of the files needed to run the game. This is partial only for
translation purposes, not for playing in itself. Hello guys! ver3.2 were made ! Here's his magazine change: Spoiler: What's new in ver3.2 parser? The comparison feature has been rewritten: it now writes directly into the txt files. Bash jsk_parser_v3.2.bash compare ./file1.as ./file2.as./file3.as ... Important : Although it writes on .txt files, you should place .as files as input.
And you have to put the .txt file for each .as file, in the same catalog or a little less if the catalog where the .as file is called scripts (as in raw and translated txt into the zip I posted). If not, the comparison feature will show Need .txt and then stop. Copy and delete feature has been added: Bash jsk_parser_v3.2.bash copy Of NumberOfLine1 ./file1.txt NumberOfLine2
./file2.txt, it copies only part of the translation. bash jsk_parser_v3.2.bash remove NumberOfLine1 ./file1.txt Spoiler: Compare the feature in ver3.2 in ver3.0, the comparison feature can only show for one string of its clones in one. And you had to manually bring the original to copy it over the clones. The comparison feature is recorded directly in the txt files. When clones
are detected, first, it duplicates one copy for each involved .as file if the original line has been translated (has done). He then signs the original, which means he will have several Line XXX for each clone same .as file, and Clone : ( ... ) : XXX, for each clone in another .as file. The original lines are defined as the first appearance of a single line, in order in txt files are read.
The most effective order in alphabetical and similitude, for example, I always: Bash jsk_parser_v3.2.bash compare ./AAA/scripts/MainTimeline.as ./BBB/scripts/MainTimeline.as ./CCC/scripts/MainTimeline.as... The signature for the copies is Cloned from ... : XXX, written shortly before their line Line XXX :. Finally, the comparison feature removes all duplicate strings in
all input/.as files. If the comparison feature is stopped, or you just want to know what the comparison feature has done by reworking the comparison feature with the same .as files, it shows what it does on the terminal. The most you need to know about the comparison function, for each combination of .as files, the same original and hierarchy of clones will occur. This is
why it is important to make some comparison to test the similarities of .as files and then use the same combination of .as files before the translation is complete. Because the comparison feature will remove all signatures and the entire line is defined as duplicates, please back up before the comparison. Spoiler: Copy and delete features and positions because it would be
terrible if some lines with the same XXX line were left while the copy or deletion function is performed, they are interrupted if they detect multiple lines or non-lazy/broken lines, this is shown in their error messages. But you can disable this security if you add some numbers that I called a position : For example: bash jsk_parser_v3.2.bash copy 123 ./file1.txt 78 ./file2.txt 2
3 Or : bash jsk_parser_v3.2.bash remove 555 ./file1.txt 4 This means that I'm copying the 2nd line appearance 123 for the 3rd line appearance 78 in file2.txt Or I delete the 4th appearance of the line 555 in file1.txt . As always, you can send me .txt files (I already have all the SK files) and I will send back relevant .as files. Txt zip, especially raw, were created only parser,
please take a look. As a result SWF were downloaded : Spoiler: Miyui_trans_2019_01_08_v3.2.swf https: // mega.nz /! klSkATI!byu7uTZoLJ1_xmUo88H78p_B-Aoa'TX2Gp-bYdcaggg Hey guys, it's been a bit since the last update. I took a few days off since the translation does get very monotonous, but now I'm back to working on it. I finally in the bottom four of the
scene along with a foot grab (courtesy donocad). I did my best to check the grammar and other errors, but as always, some of them can still stay. Also, a bit of a translation note - there are many times when Miyui addresses the main character as oniisan. On the translator, it will translate to the brother, but Miyui and the main character are not related (as in this name),
they are neighbors. Oniisan is just a way of greeting an older man. In order to avoid confusion, I've eliminated it Looking back, I could leave to leave and maybe I'll do it in the future to translate something else. But for this particular translation I will stay consistent and keep it omitted. Another thing is that I have to apologize to everyone who is an English major and/or
someone who is OCD. I didn't realize until about a few days ago that ellipses didn't actually function as punctuation (at least not on its own). So I mis-capitalized the first word at the end of the ellipse as if it were a period. I have since used them correctly, but keep in mind that there is a decent piece of text that is grammatically wrong. I'm going to make them what they
are, because in order to fix them, I'm going to have to sift through thousands of ellipses - that's something I obviously don't want to do. There are only seven sections left to translate after that. I think I'll certify them in the next week or so. Until then! After translating alancapone, I updated the txt files. Parser found some duplicate lines, so I downloaded the resulting swf.
Spoiler: Miyui_trans_2019_01_14.swf https F59gVAxA! EPbTS5Eo9SbSP7mKtQtSal8edU_FHtNCq0Np_zw-CiI miyui_txt_partial_translated_2019_01_14.zip Page 16 There's no partial available for a magical girl one, right? Is there any atleast of some annotated screenshots of screen purchases and combat screens? There's no partial benefit for a magical girl, is there?
Is there any atleast of some annotated screenshots of screen purchases and combat screens? There is a partial for, you just have to ask from your creator privately for a link, since it may not be common for public viewing because of the loli content of the game. Last edited: January 18, 2019 Hello everyone ! I was cleaning up the parser bugs and typos for ver3.3, but
finally I had an idea to enhance it. Here's his magazine change: Spoiler: What's new in ver3.3? Aside from cleaning, the main change in ver3.3 is that the parser is able to capture from .as file. So far, I've only worked on Object (root) lines, which represent most of the translation work (in Miyui). But there are other lines not led by the object (root this.mess._plt .kotoba_m).
I call them signs. To perform extraction and pull functions, ver3.3 needs this mark: bash jsk_parser_v3.3.bash extract ./input.as ./output.txt mark (expansion output is not really manifested, you can write ./output, or ./output.sk) bash jsk_parser_v3.3.bash pull ./input.txt ./output.as mark (expansion of input. You can write ./input, or ./input.sk) So for the user ver3.2: the team
' bash jsk_parser_v3.2.bash extract ./file.as ./file ' does the same as 'bash jsk_parser_v3.3.bash extract ./file.as ./file.txt Object (root) . If the sign is not given to the parser, it uses pre-saved signs and loops, it is until the strings are found. Because of this new behavior, the parser does not overwork, but add its output, during the extract and pull function. You can also use
its pre-saved marks, for example, to use the pre-saved mark No. 0: 'bash jsk_parser_v3.3.bash extract ./file.as ./file.txt 0. All features that need to be marked can use pre-saved signs. Reading the parser under the Notepad, you can see the pre-saved signs, I put them at the beginning, but you can also do a 'bash jsk_parser_v3.2.bash stored_mark number ' Feel free to
add/change them. But it is important to sort them, the most important signs should be put in the first place, about '0', and the least important ones should be put in last place. Because the parser stops when he doesn't find the lines. (ver3.4 stops when it has no longer sign on the left ) With the update ver3.3, the parser can adapt to each game jsk without changing its
code. Spoiler: Some tool features in ver3.3 For information, .sk files entered in ver3, means skeleton. The .sk file stores a file for the .as file, which is not intended for translation. I've added a delete_sk feature copied from the delete feature that you already know from ver3.2. It functions the same way: 'Bash jsk_parser_v3.3.bash delete_sk NumberOfLine ./file.sk positions
' To find easier lines in the new jsk game, I added the feature extract_lines: 'Bash jsk_parser_v3.3.bash extract_lines ./sign input ' If the entry .as file, it shows where the lines are in .as file. If the login is a .txt file, it shows all the lines stored in the .txt file. (in this case, the sign is not needed) Because .as files can contain many empty lines, I added the feature clean_txt:
'bash jsk_parser_v3.3.bash clean_txt ./input'. It actually cleans both .txt and .sk files. As always, you can send me .txt files (I already have all the SK files) and I will send back relevant .as files. I think the parser is currently fairly reliable, so if I have some left time, I'll go back to translating (maybe I'll make some adjustments to Reimi first). If anyone wants a crude txt
lightning JSK game, evening me and I'll post it on stream. PS: ver3.4 uses the same files .txt and .sk as ver3.3 Last edited: January 26, 2019 There is a partial for , you just have to ask your creator privately for a link, since it may not be common to public opinion because of the content of loli game. Didn't stop anyone from sharing Miyuka back in the day. Their characters
say the age of X6 so you know. I think it should be safe ... Didn't stop anyone from sharing Miyuka back in the day. Their characters say the age of X6 so you know. I think it should be safe ... This Darkfire post announced the launch of a stricter loli/ policy, and I believe he has already laid a B on the JSK Studio thread for references to it. Not recommended. You can
hope for a PM from someone, but I wouldn't ask for a public reference to the IGB. Don't stop anyone from sharing Miyuka back in Their characters say the age of X6 so you know. I think it should be safe ... The Magic Girl Buster tags say otherwise, and because of the more stringent Loli/Shota policy forum, I would prefer not to risk a ban on it. 4. Topics with lol/shot
discussion are allowed. Loli and Shota content is not allowed under any circumstances. Topics can discuss content, but they can't share them in public views. We don't link their photos. Don't link game downloads that contain underage content. The only exception to this rule is the flow of OP, when linking the source of the game's information, within reason. Even then,
only provide a link to the source. Do not display images of DLSite previews unless explicitly sexual content (nudity is not allowed). Failure to comply with this rule will result in an immediate three-day ban. The forum will adhere to the principle of external appearance. Simply put, if he looks like a minor, it's a minor. There is a partial for, you just have to ask from your
creator privately for a link, since it may not be common for public viewing because of the loli content of the game. But who is the creator of the partial? Edit: @DarkFire1004 is this really politics now? Because as two-thirds of the games in the translation section are related to the content loli. Last edited: January 19, 2019 Isn't this a special case, since the modified .swf file
is partial in itself? (or at least I assume) the above-mentioned - other - partial/complete translations on the Forum Translations, mostly only data/www/.json, altered text files; no explicit images/video or anything else. At least that's how I think logic, right? In any case, I would also like to thank all of you who make the effort in making the JSK game even better for
everyone... God bless you! How long until the full translation is done? Frankly, I don't know. As Delexicus wrote, it's a question of these three things, when I have one, I don't always have the other two. And to be honest, I only do partial to the point where it can be played, a rest I leave for others to finish. The current partial covers the battle screen, stats/skill box, history
of dialogue, endings (all 5 now) and parts of the main menu, only H-scene and mid-H moans Mia in Japanese, its playable state generally speaking. If someone wants some specific JSK games - they might want to enter something like JSK translation to Google and search for some other forum. Probably on the front page. Offering other resources without direct
communication doesn't get me banned, does it? Hey, guys, is there a translation of Karen? Created a delta patch for Magic Girl Buster. Translation Of Magical Girl Buster may not be common here because it has loli content and I don't think it's very accessible if everyone is just going one user to access the translation. So I created a delta patch. What is a delta patch?
Simply put, it's the difference in files. Delta file is simply a comparison of the original file and the modified version It's just a change. This means that you will need a copy of the original file to use the delta file correctly. The original file should be exactly the same as the one I used to make the delta file however. How to use it? Step 1: Download the Delta Patcher program
here. Step 2: Open Step3: Select an untranslated version of the game (MAIN SWF FILE ONLY.) Select Delta File () Step 4: ???? Profit turns out he translated some parts of the ending as well. Patching is a little tricky. To do this, you'll have to zip up the sub folder (I don't know if it will matter to sinze it's just lightning, but I used 7zip to create lightning, ) before applying a
delta patch to lightning. Then you can unpack it and get translations for endings. Obviously this is only a partial all credit for partial going to @Icevail what would we have done without it? For real... if you guys don't give him a thank you, who can you thank? Last edit: January 20, 2019 What would we have done without it? For real... if you guys don't give him a thank you,
who can you thank? I don't know, but I doubt it will include dancing half-naked in the moonlight and howl for the moon. Created a delta patch for Magic Girl Buster. The magical Girl Buster translation may not be shared here because it has loli content and I don't think it's very accessible if everyone is just going to bother one user to access the translation. So I created a
delta patch. What is a delta patch? Simply put, it's the difference in files. The delta file is only a comparison of the original file and the modified version of the file. It's just a change. This means that you will need a copy of the original file to use the delta file correctly. The original file should be exactly the same as the one I used to make the delta file however. How to use
it? Step 1: Download the Delta Patcher program here. Step 2: Open Step3: Select an untranslated version of the game (MAIN SWF FILE ONLY.) Select Delta File () Step 4: ???? Profit turns out he translated some parts of the ending as well. Patching is a little tricky. To do this, you'll have to zip up the sub folder (I don't know if it will matter to sinze it's just lightning, but I
used 7zip to create lightning, ) before applying a delta patch to lightning. Then you can unpack it and get translations for endings. Obviously this is only a partial all credit for partial going to @Icevail what would we have done without it? For real... if you guys don't give him a thank you, who can you thank? It's pretty creepy. Just yesterday I sent PM Icevail on how to do
the same Delta patch deal for the same reasons you stated. The method I found relied on a program called. I'll have to look at getting that free patch maker running. It is assumed that it will be able to patch several basic versions of files for the desired version. So he patch several versions of Magical Girl Buster that which around in the wild. This should cut down on
forum requests on how to make Delta ∆ patch work. Thanks for a partial translation of Delta ∆. Last edited: January 20, 2019 It's pretty Eeeie. Just yesterday I sent PM Icevail on how to do the same Delta patch deal for the same reasons you stated. The method I found relied on a program called. I'll have to look at getting that free patch maker running. It is assumed that
it will be able to patch several basic versions of files for the desired version. So he can patch several versions of Magical Girl Buster that float around in the wild. This should cut down on forum requests on how to make Delta ∆ patch work. Thanks for the partial translation of Delta ∆. yes, rocket science has begun, this stuff runs through my left ear and flies through my
nostrils. I tried to apply the Delta patch to the Sub zip file, but it didn't work. I guess this is because I have partially uncensored files made by Delexicus and not original JSK files? I used WinRAR to zip up the folder, but it shouldn't be relevant, right? Page 17 I tried applying the Delta Patch Sub zip file, but it didn't work. I guess this is because I have partially uncensored
files made by Delexicus and not original JSK files? I used WinRAR to zip up the folder, but it shouldn't be relevant, right? It doesn't have to matter that unpacking one uses, whether it's 7 zips, winzip, winrar, etc. My best guess is exactly what you suspect the reason is, I believe that the drop patch is looking for the original files and can't find those resulting in a patcher not
providing the desired results. Created a delta patch for Magic Girl Buster. The magical Girl Buster translation may not be shared here because it has loli content and I don't think it's very accessible if everyone is just going to bother one user to access the translation. So I created a delta patch. What is a delta patch? Simply put, it's the difference in files. The delta file is
only a comparison of the original file and the modified version of the file. It's just a change. This means that you will need a copy of the original file to use the delta file correctly. The original file should be exactly the same as the one I used to make the delta file however. How to use it? Step 1: Download the Delta Patcher program here. Step 2: Open Step3: Select an
untranslated version of the game (MAIN SWF FILE ONLY.) Select Delta File () Step 4: ???? Profit turns out he translated some parts of the ending as well. Patching is a little tricky. To do this, you'll have to zip up the sub folder (I don't know if it will matter to sinze it's just lightning, but I used 7zip to create lightning, ) before applying a delta patch to lightning. Then you can
unpack it and get translations for endings. Obviously, it's only a partial all credit for goes to @Icevail what would we have done without him? For The For if you guys don't give him a thank you, who can you thank? First of all, thank you and all the other translators (sorry they didn't mention each of them) for that, The patch for the main file works fine, and sorry if I beign
retarded, but when trying to patch up the subzip, it seems the error error occurred: xdelta3: the target box checksum inconsistency: XD3_INVALID_INPUT, the files are non-translatable of them Created By Translate Magical Girl Buster can not be shared here because it has content loli, and I do not think it is very accessible if everyone is just going to bother one user to
access. So I created a delta patch. ( ... ) Excuse me, but what do you say? Magic girl Buster translation? Or is Buster the Magic Girl censored? I wrote the parser for the game jsk, it can extract the translation of Icevail in the files .txt, and use them to return to the swf files. This .txt files will be suitable for sharing, no? Last edited: January 21, 2019 Created a delta patch for
Magical Girl Buster. The magical Girl Buster translation may not be shared here because it has loli content and I don't think it's very accessible if everyone is just going to bother one user to access the translation. So I created a delta patch. What is a delta patch? Simply put, it's the difference in files. The delta file is only a comparison of the original file and the modified
version of the file. It's just a change. This means that you will need a copy of the original file to use the delta file correctly. The original file should be exactly the same as the one I used to make the delta file however. How to use it? Step 1: Download the Delta Patcher program here. Step 2: Open Step3: Select an untranslated version of the game (MAIN SWF FILE
ONLY.) Select Delta File () Step 4: ???? Profit turns out he translated some parts of the ending as well. Patching is a little tricky. To do this, you'll have to zip up the sub folder (I don't know if it will matter sinse it's just lightning, but I used 7zip to create lightning,) before applying a delta patch to lightning. Then you can unpack it and get translations for endings. Obviously
this is only a partial all credit for partial going to @Icevail what would we have done without it? For real... if you guys don't give him a thank you, who can you thank? I've also tried to use your patcher, and it doesn't work with the error message file name, directory name, or volume tag syntax is the wrong error message. I tried to update both the original release and the
updated release of the main file 魔法少⼥バタ.swf. The same mistake both times. I found that the patcher doesn't like Japanese characters. I tried to rename the main file to Magical Girl Buster.SWF, and it worked. It's with an updated version of Magical Girl Buster that JSK put out. I'm also having trouble finding the right 7zip compression settings Delta patcher happy.
You would be so kind to post a 7zip screen compression setting as well as the 7zip version you used please. A screen like this I am currently tinkering with the free patch maker to see if I can make the fix process a little more bug-tolerant. ED.) Added description of the problem sub zip Last edited: January 20, 2019 When Icevail has the time, energy and motivation to
finish it. You're not helping with that last one, molesting him. Is it a translation thread Isn't it wise to think that people would assume that people translate into it? If someone says they are working on something it is reasonable for people to ask how it happens in a month and a half. Iceveil answered my question by saying that it didn't work on it. It's been over a year since
JSK is back I'm sure someone will be doing a full translation for one of their new games after all. I tried to apply the Delta patch to the Sub zip file, but it didn't work. I guess this is because I have partially uncensored files made by Delexicus and not original JSK files? I used WinRAR to zip up the folder, but it shouldn't be relevant, right? Yes. I use the basic game files.
First of all, thank you and all the other translators (I'm sorry, not to mention each of them) for this, the patch for the main file works fine, and sorry if I beign retarded, but when trying to patch up the subzip, it seems the error error occurred: xdelta3: target check box inconsistency: XD3_INVALID_INPUT, the files are untranslatable of them I did, except for both files. Also, in
the Resources folder, I get two basic SWF files. One is the original (mahou.swf) and the other is supposedly a corrected version (mahouPATCHED.swf). I tried to rename patch one just mahou.swf (and deleting the other), but the game doesn't open at all once I do it. @DarkFire1004 Is This Really Politics Now? Because as two-thirds of the games in the translation
section are related to the content loli. I apologize for not noticing the mention earlier. The rule is that full game links are not allowed. But if you distribute parts of the game, such as data files or translation patches, as long as they do not give full access to the contents of loli, then it is allowed. I've also tried to use your patcher, and it doesn't work with the error message file
name, directory name, or volume tag syntax is the wrong error message. I tried to update both the original release and the updated release of the main file 魔法少⼥バタ.swf. The same mistake both times. I found that the patcher doesn't like Japanese characters. I tried to rename the main file to Magical Girl Buster.SWF, and it worked. It's with an updated version of
Magical Girl Buster that JSK put out. I'm also having trouble finding the right 7zip compression 7zip Delta patcher happy. You would be so kind to post a 7zip screen compression setting as well as the 7zip version you used please. A screen like this I am currently tinkering with the free patch maker to see if I can make the fix process a little more bug-tolerant. ED.) Added
a description of the sub zip problem I used the same settings as you have on the screenshot and it worked fine, also the patcher had no problems with Japanese characters in the file way or swf name for me. Shame that this seems to be a crapshoot whether it works for people or not. edit. 7-zip version 18.05 (x64) 2018-04-30 I am currently working on an update to the
JSK Games Walkthrough Guide. I imported the original docx manual file to Google Docs and I'm looking for some help with updates. I would like to keep the style and format just like the original guide where possible. Here's a link to. And here we are. If someone is really serious about keeping this guide up to date, you can PM me and I'll give you a link with full editor
access. For those who are not familiar, here is a short explanation of the video works. EDIT 1: I'm trying to fill out some of the blank translation credits for the Communuty JSK Guide. If anyone knows who has, or by translating the following titles, I would appreciate it if you could let me know here or by suggesting an edit in the JSK Guide community. EDIT 2: I found a
translator for the first post so that I clarified a couple of entries. How to Discipline Shoplifting Girl Karen, Daughter of Martial Arts Plutocrat (Free Games) XX C Hamakace XX With Iokace XX With Misa XX With Rita XX S Sasahara XX S Sherry (JSK as Games) Aura XX C Kanami - My Sister Last Edit: 26 January 2019 Hello to All ! ver3.4 of the parser is made ! It has
only small adjustments and some minor bug fixes. Ver3.3 users don't need to change their .txt files to use them from ver3.4. (I edited my post about ver3.3, about the changes). I've added README.txt, which sums up what it takes to translate with this parser. Thanks To Delexicus for offering it ! Last edited: January 26, 2019 Hey guys, I need your help. I was working on
translations, and when I embed the text from the notebook into the subfails through JPEXS (as usual), I found that my game would be bugged. The menu in the bottom right corner starts open and opaque, and the game won't be downloaded from one frame to another automatically. That's what it looks like. I tried to remove the basic SWF and reboot it, as well as clean
my registry with a ccleaner. But neither worked. If anyone has any suggestions, it would be very appreciative. Thank you in advance. Hey, guys, I need your help. I was working on translations, and when I embed the text from the notebook into the subfails through JPEXS (as usual), I found that my game would be bugged. The menu in the bottom right corner starts
openly and and the game won't load from one frame to another automatically. That's what it looks like. That's what I'm Advance. Try this. You can also try untranslated miyui. Hey, guys, I need your help. I was working on translations, and when I embed the text from the notebook into the subfails through JPEXS (as usual), I found that my game would be bugged. The
menu in the bottom right corner starts open and opaque, and the game won't be downloaded from one frame to another automatically. That's what it looks like. See the attachment 19198 I tried to remove the main swf and reboot it, as well as cleaning my registry with a ccleaner. But neither worked. If anyone has any suggestions, it would be very appreciative. Thank you
in advance. If the game won't load even after you try a good version of know, it could mean that your .sol save file got borked. I'll give you my full save to check. As a note, I use Adobe Flash Projector v31. Here the save is stored on my car. C: Users (username) AppDataRoamingMacromediaFlash Player #SharedObjects (accidental line) localhost save_data_kenshi.sol
Alright, it works again after I turned off the computer and returned the next morning. Oddly enough, the first thing I did was reset my computer and I still have this bug. I have no idea why it works after it has been off for hours but whatever. Thanks for helping the guys anyway. I'm having some trouble figuring out the syntax to get The Bash text extractor Donogoda to
work. I hope someone with some bash terminal chops can give me a pointer about what I'm doing wrong. Here's a screen grab of which commands I'm trying to use. Here's a MEGA link to l and accompanying readme.txt EDIT 1: I figured it out! This really helped a lot when I tried reading readme.txt in a notebook instead of a Windows built-in notebook. The key point was
to set all three lines of the extract tool function. It wasn't visually formatted properly in a normal notepad, so I only used the printf line. To enter ./.as; do printf $input: $(bash./jsk_parser_v3_4.bash extract_lines./$'input), made edit 2: It's exceptionally disappointing. I can't get enough of the excerpt function to give me an outlet. Or, for that matter, recognize .as the file has
something in need of translation. I made sure that sed, grep, tr installed. They were set by default anyway. I did a function test, trying to extract メゲム 187.as from Miyui (My Neighbor Swordswoman at school). I know I need to have the text to retrieve, because the extracted copy is in the Translation mod tool repository. Last edited: January 27, 2019 I'm having some
trouble figuring out the syntax to get Bash text extractor Donokada to work. I hope someone with some bash terminal chops can give me a pointer about what I'm doing wrong. Here's a screen grab about what kind of commands I'm trying to use. ( ... ) The key point was to set all three lines of the extract tool function. It wasn't visually formatted properly in a normal
notepad, so I only used the printf line. To enter ./.as; Make printf $input: $(bash./jsk_parser_v3_4.bash./jsk_parser_v3_4.bash ./$input) made (...) Unfortunately, I wrote an error in README.txt ! Instead, to use the extract_lines you do: to enter in ./.as; Do printf $input: $(bash./jsk_parser_v3_4.bash extract_lines./$input) done EDIT2: (...) ( ... ) On the screen, the team was
bash ./jsk_parser_v3_4.bash extract_lines ./file_187.as ./file_187.txt This must be bash ./jsk_parser_v3_4.bash extract ./file_187.as ./file_187.txt Last edited: January 27, 2019 Sorry, I wrote a mistake in README.txt ! Instead, to use the extract_lines you do: to enter in ./.as; do printf $input: $(bash ./jsk_parser_v3_4.bash extract_lines ./$input) done on screen, the team
has been bash./jsk_parser_v3_4.bash extract_lines ./file_187.as ./file_187.txt It should be bash./jsk_parser_v3_4.extract bash ./file_187.as.as./file_187.txt It looks like I'm getting closer. I'm getting another error message now. He says: need .as as an entrance it's pretty weird. I'm sure I have the syntax right this time. EDIT 1: So I decided to take a break from banging my
head against the wall for a while. I brute forced the menu translation update. I set up a pair of mouse macros that would allow me to do a pick of everything and copy the command on one thumb button. And select all the commands of the paste on the other thumb button. It took me much less time than I thought to power through all the lines of the text menu. Magical Girl
Buster now has a translated interface in the updated DLsite release. The file was uploaded to the MEGA repository. Last edited: January 27, 2019 I tried v3.5 parser. Still not working. I tried to control your parser in a shorter catalog to check. It didn't help either. I'm running out of ideas. I may need to do some reading about cygwin to see if there is an unrelated issue at
hand. Thank you for sticking me to this Donoad. I think it's just as disappointing for you as well. Last edited: January 27, 2019 He gave me another message this time. I think it took file_187.as file. He didn't give me a .txt outlet though. I'm not sure I need an outlet like $3 means though. EDIT 1: It's definitely thinking about something. It will take a full three seconds from
the impact to enter it, returning me to the bash tip. Page 18 OKAY, I'm on it, try this. Success! Thank you for your perseverance. This should help a lot of our fellow translators as well. EDIT 1: I spoke too early. File .txt and .sk are both empty. One step closer anyway. Success! Thank you for your perseverance. This should help a lot of our fellow translators as well. EDIT
1: I spoke too early. File .txt and .sk are both empty. One step closer anyway. I'm going to eat, but I'll be back soon. Give it a shot. I installed cygwin in fresh windows, and this version works on the extract, clean_txt (very slowly, I noticed in cygwin ), compare Delexicus, not Would you post a screenshot of your .as open in The Notepad? (it's the same as mine, so it's not
the culprit) EDIT 2 : Delexikus, Delexikus, Do you do ls-l in your terminal and place it? Last edited: January 30, 2019 Well, try this. I installed cygwin in fresh windows and this version works (for extract) Delexicus, could you post a screenshot of your .as open in The Notepad? (I'll be able to work on it, just one more hour, I have a job tomorrow.) I'm sorry to say, but it's still
empty .txt. I have access to several other computers. I'll try to use your parser on them later. EDIT 1: Sorry, I forgot to give you a picture of .as file. I say hello to everyone. I was basically lurking in the background for a good piece of this, but I was whittling away at getting Karen (and some others) translated and corrector to the best of my ability. Right now, I've only really
managed to clear the intro for Lovers Ending for Karen as well as some correcting in the main file, but I hope to get more done soon. With luck, I can figure out how to make a script flow without translating sounding like something out of the early 90s Squeenix game. Be that as it may, here's an incomplete Love Ending script, done mainly because I can visualize a
stream of emails better like this. Currently it only covers the intro, but I hope to have sex scenes and outro there soon. On that note, how can a parser work? I just downloaded it, but I have no idea where the instructions are for it. (It may be a wise idea to open a txt file in a notebook, tbh, just because I also threw in the original Japanese lines as a reference) I can cover
other endings after finishing the Love, but for now I'm mostly focused on making sure that the translations are in the sub-file. Hi all. I was basically lurking in the background for a good piece of this, but I was whittling away at getting Karen (and some others) translated and corrector to the best of my ability. Right now, I've only really managed to clear the intro for Lovers
Ending for Karen as well as some correcting in the main file, but I hope to get more done soon. With luck, I can figure out how to make a script flow without translating sounding like something out of the early 90s Squeenix game. Be that as it may, here's an incomplete Love Ending script, done mainly because I can visualize a stream of emails better like this. Currently it
only covers the intro, but I hope to have sex scenes and outro there soon. On that note, how can a parser work? I just downloaded it, but I have no idea where the instructions are for it. (It may be a wise idea to open a txt file in a notebook, tbh, just because I also threw in the original Japanese lines as a reference) I can cover other endings after finishing the Love, but for
now I'm mostly focused on making sure that the translations are in the sub-file. and I tried for most of the weekend to get his parter to work for me. You can find the parser, and it's readme in JSK Guide in its boot section. In my signature there is a link to the Community Guide. Well, that's frustrating. I tried the parser on another computer it was working on. I'll try to
reinstall the cygwin on my main computer. I'm sorry I've caused you so much donoda's grief. Well, that's frustrating. I tried the parser on another computer it was working on. I'll try to reinstall the cygwin on my main computer. I'm sorry I've caused you so much donoda's grief. Yes!! All's well that ends well. Not everyone will keep up with me, Delexikus, so thank you very
much. I looked parser, their ver3_4, ver3_6 eventually wouldn't work in other PCs. So it was all for good work and perseverance. I'll sleep well tonight, see you guys later. EDIT 1 : Hi, I'm back. Last edited: January 30, 2019 I'm more than willing to help with testing your Donocad parser. Just let me know what else you would like to know or what you want me to do. Here's
a screen grab from the LS-L terminal command. I'll also try v3_8. This gives an empty output while on my main computer. I haven't reinstalled Cygwin yet. I learned that it is quite a process to completely remove Cygwin. EDIT 1: I don't know if this will make a difference, but my system is installed as Japanese. My specification system are next. Windows 10 Pro Processor:
Intel 6900K Revision M0 No3.7GH' Oberlock GPU: Nvidia Geforce 980 TI X2 SLI Motherboard: Asus Rampage v Extreme BIOS v3902 RAM: 16GB X4 Mushkin MRB4U300GJM16G00 MHz NVME: Samsung 960 EVO 1TB HDD: 3TB X15 Raid 6 Hardware Array RAID Controller: ServeRaid M5015 Firmware v2.130.403-4660 SAS Expander: HPSASEXPCard v2.08
System Build Magazine for the Curious. EDIT 2: I just finished adding and updating the last couple of photos in the JSK Community Guide, and it's pretty cool to progress that JPG compression technology has achieved since the initial guide was done. The original guide was 9.91 MB with 55 images, and a new and expanded 10 MB guide with 92 images even thought it
has the same or higher resolution pictures. EDIT 3: I've completed the formatting guide for the JSK Community Guide. I think it looks pretty harsh. I formatted the first recording of the game. Imouto-sama can't be denied? If anyone has any comments or recommendations, let me know. Last edited: January 29, 2019 Good time of day, gentelmen (and ladies if they can be
found here). Could you maybe give an ETA to Karen? I actually find JSK stories to be enjoyable, and play with the moon run and it. Spectacular work on Miyu, by the way. Good time of day, gentelmen (and ladies if they can be found here). Could you maybe give an ETA to Karen? I actually find JSK stories to be enjoyable, and play with the moon run and it. Spectacular
work on Miyu, This seems to be a perennial question here. The game was a crowd of sources and, as far as I know, the work pretty much stopped. Here are the translation tables if you want to see the progress of the translation for yourself. Was there a reference to ever posted here? since this is the place where most people go to learn the status of translation games I
think this is where potential translators come as well. Hello world! Delexicus and I left a kind of mess on the stream, trying to fix my parser. I cleaned up a little bit. Ver3_5 ver3_7 have not fulfilled their goals, which is to work on cygwin. I cleaned the ver3_8 and renamed it, now it's ver3_5. I remind you that ver3_5 can use .txt and .sk files created ver3_3. If possible, I
would like to get feedback on using a parser under linux. ( ... ) EDIT 1: I don't know if this will make a difference, but my system is installed as Japanese. My specification system are next. Windows 10 Pro (...) Delexicus, maybe a solution . View in Notepad with: 'cygwin'etc'fstab.d'Kevin-6900K, and write 'no /cygdrive cygdrive binary,posix'0,user,noacl 0' (create it, If not
there) My second guess is to create a folder under the home catalog with cygwin: in cygwin, do 'cd', cd ./test ', copy .as on it and run the parser. Last edited: January 31, 2019 Hello everyone ! Delexicus and I left a kind of mess on the stream, trying to fix my parser. I cleaned up a little bit. Ver3_5 ver3_7 have not fulfilled their goals, which is to work on cygwin. I cleaned
the ver3_8 and renamed it, now it's ver3_5. I remind you that ver3_5 can use .txt and .sk files created ver3_3. If possible, I would like to get feedback on using a parser under linux. Delexicus, maybe a solution . View in Notepad with: 'cygwin'etc'fstab.d'Kevin-6900K, and write 'no /cygdrive cygdrive binary,posix'0,user,noacl 0' (create it, If not there) My second guess is to
create a folder under the home catalog with cygwin: in cygwin, do 'cd', cd ./test ', copy .as on it and run the parser. I tried to make a Kevin-6900K file with the content you supplied. Unfortunately, this does not fix the problem. C:/Cygwin64/test directory did the job though. It got me thinking about what could be different about these directories. I should have understood this
before, but it's an old problem of directories with gaps in names. I tried to make a parser exit in the D:/Adults only/test folder and it gave me blank files again. I tried again, but in the D:/Games/Adults_only/test folder, and it worked. I have to see if there is a workaround for Cygwin and gaps in the catalog structures. Either that or it's specific to your parser. You should try
your parter in Linux with space in the catalog structure to be sure. As always, thank you for helping me get Dookad out. In addition, the MEGA Translation Tools repository has been cleaned and updated. Last edited: January 31, 2019 I tried to make a Kevin-6900K file with the content you provided. Unfortunately, this does not fix the problem. The catalog did the job
though. It made me think about what could be different about these these I should have understood this before, but it's an old problem of directories with gaps in names. I tried to make a parser exit in the D:/Adults only/test folder and it gave me blank files again. I tried again, but in the D:/Games/Adults_only/test folder, and it worked. I have to see if there is a workaround
for Cygwin and gaps in the catalog structures. Either that or it's specific to your parser. You should try your parter in Linux with space in the catalog structure to be sure. As always, thank you for helping me get Dookad out. In addition, the MEGA Translation Tools repository has been cleaned and updated. I didn't check it. I've been on FreeBSD for a long time, so I never
create directories with space. I added a warning to README about using it with a catalog with spaces. Thank you, Delexycus. Hey guys! Just a quick question, is there any way we can add a .exe file or something to download Reimi on the Comm Guide? I don't know how to use .swf files so I can't play the game... Hey guys! Just a quick question, is there any way we can
add a .exe file or something to download Reimi on the Comm Guide? I don't know how to use .swf files so I can't play the game... The best option would be to download Adobe Flash Projector. That's how I play all JSK. SWF files. This is the fourth link down in the Windows download section. I would like to add a note about the flash projector in the guide too. I've been
using it for so long that I forgot about mentioning it. The best option would be to download Adobe Flash Projector. That's how I play all JSK. SWF files. This is the fourth link down in the Windows download section. I would like to add a note about the flash projector in the guide too. I've been using it for so long that I forgot about mentioning it. It was very helpful. I almost
have Reimi running, but there seems to be another problem. When I load the game up it acts strangely. As, this will start with a black screen, then I'll want it and the main menu will pop up. I click start, nothing happens, I resize, the stat screen appears. Click on the version of the dialogue, nothing happens, resize, the dialogue progresses. I'll start the fight and I'll hear
how it works fine, but I won't see Reimi move or fight if I don't miser. I'm sure the game's mechanics and audio are still working fine, but for some reason the visuals aren't updated if I don't get the screen. I'm currently using VM on my Mac, I'm not sure if it has anything to do with it, but it's kind of impossible to play in this state. Any advice would be very appreciated. Edit:
Just tried it with no JSK SWF file and I had the same problem. I think there is a problem with the way I use Flash Projector. Page 19 This was very helpful. I almost have Reimi running, but there seems to be another problem. When I load the game up it acts strangely. As, it will start with a black screen, then I'll want it and The menu will pop up. I click to start, nothing
happens, I resize, resize, The screen appears. Click on the version of the dialogue, nothing happens, resize, the dialogue progresses. I'll start the fight and I'll hear how it works fine, but I won't see Reimi move or fight if I don't miser. I'm sure the game's mechanics and audio are still working fine, but for some reason the visuals aren't updated if I don't get the screen. I'm
currently using VM on my Mac, I'm not sure if it has anything to do with it, but it's kind of impossible to play in this state. Any advice would be very appreciated. Edit: Just tried it with no JSK SWF file and I had the same problem. I think there is a problem with the way I use Flash Projector. Try using the Macintosh version of the flash projector outside your VM. Scroll
further into the Mac download page. It's third down. Try using the Macintosh version of the flash projector outside your VM. Scroll further into the Mac download page. It's third down. Haha, it's funny you say that, just tried the Mac version and it works so well, it makes me wonder why I spent 3 hours trying to figure out the problem. Haha. Overall, only minor problems with
the Mac version, slow down a bit on a higher chart, but the optimum speed is on low quality. My Mac isn't very powerful either way, so I wasn't expecting much. I'm just glad it works. Thanks for helping Delexicus, if I could like that first answer twice I would. You just have to agree on me like your second answer I guess! What exactly is the difference between flash and air
version? And can someone help me get an ending at the IGB? Can't go through the rape ending... What exactly is the difference between flash and air version? And can someone help me get an ending at the IGB? Can't go through the rape ending... Flash starts to lag behind (JSK games are a well-known problem) after you play it for a while, while the AIR version
doesn't. After unlocking the mode 2-1 and 2-2, these routes lead to other endings. Love Ending: No rape or molestation at all (Don't let her pester you either). End of the tool: Lose the final fight (without any H done, (?) needs confirmation). Lewd Ending: I don't know, opened it randomly. Rape (Preggers) Ending: Same as a regular rape ending, just unload your
babybatter mercilessly inside her and choose the dialogues related to making her pregnant. Flash starts to lag behind (JSK games are a well-known problem) after you play it for a while, while the AIR version doesn't. After unlocking the mode 2-1 and 2-2, these routes lead to other endings. Love Ending: No rape or molestation at all (Don't let her pester you either). End
of the tool: Lose the final fight (without any H done, (?) needs confirmation). Lewd I don't know, I opened it randomly. Rape (Preggers) Ending: Same as a regular rape ending, just unload your babybatter mercilessly inside her and choose the dialogues related to making her pregnant. I see... going to try it out soon hello all. I was basically lurking in the background for a
good piece of this, but I was far on getting Karen (and some others) translated and corrector to the best of their ability. Right now, I've only really managed to clear the intro for Lovers Ending for Karen as well as some correcting in the main file, but I hope to get more done soon. With luck, I can figure out how to make a script flow without translating sounding like
something out of the early 90s Squeenix game. Be that as it may, here's an incomplete Love Ending script, done mainly because I can visualize a stream of emails better like this. Currently it only covers the intro, but I hope to have sex scenes and outro there soon. On that note, how can a parser work? I just downloaded it, but I have no idea where the instructions are
for it. (It may be a wise idea to open a txt file in a notebook, tbh, just because I also threw in the original Japanese lines as a reference) I can cover other endings after finishing the Love, but for now I'm mostly focused on making sure that the translations are in the sub-file. Don't worry, I haven't forgotten your translation. Very soon, I'll be downloading Karen txt zip. Hey
guys, can I ask you a question? I was looking at this topic today, I went back to JSK Games after a while, my last game was partially translated by shoplift Girl Game. I've noticed more of them come out and you're doing a great job in translating them. My question is: where can I find partial translations? Because, frankly, I'm baffled by this thread, and I can't find them. I
also tried the Delta patch for MGB, but it won't work, any help with this will be greatly apprecciated. PS: Thank you so much to Icevail for his efforts with this tremendous work, I wanted to know the Japanese too. Hey guys, can I ask you a question? I was looking at this topic today, I went back to JSK Games after a while, my last game was partially translated by shoplift
Girl Game. I've noticed more of them come out and you're doing a great job in translating them. My question is: where can I find partial translations? Because, frankly, I'm baffled by this thread, and I can't find them. I also tried the Delta patch for MGB, but it won't work, any help with this will be greatly apprecciated. PS: Thank you so much to Icevail for his efforts with this
tremendous work, I wanted to know the Japanese too. Check out the first page of the main JSK stream. In particular, the Section of the Guide. I and quite a few other forum members are working to make the guide as comprehensive as possible. You should be able to find the newest released translations out there too. Also, the guide is related to in my signature. Okay, I
follow the guide in the first post of the main topic, but hoped more to translate the dialogues just to understand what's going on, not just after the guide to reach the endings. I can't find partial translations in English of the plot, just the user interface Document. Yes. I use the basic game files. Games. I ask you to help with the delta patch? Bacause I can not understand how
to make it work, it gives a mistake. Okay, I follow the guide in the first post of the main topic, but hoped more to translate the dialogues just to understand what's going on, not just after the guide to reach the endings. I can't find partial translations in English of the plot, just the user interface in the document. Can I ask you to help with the delta patch? Bacause I can not
understand how to make it work, it gives a mistake. MGB plot in a nutshell: Basically, May is going to blast/nuke/evaporate to fuck out of all the major cities if people don't pass all the famous lolicons to her peacefully for destruction. In Mai's world, lolicons are deadly and merciless killing bots from space in which Mai's world is at war with, lolicons either masquerade as
ordinary people or straight go for a murderous rampage in plain sight while in ours. You know, just sick bastards. It was sent to Earth to eradicate the threat of lolicone in this area, and blindly follows this mission. Until the MC steps to stop it, either through raw violence or words. Do you look in the Downloads section of the guide? You can find a translated version of the
game there. @Icevail help make gloating moaning sounds composed so we can just copy, paste and replace all fixing needs every once in a while? And to all the people helping to contribute to Karen's translation: Thank you very much! I'll be freer soon so I can start filling in big gaps over time. Are you guys really going to react negatively, like a year after this post?
Seriously? But back to the upcoming demonlordette game, I'll do a partial for it as soon as he releases, I'll try to cover as much ground as I can before the technical know how to stop me from going on, if someone wants to pick up where I leave it, they're more than welcome to do it. And now off topic, I'll be hitting up to GE3 times it releases on the 8th (on PC) for those
who are also interested in the game, so please excuse me if I don't respond for a few days as I have a bad tendency to shut myself down from the rest of the world while I play games, if you want to play with me, you can find me on a couple with a little detective work. But back to the upcoming demonlordette game, I'll do a partial for it as soon as he releases, I'll try to
cover as much ground as I can before the technical know how to stop me from going on, if someone wants to pick up where I leave it, they're more than welcome to do it. And now off topic, I'll be hitting up to GE3 times it releases on the 8th (on PC) for those who are also interested in the game, so please excuse me if I don't respond for a few days as I have a bad
tendency to shut myself down from the rest of the world while I play games if want to play with me, you can find me to pair with a little detective work. I know all too well the feeling of losing myself in the game. Astroneer hit v1.0 today and it seriously enticing me. Too Too Too fair it was a terrible idea. I personally thought it was a worthy idea. Any repository of common or
repetitive Japanese phrases, which is then translated, has quite a lot of value for translation projects. Now that I'm helping to set up the JSK game repository, translation tools, and extracted .txt files, I'd be interested in placing such a compilation in the translator section. EDIT 1: Another thing to consider is that Japanese Onomatopoeia, for example, moans and other
noises can and regularly confuses machine translation attempts. Page 20 I personally thought it was a decent idea. Any repository of common or repetitive Japanese phrases, which is then translated, has quite a lot of value for translation projects. Now that I'm helping to set up the JSK game repository, translation tools, and extracted .txt files, I'd be interested in placing
such a compilation in the translator section. EDIT 1: Another thing to consider is that Japanese Onomatopoeia, for example, moans and other noises can and regularly confuses machine translation attempts. Not sure about having a repository that works on anything, but since JSK games always use the same stock phrases for most erotic moans and such it can really
speed things up for translators here specifically if you mean just making a list with the moans the game uses a lot and check it out when you come through moaning when translating this one. But if you just replace every moan you find with a shared one from the database, then it's not a translation anymore of this rewrite, and no one wants it. In addition, machine
translations are poor and should only be used for double verification of their own translations and never as the primary means of translation. I'm just a consumer product, but if I can expose my opinion, honestly these games in their original language are playable for the H-scene, but you'll miss everything else. Not that I say they have a meaningful plot or characters, but
at least the context is something I usually look forward to to understand. So you guys who translate it are doing a great job and everything has to go as smoothly as possible for you. If you think that having a repository for repetitive lines is something that will be an easier process to go for. Speaking for me, moans and derivatives are simply secondary to basic dialogues.
Do you look in the Downloads section of the guide? You can find a translated version of the game there. I found them, thank you very much. I tought that the link was the same basic thread, glad to err. If I can report something, The love ending of Reimi is broken and the result is a black screen. Beyond that, an amazing job. I'm just a consumer product, but if I can expose
my opinion, honestly these games in their original language are playable for the H-scene, but you'll miss everything else. Not that I'm saying they're meaningful plot or characters, but at least context context something I usually look forward to to understand. So you guys who translate it are doing a great job and everything has to go as smoothly as possible for you. If you
think that having a repository for repetitive lines is something that will be an easier process to go for. Speaking for me, moans and derivatives are simply secondary to basic dialogues. I found them, thank you very much. I tought that the link was the same basic thread, glad to err. If I can report something, The love ending of Reimi is broken and the result is a black
screen. Beyond that, an amazing job. It's weird, I downloaded a fresh copy of Reimi from REPO MEGA and love the end works for me. Is this a partial v01 translation you downloaded? It's weird, I downloaded a fresh copy of Reimi from REPO MEGA and love the end works for me. Is this a partial v01 translation you downloaded? Yes, the one in exile. And I also have
the original game from the site DL, the ending of which works. Well, there's nothing to worry about, I finished the whole game. Maybe it's a problem with my files. I'm just a consumer product, but if I can expose my opinion, honestly these games in their original language are playable for the H-scene, but you'll miss everything else. Not that I say they have a meaningful
plot or characters, but at least the context is something I usually look forward to to understand. So you guys who translate it are doing a great job and everything has to go as smoothly as possible for you. If you think that having a repository for repetitive lines is something that will be an easier process to go for. Speaking for me, moans and derivatives are simply
secondary to basic dialogues. You can get as much context from the official summery availible on Dlsite as you can from translating for these games because it only takes a few minutes to read the ingame dialogue because of how short they are. Cutting corners on translation can only end up hurting the end result I'd rather wait for a proper translation, then encourage
translators to make a quick and sloppy one. Yes, the one in exile. And I also have the original game from the site DL, the ending of which works. Well, there's nothing to worry about, I finished the whole game. Maybe it's a problem with my files. Reimi's translation was done on a version that precedes correcting the bug on the black screen you receive. Reimi's translation
was done on a version that precedes correcting the bug on the black screen you receive. Once parcer Donocad's text fights fit, it should be able to transfer your translation from the old version to the new version of Reimi without much manual labor. Hello world! It was difficult, but with delexcus in contribuation as a egger, I can finally release ver3.6 of the parser : Spoiler:
Jsk_parser_ver3_6 https:// mega.nz /. Y08kyYpL!hphXrX'XTpqRHMgq'CVbLYPj'l6v0Ozn2GkzY6yY Direct File Support .swf (by the integration of the jpexs compiler /ffdec) and the starter scripts are the main features of this release. The hardest part was the increase in support for operating systems : ver3.6 were found working on FreeBSD, Debian (release Sid), Cygwin
(on win7 and on win10) and WSL. Spoiler: What's new in ver3.6? First, I fixed a small error in the compare feature, which had never previously processed the last of the .as file list. Another mistake I made was that the signs were not used in the compare. Some parts are not strong enough, I installed them. Compared to ver3.5, the parser is easier to use : It has almost no
more black screen when it stops. Now the parser will always show a detailed error message if it should stop and why. In general, the parser is less picky for its entrances. (but still no space allowed though.) With the addition of starter scripts, the number of manual ready-made commands required to work with the parser has been significantly reduced. With one
command, the translator can capture all the dialogues from the new jsk game. On the other hand, their translation was combined with the game. Read READ MORE for more information. To work directly with .swf files (which is impossible on ver3.5 or less), you must install Java, either a Java oracle, or openjdk. I explained more in README. If you don't want to work with
Java, Parser and its starter scripts still work with .as files. I created a zipper without ffdec, the parser and its starter scripts are identical, like the ones in the standard zipper. That's it. As always, you can send me .txt files (I already have all the SK files) and I will send back the relevant .swf files. Delexicus has a MEGA repo (link in its signature), in its Translation and
Modding Tools/Translation of Texts. .txt, crude and translated into a zipper. I'll try to keep the repo updated. If someone wants a crude txt lightning JSK game, pm me and I'll post it on the stream (and upload it to REPO MEGA). Last edited: February 15, 2019 Some of us may have already noticed, but Mika/How to discipline shoplifting girl has some of its parts poorly
translated, and one of his events is even completely untranslated. So I ask if someone is willing to re-hunt or correct his translation. I am ready to expand the parser's capabilities to facilitate this process as much as possible. Pm me if you're interested. The Internet has a full translated Russian version of Magic Girl Buster, it can be useful for English translation. The
Internet has a full translated Russian version of Magic Girl Buster, it can be useful for English translation. You have? Of course, it would be helpful. And do you think it would be difficult for you to translate it into English? (If you want, of course) I don't know about others, but I was a translation shop girl. It still takes some time, but overall goes smoothly. However, I have
only censored version, so I can't help help If you are looking for a censored one. How does this store translation go? How does this store translation go? I can assume that Rikko93 was the one who finished the full translation, but when I grabbed it for the newest version of Shoplift/Mick, some new dialogues were added. In fact I am looking for volunteers to re-
hunt/correct this translation. I have a question. Was there any complete translation from RJ102196 cause I'm not even sure that the overthrow of the demon queen RJ110553 is even fully translated. Overthrow the Demon queen is still in the form of a partial translation in general from what I see right now. I really don't need it. I have a question. Was there any complete
translation from RJ102196 cause I'm not even sure that the overthrow of the demon queen RJ110553 is even fully translated. Page 21 Erza/YumisuTheWaifu said: Overthrow the Demon queen is still in the format of a partial translation in general from what I see right now. I really don't need it. Eventually I would like to go back to completing the Translation of Overthrow.
It was the biggest job of the JSKs before it started again. I know Russian and English very well, so I can give the translation a good try, I don't have any coding skills/programming tho so the best thing I can do is create a notepad and try to translate all sections to the best of my ability for someone to copy more. Last edited: February 17, 2019 I know Russian and English
very well, so I can give the translation a good try, I don't have any coding skills/programming tho so the best thing I can do is create a notepad and try to translate all sections to the best of my ability for someone to copy more. Donocad and I were working on a text analyzer for JSK games that would make your translation efforts easier. You can find text analysis as well
as instructions on how to use it in the JSK Games translator tools MEGA repository. JSK games can be located in the JSK game MEGA repository. Links to both can be found in the Community Manual download section. Okay, so here's the good news, the Russian translation is high quality, I didn't seem to find any missing lines/text, and they make sense of the
meeting/story wise, so there's no fake/made line and probably a direct translation from JSK's JP version, it's bad to start compiling direct translations from Russian to English lines and see how it goes, will be updated on my progress today. Last edited: February 17, 2019 Man sorry if it was suggested many times, have not been in this topic for a while, but from the new
games that have been translated (or in the process) Man sorry if it has been suggested many times, have not been in this topic for a while, but from the new games that have been translated (or in the process) they all have a partial English translation. Check the download section in the JSK community guide, which is in my signature. I've managed to translate some of
them, but there's still a lot of work to be done, to do, get a lot of help from Delexicus and Donocad with the tools needed to work, now with the technical aspect out of the way it's just a matter of time until I get it translated, unfortunately there's a lot of unique and copy/paste dialogue clones in the game, so it takes a long time to check and translate each line, but at least
most lines won't look like some Google bot tried to sort it out, so when it gets translated it won't feel completely robotic. If, however, there are other Russian speakers who believe they can help with the Russian english translation, please let me know. I've managed to translate some of them, but there's still a lot of work to be done, I get a lot of help from Delexicus and
Donocad with the tools needed to get the job done, now with the technical aspect out of the way it's only a matter of time until I get it translated, unfortunately there's a lot of unique and copy/paste dialogue clones in the game, so it takes a long time to check and translate each line, but at least most lines won't look like some Google bot tried to sort it out, so when it gets
translated it won't feel completely robotic. If, however, there are other Russian speakers who believe they can help with the Russian english translation, please let me know. Do you translate Magic Girl Buster? I have to agree, Delexycus. Overthrow still had my hands down JSK's favorite game in that era before it came out of the break. The latest version of Mick was
downloaded by Delexicus (censorship by them; translation Rikko93). Go check his signature. Ya, I get that, but where is it uploaded? Google Document just document all the changes and stuff.... Is there an updated version of the game anywhere? Or just a document? Check out the guide in my signature as well as the leadership button on the first post. The manual has
a download section with a link to all JSK games. Check the content table on the first page of the document. Last edited: February 20, 2019 Check the manual in my signature, as well as the leadership button on the first post. The manual has a download section with a link to all JSK games. Check the content table on the first page of the document. Okay, so I download
shoplifting girl from the mega hub... and it has translation notes or something in the folder, but the game user interface is still in Japanese (text box English is bad) Is it intentional? The translation is incomplete. We're trying to hire some volunteers to get another one to translate. Just making sure since the old partial has (badly) translated menu to a certain extent There is
a reason the menus have not been translated in the last translation. The game has been updated on DLsite to include several new features such as breasts in the table scene. The translation, however, was made on the original release of the game. Miki's translation was to the new version with the dookad text parser. Unfortunately, the text parser doesn't work on
translated forms, just like the main menu. This should either be copied from the old version with FFDEC or completely remade. I could do many of these things, but my time is being spent figuring out the automated sfx text replacement. I finished translating both .txt files g_fera year and downloaded another mail on my folder I could continue a few more today, but I'm not
sure I'm really tired after that, it's an absurd amount of different groans that I had to translate over and over again, I wanted to have a bot to translate groans for such cases because it's only 1 or 2 different letters. I finished translating both .txt files g_fera year and downloaded another mail on my folder I could continue a few more today, but I'm not sure I'm really tired
after that, it's an absurd amount of different groans that I had to translate over and over again, I wanted to have a bot to translate groans for such cases because it's only 1 or 2 different letters. I plan to use your hard work to make just such a bot. Unfortunately, the moans must be translated manually once before the bot can learn a specific moan. So accept your heart,
your sacrifice will not be in vain. Pioneering future of translation teams. Page 22 Look at the first post on this topic. There is a guide to the list. Inside the guide there is a download section that has all the JSKs games. Look at the first post on this topic. There is a guide to the list. Inside the manual there is a download section that has all the JSKs. Wow games, I thought
since a few months ago games that loli content is not allowed? Thanks, I thought since a few months ago games that loli content is not allowed? Thanks to direct/public links are not allowed for loli/Shota content, so either through PM or a few extra steps in between, in my opinion I might be wrong. I want to inform you that the main work on the translation of JSK's Magic



Buster Girl from Russian to English is over! Thanks to amazing work and help from Delexicus and Donocad we were able to finish the way faster than I ever expected what was left now to look for any missed lines during my translation efforts, fixing typos and trying to increase the text/quality of the line in general, we'll snout the update the moment we believe we have a
working release ready. I want to inform you that the main work on the translation of JSK's Magic Buster Girl from Russian to English is over! Thanks to amazing work and help from Delexicus and Donocad we were able to finish the way faster than I ever expected what was left now to look for any missed lines during my translation efforts, fixing typos and trying to
increase the text/quality of the line in general, we'll snout the update the moment we believe we have a working release ready. at such speed you'll be the first person to finish the translation since JSK came come more than a year ago. I want to inform you that the main work on the translation of JSK's Magic Buster Girl from Russian to English is over! Thanks to amazing
work and help from Delexicus and Donocad we were able to finish the way faster than I ever expected what was left now to look for any missed lines during my translation efforts, fixing typos and trying to increase the text/quality of the line in general, we'll snout the update the moment we believe we have a working release ready. Good shit my dude, it was very fast! It
seems that Karen's translation is almost finished, except for some lines. Yes, the Russians did do a great job, without them I would not have been able to do anything, and someone else would have to translate the game from Japanese, which is much more difficult. Hey, I'm curious. Have you all used russian/Japanese translation software or do you all have knowledge
of Russian or Japanese? I could try to translate a few things in the future when I have time. I want to inform you that the main work on the translation of JSK's Magic Buster Girl from Russian to English is over! Thanks to amazing work and help from Delexicus and Donocad we were able to finish the way faster than I ever expected what was left now to look for any
missed lines during my translation efforts, fixing typos and trying to increase the text/quality of the line in general, we'll snout the update the moment we believe we have a working release ready. Also, how is progress in this translation? I hyped to see that the JSK game is approaching a full translation. There's a technical aspect to it that I think only Del and Don can
explain that I'm not very well aware of how they got Parser and Cygwin to extract SWF files .txt to open with a notepad and start translating. As for completing the translation, I can't give a date as we still want to fix everything, find missed lines and improve the overall quality of the dialogue so there's still a little work left to do, but it shouldn't be too long. Hey, I'm curious.
Have you all used russian/Japanese translation software or do you all have knowledge of Russian or Japanese? I could try to translate a few things in the future when I have time. Also, how is progress in this translation? I hyped to see that the JSK game is approaching a full translation. I use an online translator (romajidesu.com). When I'm stuck, I go check on
maggiesensei.com a few tips given on meager forums. Hey, I'm curious. Have you all used russian/Japanese translation software or do you all have knowledge of Russian or Japanese? I could try to translate a few things in the future when I have time. Also, how is progress in this translation? I hyped to see that the JSK game is approaching a full translation. I know
almost nothing about writing Japanese or about about using an online alphabet chart, at least figure out the correct translation for sound effects. I've also edited language charts to better match the fonts used in the notebook for a lighter link. They are available in the JSK MEGA repository area. I am doing rewrites and grammar corrections since I am currently the only
native English language working for the Home Office. We recently learned how to replace in-game fonts and decide on appropriate fonts to use to match the character's personality and intelligibility. It should be noted that our translation efforts greatly help in that we do not edit raw game files. We have a text parser made by Donocad that extracts the text of the game in a
much more human-friendly format that makes the use of the notebook possible. Parser also has quite a few other features, such as being able to find duplicates between extracted text files. Comparison of raw .as file vs. parser extracted .txt file. Another tool we use is either the Bash GREP team or the PowerGREP windows app. In doing so, we can search for and
replace duplicate text and duplicate text versions. There are TON duplicate sound effects and using GREP makes things much less monotonous. I also use it to help with English rewrites. An example to rewrite. I hope this gives you an idea of what will be involved in our translation efforts. Give me a PM if you are interested in helping, or just like to hang out in our PM
group for interpreters. When I do partial, I rely mainly on what I hear when these lines speak to me, (I understand Japanese when he spoke to me) if there is a word that I do not admit, I pick up one of the Japanese in English/Finnish dictionaries I have on the shelf and then build a sentence that corresponds to what I heard, the only question I sometimes encounter are
Japanese proverbs, its sometimes a question AND how what software I use to translate in game texts, ', manual search process of dialogue among actionscripts takes up some of the time. What Fenko_l, Delexicus and Fenko_l came up with is a much faster method of translation, but rocket science for me is something I can't get to understand. The thing is, you don't
have to understand rocket science. We can extract the text from the game so that any translator can translate more easily. Let use the text when you've done the translation and we'll pack it back into the game for you. Once this new game comes out, we'll have the text extracted for hours a day. We upload the extracted txt files to the JSK MEGA repository under the
folder for those who use it if they choose to. We already have quite a few extracted texts ready for people to play c. If you have extracted .txt files, it makes the job a lot easier. You can use the Notebook to compare the source code with the current translation for Or built-in search and replacement function. Or any number of other amenities available in the Notepad. Hey
guys, a pretty new lurker on this topic. First, I love all your work here, secondly, I tried to give the translation a go myself, but I had some problems with updating the files .swf with the parser? Can someone give me a rundown on how I should use a parser because I used Read Me and couldn't see what I was doing wrong? Page 23 Hey guys, a pretty new lurker on this
topic. First, I love all your work here, secondly, I tried to give the translation a go myself, but I had some problems with updating the files .swf with the parser? Can someone give me a rundown on how I should use a parser because I used Read Me and couldn't see what I was doing wrong? Ask Dookada. He made a parser and it was super helpful to get me set up. But
first let us run down what you've tried so far. So I used the starter files to try editing the MGB ending (I know Fenko is doing this, it was a tbh practice). I put a few translations into the edited line section of MainTimeline.txt and then ran the code to put it back together to see if it would work as a edit. Needless to say, this is not the case. It didn't flag any bugs per se, but
when I tried to replace the SWF the text was exactly the same. So, did I miss something super obvious? So I used the starter files to try editing the MGB ending (I know Fenko is doing this, it was a tbh practice). I put a few translations into the edited line section of MainTimeline.txt and then ran the code to put it back together to see if it would work as a edit. Needless to
say, this is not the case. It didn't flag any bugs per se, but when I tried to replace the SWF the text was exactly the same. So, did I miss something super obvious? I think I know what happened. You won't wash your completed 'done' translation section. I'm away from my computer at the moment, but I'll give you a screenshot of what it should look like when I can. Here's
what it's supposed to look like. The one on the left won't update the text in the game. The one on the right. If you are interested in helping with MGB, or other JSK games, we'd love to have you. Answer my PM and we can go from there. Okay, I've translated some parts of the new Demons game. The basic title and stats/skills box is being made, moving on to the history
of dialogue now, and after that I'm doing a battle window. If I continue in this case, I'll get the first playable partially during today. Edit; Not quite in playable form until, the skill names don't show properly in the battle phase. They just disappeared, despite the fact that they appeared in the editor itself. Icevail do you happen to have a link to the game? Any news about when
we can play Full translation? It would be remiss if I did not specify how difficult it would be to give time for translations In the last two days alone, we had two more proofreaders to sign up. This created a guide to targeting new arrivals. This created a detour for my personal adjustment, but overall it should help speed up the completion of the translation. It would also be
useful to understand that our translation team is located in at least four different time zones, many of which are in different European countries. This can make two communication paths vary from time limited at best, to nearly twelve hours of delay between communiques. Add to this the fact that every translator and corrector does this translation work in their spare time
around their education, employment and social life. When you add all these complex variables together, you can begin to see why answering a simple question time before completion can become difficult at best, to a frenzy uncertain and unfathomable. Anyway, I hope this gives you a better idea of some of the supporting problems of our translation efforts. You guys
have been adjusting the translation that contains a couple of thosand words of unique dialogue in most for a week and a half. It is clear that some people will be a little impatient at the moment especially since it has been over a year since JSK is back and we still have not one full translation into English. Hey, Delexycus. Any idea what causes this nasty problem during
the battle phase? Those appear in the editor, but in the game, they just happened to be transparent all of a sudden. None of the skills texts show at their respective locations for a reason, (tooltips works just fine), but the names of abilities are not visible for some reason. Hey, Delexycus. Any idea what causes this nasty problem during the battle phase? Those appear in
the editor, but in the game, they just happened to be transparent all of a sudden. Excuse me, what unpleasant question do you mean? I haven't had time to play a new game yet. I guess the fonts are too big for the text field. You can either edit the boundaries of the text field or use another shorter font. I described how to edit fonts in the Chat Translators Corner at the
end of page 25. This is a fairly simple procedure and I gave some direct instructions. Let me know if they work for you. Fonts of the same size and within the same font, I did not change anything in the direction of the texts that I translated. And in case you haven't noticed, I'm not part of the T-Pal Corner Devils. Fonts of the same size and within the same font, I did not
change anything in the direction of the texts that I translated. And in case you haven't noticed, I'm not part of the T-Pal Corner Devils. You are still invited, so you should be able to browse through the pages for help. I still think it has to do with the border font. The Japanese part of the font file may have slightly smaller text boundaries than English characters. Another
option is to try to reduce the font size of the text. I am would help more but my hands Full at the moment with Magic Girl Translation efforts. You are still invited, so you should be able to browse through the pages for help. I still think it has to do with the border font. The Japanese part of the font file may have slightly smaller text boundaries than English characters.
Another option is to try to reduce the font size of the text. I would like to help more, but my hands are pretty full at the moment with Magical Girl Translation effort. No problem, I'll try to figure out what I can do to solve this problem. It turned out that the problem was a line of code in each team that automatically changed the font to something different than I installed it in
DefineEditText, the problem is solved and all the commands are visible now. It's just that you had to edit the attacks of the 源真ゴシック Normal size #ffffff letterspacing. The創英⾓ゴシック original partial for 'DELETED' is #ffffff of letterspacing. Keep in mind I haven't slept for 14 hours, there are typos, dialogue is raw, but you get through the story and the fighting parts
without problems. I'll start smoothing out the dialogue, adding endings and H-scene buttons tomorrow when I wake up. Last edited: March 10, 2019 Download The Original Partial for '打倒!超魔王様'now. Keep in mind I haven't slept for 14 hours, there are typos, dialogue is raw, but you get through the story and the fighting parts without problems. I'll start smoothing out
the dialogue and adding H-scene buttons tomorrow when I wake up. Yes! Thank you! Page 24 Downloading The Original Partial for 'Now. Keep in mind I haven't slept for 14 hours, there are typos, dialogue is raw, but you get through the story and the fighting parts without problems. I'll start smoothing out the dialogue, adding endings and H-scene buttons tomorrow
when I wake up. errr can u upload part of TL only or do I need DL it again? if so im just go to w8 for full TL then errr can u upload a piece of TL only or do I need DL it again? if so im just go to w8 for full TL then the translation gets baked in the game files. It would be quite difficult just to download the translation without learning how to use specialized tools. Translation is
baked in game files. It would be quite difficult just to download the translation without learning how to use specialized tools. So.... It's not working? just downloading it swf? ic he needs a new system in jsk games.... b4 it worked... Dragging it to IE worked for me, my SWF player didn't work either. Adobe flash projector is really the best option. It is the fastest flash player
and the most stable. You can find a copy either on adobe's website, or in the download section of the JSK Community Guide linked to my signature. Adobe flash projector is really the best option. It is the fastest flash player and the most stable. You can find a copy either on adobe's or in the download section of the JSK Community Guide associated with my signature. I
haven't had any problems using the Firefox n browser im not sure if the TL-swf file doesn't work for me cos idont want DL the whole game when the only OP is the only TL.... so im going w8 for icevail new TL... I haven't had any problems using the Firefox n browser im not sure if the TL-swf file doesn't work for me cos idont want DL the whole game when the only OP is
the only TL.... so im going w8 for icevail new TL... This is normal and entirely up to you. I just know from hanging around this forum that a lot of different things can make a web browser stop working with a flash. A browser update, a settings that you switch without your knowledge, or any number of other random things. Figuring out what caused your browser to stop
playing well with SWF files can be a massive time sink. In the long run it is less of a headache to switch to a dedicated flash player. errr can u upload part of TL only or do I need DL it again? if so im just go to w8 for full TL then I remove the Icevail translation (not a monologue at the start, menu, and tooltips). I'll download it when it's done. So.... It's not working? just
downloading it swf? ic he needs a new system in jsk games.... b4 it worked... It doesn't work like that? The .rar file has all the files the game has to work with. If .exe doesn't work, then you haven't installed ' on your computer, in what format the game is in, alternatively, you can use the main. SWF to run the game in a flash player or browser. And as for the small
correction, I won't do a full translation, I'll do a partial to the point where everything else is in English except for mid-scene sex moans (I don't know how to write a proper smut) and photos (title, main title buttons; story 1-2, extra mode, etc.) that in Japanese as I lack know-how and the necessary talent/experience in editing images. -UPDATE ON TRANSITE STATUS-I
translated the endings and added the translated buttons for all the scenes. Now I'm starting to polish the plot of the dialogue and fix some parts of the gallery window to organize it a bit. Once this is done, partial is completed, if someone wants to finish it, be my guest. Last edited: March 10, 2019 PARTIAL STATUS UPDATE on 打倒!超魔王様 - End of dialogues is done
100% (aside from middle-floor moans) - The main title is a little more organized (I tried my best, give me that damn cookie!) - a fixed/polished dialogue here and there. (Not so.. crude now, but still needs improvement on a few places, and may have missed a few typos here and there.) -Added translations to the H-scene buttons and toy guidelines in the bottom left corner
on the stage in (Missed last on the first round) -Previous link is now announced dead, wait for the update will appear on this very post.-Discovered tons of lines used in previous games (MGB and Miyui) and hours translating them earlier earlier This is. (Try not to die, Oni-chane / Oji-san me like ) It's fairly done on my part, a lot of improved version compared to the original
download, if someone wants to finish what I started, please be my guest. Link to the new version: EDIT; Correcting love ending dialogue, I forgot that I wrote it on a dream-deprived state, and there's a lot to fix on it. Last edited: March 10, 2019 Played by Demon Lord and Tho I definitely enjoyed it. I still like IGB and Miyui Swordsmen the most asm. For me I would rank
the Demon Lord, Fight Reimi, and Karen closer together. But man, if there were a fashion to change hair, eyes, clothes, skin color on MGB or Demon gentleman, that would be crap. Keep working for us unworthy degenerates tho, you are a beautiful programmer (s) and translator (s). Played Demon Lord and tho I definitely enjoyed it. I still like IGB and Miyui Swordsmen
the most asm. For me I would rank the Demon Lord, Fight Reimi, and Karen closer together. But man, if there were a fashion to change hair, eyes, clothes, skin color on MGB or Demon gentleman, that would be crap. Keep working for us unworthy degenerates tho, you are a beautiful programmer (s) and translator (s). When we get a little more caught up with the
translations, I can go back to color and genital editing. It's going to be quite some time before I could consider that though. Wait, what is it about mods? Are there any such things really for JSK games? What you did with Miyui was amazing because the tentacles of witches is one of my favorite hentai regarding MGB translation efforts, we are making steady progress. I
have corrected a ton of errors that stem from the bad Japanese-Russian translation today. The Russian translator interpreted the っ tsu hiragana as an additional sound rather than as a swallowing stop, a mostly difficult stop to the previous sound. This is really gummed up by translation with inaccurate sound effects and quite a few mistranslated exclamation lines.
Considering there are 57,981 cases of っ tsu hiragana in the game's text files, it's a ton of work to correct the bugs. the workload is mitigated by a powerful search and replacement program called PowerGREP. This allows you to search for and replace action lists for duplicate lines or sections of text. Given that there are 28,162 Dialogue lines, of which about 10,000 are
unique lines scattered across the various txt files extracted. This type of tool search and replacement becomes necessary for a full translation that will be performed at any speed and consistency. There is a silver lining to this extra work of translating the sound effect though. It made me become more familiar with Japanese sound effects and there are different spellings.
I'm doing using Seagnou to speed up the sfx fix. It will also be the backbone of SFX Auto when I, or another fearless soul, have time to work on it. Unproductive, unnecessary and provocative comments are unacceptable. The next report I will receive on this issue will lead to A week's ban. So much for the translation of the IGB is almost done, I think. Page 25 For those
looking up to continue where I left with the last release, Demonlordette (she does not have this name) speaks constantly on the 3rd person (chuunibu personality, I got the whole evil Megumin vibe coming from all her lines, I would have lost it completely if she was screaming, that one famous line of hers during the battle), she breaks this habit only on love and obscene
end dialogues (turn more loyal / She refers to the protag mainly as a bastard or a human garbage, and on rare occasions as an idiot (or depending on the ending, either the master, the servant, the mate/lover or just like an asshole). to fight against the impending invasion of another, larger human tribe to which, as its spies report, were preparing, but the way it decided to
unite all, was to conquer them with brute force, as the demons believe that their power is the only thing that can unite, or, as she says the application or integration, scattered human tribes of the continent, to stop/repel the invasion, and leaves no one who resists its goodwill. And depending on the ending, the protagonist either becomes; Strategist-ruler with Sima And
fluids (Lewd). Liu Jaish is a ruler who unites demons and humans as one (Love). Joins Demonlordette as the right hand of a man in daylight and a sex partner at night (The Servant). Kidnapping Demonlordette to make an example of her to show what happens to demons if they continue to invade human lands, a.k.a. humialiated/preggers (Rape). Last edited: March 11,
2019 For those looking to continue where I left with the latest release, Demonlord constantly speaks to the 3rd person (chuunibu personality, I got all the evil Megumin vibe coming from all her lines), she breaks this habit only on love and obscene ending dialogues (turning more loyal/horny puppy). She calls the protag mainly a bastard or a human garbage, and in rare
cases an idiot. I'll take note of it. I'll take note of it. I'll finish the front line for Demonlordette, I missed those at first as I initially thought it would be just some Urgh, Raah! - Kind of lines, but as I've been playing the game myself just now for the first time, I've noticed that it actually speaks to protag in different ways during the battle phase, and thus fall into the partial content
I usually cover. I'll finish the front line for Demonlordette, I missed those at first as I initially thought it would be just some Urgh, Raah! - kind of lines, but as I was playing the game myself just now for the first time, I noticed that it actually speaks to a different protag during the battle phase, and thus fall into the partial content I usually cover. Hope it's not too late, but I did
txt zip with your translation. Feel free to complete the translation. rennas_txt_trans_eng_Icevail_2019_03_10.zip Hope it's not too late, but I did txt zip with your translation. Feel free to use it to complete the translation. The only thing left untranslated is the moans of the middle sex now and parts of the picture. Rennas was just a temporary name that I gave for her until I
put back the Demonlord title for her, thought she might have sounded cooler with the actual name. And thank you though that the file will be super useful for those who is looking to continue where I left with the last release, Demonlordette (she has no name) constantly talks about the 3rd person (chuunibu personality, I got all the evil atmosphere of Megumin coming from
all her lines, I would have lost it completely if she shouted that one famous line of her during the fight), she breaks this habit only on love and obscene endings of dialogues (turning more loyal/ horn puppy). She refers to the protag mainly as a bastard or a human junk, and in rare cases as an idiot (or depending on the ending, either a master, a servant, a mate/lover or
just as an asshole). The story goes like this, Demonlordette wants to unite all human tribes (she calls human peoples/kingdoms as simple tribes) on the continent, to fight against the impending invasion of another, larger human tribe to which its spies say they were preparing, but the way it decided to unite all, was to conquer them with brute force, as the demons believe
that their power is the only thing that can unite, or, as it says the appendix or integration, scattered human tribes of the continent to stop/repel the invasion, and leaves no one who resists its good act of goodwill. And depending on the ending, the protagonist either becomes; Strategist-ruler with Sima And fluids (Lewd). Liu Jaish is a ruler who unites demons and humans
as one (Love). Joins Demonlordette as the right hand of a man in daylight and a sex partner at night (The Servant). Kidnapping Demonlordette to make an example of her to show what happens to demons if they continue to invade human lands, a.k.a. humialiated/preggers (Rape). To be charitable, the parts above spiel take huge liberties with the original text. To be
blunt, I get the impression: I really don't understand what the machine is telling me, so I'll do it as I go along, and since it looks cool it doesn't matter if it's flat out wrong. Claim: It refers to the protag mainly as a bastard or a human junk, and on rare occasions as an idiot (or depending on the ending, either a master, a servant, a mate/lover or just as an asshole). Original
text: Using 貴様 and 貴様ら to refer to the main character and his fellows. This term is simply disrespectful and extremely impolite in reference to in the second person. Liberal translators love to blow it up using bastard or human garbage, but if it really wanted to address it that way, the terms くそ野郎 (Japanese equivalent) or qでなし屑 would be used, but they are not.
She only belittles the belittles Zhao, если бьет его бою увольняет его за его слабость. Утверждение: The Господь говорит постоянно третьем лице. Zhao Zhao Оригинальный: четко самого начала (Renas the Devil). I должно быть m a использовать Ленас или. Использование we обозначает множественное число, we себя своих братьев целом. Если
только себя (например режиме, например, 2-1), использует обычные использует обычные Утверждение следующим образом. Demonrordette хочет объединить человеческие племена человеческих царств, простые племена) чтобы бороться против предстоящего вторжения другой более крупное человеческое племя Сообщают шпионы,
готовились, решила объединить всех, было завоевание их грубой силой, демоны считают что их сила - это, что может объединиться, или, говорит приложение или интеграция, рассеянные человеческие племена, чтобы остановить/отразить вторжение, оставляет никого, сопротивляется доброму доброжелательности, живого. Оригинальный: I know
that. But as you know, there is a great tribe beyond the sea. And that they will soon come across to this continent. To counter them, it is necessary for the races of this continent to be one and to have strong power. If our demons who believe in power rule the people, it will be possible. Because we put the survival of the race on this continent first. Justice is in we.
Изменена прилагательным: Strong Races грозные виды. могу понять, почему предполагается что это человек когда людям собственному случае это означает разные виды, это очень сильный, который угрожает вторгнуться из-за морей людей настоящее войны The Глагол: You know it too. Существует никакого упоминания шпионах (фан-
фантастика фантазии оба человека) сферы хорошо осведомлены об угрозе стороны третьего через воды. Приговор: that. правящий режиме что даже утверждает что из сильных когда когда либо занимал речь перегибается, чтобы показать высокомерие власть, начале игры люди находятся грани, это благодаря игроку проникновения слегка
охраняемый дворец, что есть шанс, что демоны конечном итоге завоевание людей могут быть остановлены. Называя его chuuni, понимая что этот, означает, внушает большой, творческой подлинности письменной форме. Аргумент: To compete against them, it is necessary for the land tribes to be one and to have strong power. If our demons who
believe in power rule the people, it will be possible. Because we put the survival of the race on this continent first. Justice is in we. Перевод: Чтобы противостоять захватчикам, (демоны) считают, что должен объединиться обладать большой силой (военной, физической . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Поскольку демоны поклоняются силе силе,
покорение людей, которых находятся под их контролем, выполнит условия, которые, по мнению, необходимы для выживания. Поскольку считают, что мощь права, также, дело только, неугомонную leaves no one who resists her kind act of benevolence, benevolence, seems nothing more than an assumption/erroneous conclusion without mentioning it at all
in the original text. Statement: Strategist-ruler with Sima And vibes Original text: しかし南野⼩など陥落させてどうするだ?戦略的には意味がないと思うだがな。 ... お前は軍略にも通じているのだな。 ... そちらのほうが真の⽬的か?呆れた男だ。 Translation: What is the point of conquering a small kingdom on the southern plains? Such a step has no strategic value. ...
Looks like you're familiar with the military strategy. ... Is that your true goal?! Such a trivial man. Some strategist, when a warrior clearly just wants the beautiful princess of a small kingdom to be part of his harem. At this point, he calls the shots backed by the overwhelming military power of the demon kingdom. (その姫様とやらは、いずれお前の元に送ろう。 This
princess or whoever she is, she will be brought to you (warrior) in due course) Other ending translations are more or less accurate (for the end of love, pre-pregnancy kingdoms are on a ceasefire and have not yet begun to coexist peacefully. Not much improvement made after two games ago, but it doesn't matter, since players who desperately need some
understanding that they're fapping won't give a damn about the accuracy of the translation when it makes a minimum of sense. Currently, the definition of translation has changed from the equivalence of language to the broad transmission of general meaning without restrictions on the creative adaptability of the main person. A sign of the times, I think. Just out of
curiosity Harleyquin13. When and how did you learn Japanese? I have just started learning in the last few months and have limited my sfx translations to the moment. Oh, it hurts to hear this..... This can't be helped when I still rely on online translators. Like Delexicus, I'm curious where (on the internet) I have to look to learn the correct Japanese language. Your
feedback has been received, Harlequin. But it's hard for me to decide that you're actively trying to provoke me into a fight, or to give me constructive feedback that I can learn to do better. Because, first of all, there is a limit to what can be written and shown to the player, whether I will write sentences as they are, it would be too long for people. Second; these games are
not literary contests, not everything should be recorded, people are not there to read long dialogues between two characters, players as you said; Players who desperately need some understanding that they're fapping won't give a damn about the accuracy of the translation, which is why I was keen to keep things short but on point. He gets the job done and people get
what they're after. The only one who has a problem with this is you. and I don't make these partial please you in any way, use the function to ignore and you should see what you don't like to see. And finally, it seems you have some inability to understand what a partial translation is, its not complete, its not accurate, its partial, you are crazy if you expect that partial will be
a full translation. You seem to be a person with a lot of knowledge on the subject, but you don't understand the people who play these games. Once I've allowed you to trash what I've spent time to do without making more fuss about it, but no more, I put you constantly ignored, so I don't have to deal with you, I respect your knowledge, but I absolutely despise your sour
attitude. And I'm closing the link to the game now, I was planning to update the content with a more polished version tonight, but now I don't feel like doing it anymore. That's it. Last edited: March 11, 2019 Your feedback was received, Harlequin. But it's hard for me to decide that you're actively trying to provoke me into a fight, or to give me constructive feedback that I
can learn to do better. Because, first of all, there is a limit to what can be written and shown to the player, whether I will write sentences as they are, it would be too long for people. Second; these games are not literary contests, not everything should be recorded, people are not there to read long dialogues between two characters, players as you said; Players who
desperately need some understanding that they're fapping won't give a damn about the accuracy of the translation, which is why I was keen to keep things short but on point. He gets the job done and people get what they're after. The only one who has a problem with this is you. and I don't make these partial please you in any way, use the ignore feature and you don't
have to see what you don't like to see. And finally, it seems you have some inability to understand what a partial translation is, its not complete, its not accurate, its partial, you are crazy if you expect that partial will be a full translation. You seem to be a person with a lot of knowledge on the subject, but you don't understand the people who play these games. Once I've
allowed you to trash what I've spent time to do without making more fuss about it, but no more, I put you constantly ignored, so I don't have to deal with you, I respect your knowledge, but I absolutely despise your sour attitude. And I'm closing the link to the game now, I was planning to update the content with a more polished version tonight, but now I don't feel like doing
it anymore. That's it. I think most people assume that when an interpreter translates something their translation is pretty accurate. Releasing a half translation just kills the likelihood of a real translation being done because most translators will just take a look at it to see that it has a translation and choose something else to translate I also don't touch the game until the
sex scenes have been translated because there's not much point fapping if you can't understand what they're saying while they're having sex. The general meaning of the situation is usually pretty easy to understand, even without translation, so the story is less important than the actual sex scenes in my head. Icevail, for what it's worth, thanks for what you've done for
the translation. I know I can't do it. I think most people assume that when an interpreter translates something their translation is pretty accurate. Releasing a half translation just kills the likelihood of a real translation being done because most translators will just take a look at it to see that it has a translation and choose something else to translate instead. I also don't touch
the game until the sex scenes have been translated because there's not much point fapping if you can't understand what they're saying while they're having sex. The general meaning of the situation is usually pretty easy to understand, even without translation, so the story is less important than the actual sex scenes in my head. With our can say for you, I give you two
lines, first, what Harley wants it to be, secondly, what I write it will be; D: Ram your dick deep in my aha aha Aaaah Shove your babybatter right in my and fert ilize my womb with your baby Aha Aaha Aah ahn Make me pregnant I cumming be a place where the text is cut off because there is not enough space for it to show. This is how I'd burn it as D: Oh I'm Cumming
Cum in my pussy I want your baby oh (or) Impregnate me It won't cut off as I keep words to a minimum but on point. If you call that time half assed, then I'd like to see you better with the limitations of not having enough space to write everything down on one speech bubble, all the dialogue just doesn't fit in, it needs to be shortened and shortened. The choice of a player
is the same as in English the same thing happens over and over again, the full literal English translation is just too long to be written in full, half or a little less will go along this boundary, the dialogue must be shortened and shortened to make it fit, and at the same time to be on point. And it will affect the quality, and I can't make a nest shit about it, toward reducing and
reducing the number of words to keep it as close as possible to the original content. Last edited: March 11, 2019 What Icevail said correctly, anyone trying to argue against this clearly has no idea what they are saying and never tried to work on JSK games, there are serious limitations to what you could write down, I had to go back and cut a lot of my own translation
lines because of their more in English than in Russian because of the limitations of the speech bubble. If anyone else here thinks they can do better on translations, then by all means go ahead, be my guest, I am I some of us who have spent our free time and effort to do the translation would prefer to sit on our own as well and wait for some professional to work on it for
free. You get what we're able to do, maybe it's not the best, but we still put effort into it and get stressed over it, it's ok to give feedback or give suggestions, but being about it or upset that we take a lot of time to release something totally inappropriate. Each translated version of these games has been excellent, and I'm going to add that I really appreciate and respect the
work and effort that is part of the translation process. Thank you Icevail for translating the last JSK game, you did a great job. This is my first post here. I just felt compelled to step out of the shadows to make a comment. You can't just add more bubbles if the whole text can't fit into one or find someone who can? Or is it completely impossible or something? You can't just
add more bubbles if the whole text can't fit into one or find someone who can? Or is it completely impossible or something? I know almost nothing about flash software, but I guess changing the basics rather than just displaying the text is extremely difficult. Either that or it has more to do with how some Japanese sentences translate poorly into English and just have to be
heavily modified to keep them short. Other than that, I'll get out of my hidden cave to thank you guys for all the work you've done; can't wait to see the translation of the IGB. @DarkFire1004 Can @thatguyinthecorner be blocked from this thread? Not as censorship or anything, but he made passive aggressive messages about the speed and lack of perceived quality of
translations, despite promoting nothing constructive, and acting as he is entitled to translation. That's it please? @Harleyquin13 If you came in search of a world-class quality Japanese in English translation, why did you come to a site dedicated to hentai games? You seriously spend your time and set your expectations too high, not to mention the fact that you seem to
have the skills to help the translation yourself, but you actively come to criticize the work of others rather than contribute. Page 26 Okay, it became tense pretty quickly, any feedback can be helpful, but people translating it's doing a good job so far, and using my OWN time to do this, no one pays them (as far as I know), the last thing we need is people writing here about
translations, not actually touching any file games (sorry for any grammatical error) The fact that these translators not only translate games, but also replace text in games is a testament to how unequivocally they are dedicated to this community. There are one official translation right now from 20 JSK games released, the rest were made here on this forum. Freaking
these guys learned Adobe Flash of all things! Then learned the new Adobe Air when JSK switched. You can tell they're not just half assing it either, when they talk about things like installing text in boxes and formatting, it's a level of detail that I'm sure I'd leave alone. I feel like most members of this forum (and the main Hgames forum) would agree with me, saying that
translators here are a major part of the forum, much more than people who comment once every 5 months or so are just crap on people. Criticizing their work well, I would assume most translators would like to know when they misunderstand something, or when context leads to a different meaning for a sentence or passage. However, the many negative reviews in
these last 2 pages seem less like people trying to help, and more like trolls dedicated to demolishing all the hard work everyone put into translating, editing and creating guides. I think we should all just collectively ignore them and get back to what we did before. Can't we just learn coding and start making our own games for free in our spare time? I'm saying that if it's a
problem with the game engine, maybe you could get someone to help fix it? I'm sure there are people who would be willing to help if you were looking for them. I'm kinda confused because this is the first time I hear about this problem and wondering what can be done to fix it. Well, if you find someone like that let us know, at this point we're working on what we actually
can. Frankly, I'm surprised anyone even translates these games, much less for free, if I knew Japanese well enough to understand the text, I would definitely just enjoy them myself without even stepping foot in these forums. The fact that these translators not only translate games, but also replace text in games is a testament to how unequivocally they are dedicated to
this community. There's only one official translation right now for the 20 JSK games released, the rest have been made here on this forum. Freaking these guys learned Adobe Flash of all things! Then learned the new Adobe Air when JSK switched. You can tell they're not just half assing it either, when they talk about things like installing text in boxes and formatting, it's
a level of detail that I'm sure I'd leave alone. I feel like most members of this forum (and the main Hgames forum) would agree with me, saying that translators here are a major part of the forum, much more than people who comment once every 5 months or so are just crap on people. Criticism of their work well, I would assume most translators would like to know when
wrong something, or when context leads to a different meaning for a sentence or passage. However, a lot of negative reviews in these last 2 pages seem less like people trying to try help, and more like trolls dedicated to demolishing all the hard work everyone put into translating, editing and creating manuals. I think we should all just collectively ignore them and get
back to what we did before. That's my suggestion. This forum has a ignoring function. I suggest that everyone use this feature if they don't want to spend their free time reading someone elses entitled rants. That's my suggestion. This forum has a ignoring function. I suggest that everyone use this feature if they don't want to spend their free time reading someone elses
entitled rants. You update Magical Girl Buster in your guide because it's still untranslatable there T_T you update The Magical Girl Buster in your guide because it's still untranslatable there T_T I've made the guide freely edited so anyone who's so inclined can make adjustments and improvements to it. My free time has been almost entirely accepted with the work on the
translation of the IGB, as of late. ED.) I would suggest making a comment on the offending picture. This can be done by clicking on the plus sign that appears on the right side of G Doc. Other editors and viewers can see the comment and make appropriate adjustments. Last edited: March 12, 2019 Okay, it became tense pretty quickly, any feedback can be helpful, but
people translating it are doing a good job so far, and using their own time to do so, no one pays them (as far as I know), the last thing we need is people writing here about translations without actually touching any game file (sorry for any grammatical error) we don't get paid for it. We/I respect/listen to any feedback/offer We/I get translations, but when it's pitched on our
faces with a baseball bat and then kicks in the groin to finish it (figuratively speaking), it doesn't really encourage others or me to continue to improve content further, especially when said feedback consists of complaining/whining/garbage/egregious criticism under the guise of constructive feedback. We know that we can't do the perfect job, and that we work with
disabilities/time and knowledge, but people really need to stop to chase us about it, we don't pay professionals with 20 years of experience in this field, we are amateurs, beginners, greenhorns, amateurs and guys (maybe some girls too, I don't wash), those entitled jabs that require perfection from us, from their minds, if they have so much love, they can hire a freaking
professional to do it for them. I know that my translations are not the best, however, those who know how I do things, know that I will continue to release improved versions over time until I have reached the point where I can not improve the quality further, I know well that I With raw, basic as basic can be the level of translation covering parts of the gameplay, then the
next has a dialogue, interface, endings, then I start improve the content a little by a little, to the point where I can't do anything myself, to improve it, that's the reason why there's a 20th version of Irene out there, its at the moment I can't improve it for any further myself and have given free hands to those who want to finish it, but it's apparently not good enough for some
people, they demand more and better, and when they see that I can't do better, they proceed with trashing everything I've worked on as it was their freaking birthright. Last edited: March 12, 2019 We don't get paid for it, that's for sure. We/I respect/listen to any feedback/offer We/I get translations, but when it's pitched on our faces with a baseball bat and then kicks in the
groin to finish it (figuratively speaking), it doesn't really encourage others or me to continue to improve content further, especially when said feedback consists of complaining/whining/garbage/egregious criticism under the guise of constructive feedback. We know that we can't do the perfect job and that we work with disabilities/time and knowledge, but people really need
to stop harassing us about it, we don't pay professionals with 20 years of experience in this field, we are amateurs, beginners, greenhorns, amateurs and guys (maybe some girls too, I don't wash), those entitled jabs that require perfection from us, are from their damning mind. Just head up. I put both ThatGuyInTheCorner and Harleyquin13 on my list to ignore. None of
them was sufficiently relevant in the discussions in which they participated to justify their continued abuse. I recommend that others who have been offended by them do the same. Remember that they have no power over those who cannot hear them. You can add people to your ignoring list by visiting that particular person's profile page and then clicking on the ignoring
button that appears to the right of their profile picture. I'm saying that if it's a problem with the game engine, maybe you could get someone to help fix it? I'm sure there are people who would be willing to help if you were looking for them. I'm kinda confused because this is the first time I hear about this problem and wondering what can be done to fix it. I'm willing to give
ThatGuyInTheCorner the benefit of the doubt, since it may well be possible he can't understand how difficult just translating the game can be mixed with a large dose of tone deafness. No one on the team right now (as far as I know) has the knowledge or time to learn how to edit/add speech bubbles. In all likelihood, learning how to add speech bubbles and then reissue
all the translations in the game can delay the next release almost indefinitely with all the different ways a sentence or phrase can be translated. Just translation work quite a long time and releases put out the best trade-off between speed and quality. Quality. get where you came from, in the sense that you want the best translation to be released, but that's not the way to
do it. If you put forward criticism without giving the team the benefit of the doubt that they are putting out the best they can, you won't get good answers, especially since the whole project is voluntary based. If someone is not satisfied with the releases, they are more than welcome to create their own translations. If you want more speech bubbles, you can have a tinge on
you. Otherwise, you just have to believe that the translation team is putting out the best they can. I've only been on the team for a few days and lemm tell you that I vastly underestimated the amount of work and technical knowledge that go into translating these games. I'm saying that if it's a problem with the game engine, maybe you could get someone to help fix it? I'm
sure there are people who would be willing to help if you were looking for them. I'm kinda confused because this is the first time I hear about this problem and wondering what can be done to fix it. The old JSK games had much less dialogue compared to the last ones, I came across with not enough space - the question several times on the choice of player Irene and her
answers, too much information to be accurately written and placed in a confined space, like written English, which takes up far more font space than hiragan and catagan, leaving me to just cut out the unnecessary dialogue between the two, needless to say I had literally had a history lesson on the world of setting told protag, followed by Irene's own knowledge of the old
and ancient war gods, where the evil god was sealed and as a mag was part of the resurrection. The questions protag/answers were often too long for the player to select the box to show, leaving me no other choice, but to simplify everything and leave parts of the dialogue. And right now, the newest game faces a similar dilemma, if I write a literal translation, part of the
text will end up going overseas and won't show the player, meaning I have to find an alternative way to write it down while keeping it on point, as you've probably noticed Harley has made the trash unfinished partial in a pretty stellar fashion, because I have changed part of the content of the dialogue in order to keep it short and visible to the player, but he unfortunately
does not understand that there is no other choice, but to do so as if the sentence is too long in English, the whole sentence must be reduced and the whole sentence should be reduced, and , the next dialogue must be reworked to make sense with the previous, etc. , completely rewritten, and with it, accuracy will drop compared to the original dialogue. Average combat
offers can not be longer than fonts No.25 (-1 every space and ., / ? or -2 for !?) And some of her lines are longer, especially when her armor/clothes are busted, or when her special/magical charging skills, those just won't be shown to the player as the text cuts off as she goes over the given boundary. For example; Her super magical cast dialogue for Aura Blast, I hope
you are strong enough to withstand the strongest magical attack I have!, Or when her armor is destroyed, you destroyed my armor, you're a cowardly bastard!, or when her clothes are torn, don't you know any decency, you man scum!? And as you can see, these lines are going the way, and some just a little behind the 25 fonts that can be shown in its small, mid-fight
dialogue field. This means that I have to rewrite some and cut some of them. The same applies to the whole game in question. Last edited: March 12, 2019 Old JSK games had much less dialogue compared to the last, I came across with not enough space -the question several times on the choice of player Irene and her answers, too much information to be accurately
written and placed in a limited space, as written in English, led me to just cut out the unnecessary dialogue between them. There was literally a history lesson on the world setting told by the protag and then followed by Irene's own history of the gods of old and ancient war, where the evil god was sealed and how the magicians were part of the resurrection/sealing ritual
of past centuries. Unable to fit into 40 fonts (one tiny speech bubble), I had to make it simple and short. And the questions protag/answers were often too long for the player to select the box to show, leaving no other choice, but to simplify everything and leave parts of the dialogue. This is one of the reasons why we are looking into using different fonts. MS Gothic is a
terrible space inefficient. We were looking for good web fonts to use based on compactness, readability and style. The Georgia font is a good choice. Here's an example I've put together. The quality of the example translation is the first FYI project. This is one of the reasons why we are looking into using different fonts. MS Gothic is a terrible space inefficient. We were
looking for good web fonts to use based on compactness, readability and style. The Georgia font is a good choice. Here's an example I've put together. The quality of the example translation is the first FYI project. I thought of using CC Wildwords myself at some point, a font that is often used in fan translation doujins, but for artistic reasons I decided not to use it, it made
a serious line of dialogue look like a comedy sketch, it's hard to take the scene seriously when the heroine pours her heart and worries to the player in the fap font But its totally suited to sex scenes of moaning and dialogue. Also, it looks good, ganbatte kudasai' Last edited: March 12, 2019 @DarkFire1004 Can you block of this topic? not as censorship or anything, but
he was making passive aggressive messages about and the lack of perceived quality of translations, despite promoting nothing constructive, and acting as it has the right to translation. That's it please? I won't block him from the thread, but this isn't the first time he's gone into the translation thread and unnecessarily caused problems because he felt entitled to free stuff. I
don't usually care if people share their opinions, negative or not, but it is very clear that his posts are not in the interest of providing feedback or support, but to profit from the work of others. @thatguyinthecorner I'm giving you an official warning now to knock him down. Next time I hear about something like this, you'll be banned for 2 weeks. Predictable responses from
the residents of the goldfish bowl creative circle writing and their sycophantic bottom feed hangers on. We do it for free. We put in the clock, so are entitled to what we want. Anyone who does not want to kiss the ground on which the fans of the interpreter of the machine, can give away while we continue our noble work in the autistic bubble. Translators can continue to
distort creative writing as translation and fans will lap it up because they are so starved of anything fap to. Unsurprisingly, there was not a single rebuttal about the translation itself. This is a very simple point: if what little accuracy to start with is sacrificed based on expediency, then it is not a translation. It is localization and/or creative writing and should be sold as such.
Writing in 20 rewrites based on a zero fundamental understanding of the original text is not something to be proud of, it is a blatant omission of work based on educated guesswork. It's ok to rewrite, but not for something that claims to be a translation. We don't get paid for it, that's for sure. We/I respect/listen to any feedback/offer We/I get translations, but when it's
pitched on our faces with a baseball bat and then kicks in the groin to finish it (figuratively speaking), it doesn't really encourage others or me to continue to improve content further, especially when said feedback consists of complaining/whining/garbage/egregious criticism under the guise of constructive feedback. We know that we can't do the perfect job, and that we
work with disabilities/time and knowledge, but people really need to stop to chase us about it, we don't pay professionals with 20 years of experience in this field, we are amateurs, beginners, greenhorns, amateurs and guys (maybe some girls too, I don't wash), those entitled jabs that require perfection from us, from their minds, if they have so much love, they can hire a
freaking professional to do it for them. I know that my translations are not the best, however, those who know how I do things know that I will continue to release improved versions over time until I reach the point where quality further, I know well, I start with a raw, basic, as the main can be the level of translation covering the gameplay parts, then the next has a dialogue,
interface, endings, then I start to improve the content a little by one, to the point where I can not do anything myself, to improve it, that's the reason why there's a 20th version of Irene out there, its at the moment I can't improve it for any further myself and have given free hands to those who want to finish it, but it's apparently not good enough for some people, they
demand more and better, and when they see that I can't do better, they proceed with trashing everything I've worked on as it was their freaking birthright. The old JSK games had much less dialogue compared to the last ones, I came across with not enough space - the question several times on the choice of player Irene and her answers, too much information to be
accurately written and placed in a confined space, like written English, which takes up far more font space than hiragan and catagan, leaving me to just cut out the unnecessary dialogue between the two, needless to say I had literally had a history lesson on the world of setting told protag, followed by Irene's own knowledge of the old and ancient war gods, where the evil
god was sealed and as a mag was part of the resurrection. The questions protag/answers were often too long for the player to select the box to show, leaving me no other choice, but to simplify everything and leave parts of the dialogue. And right now, the newest game faces a similar dilemma, if I write a literal translation, part of the text will end up going overseas and
won't show the player, meaning I have to find an alternative way to write it down while keeping it on point, as you've probably noticed Harley has made the trash unfinished partial in a pretty stellar fashion, because I have changed part of the content of the dialogue in order to keep it short and visible to the player, but he unfortunately does not understand that there is no
other choice, but to do so as if the sentence is too long in English, the whole sentence must be reduced and the whole sentence should be reduced, and , the next dialogue must be reworked to make sense with the previous, etc. , completely rewritten, and with it, accuracy will drop compared to the original dialogue. Average combat offers can't be longer than 25 fonts (-
1 for each space and ., / ? or -2 for !?) And some of her lines are longer, especially when her armor/clothes are busted, or when her special/magical charging skills, those just won't be shown to the player as the text cuts off as she goes over the given boundary. For example; Her super magic cast dialogue for Aura Blast, I hope you are strong enough to endure the
strongest magic attack I have!, Or when her armor is destroyed, you destroyed my armor, you cowardly bastard!, or when her clothes are torn, Don't you know any decency, you man scum!? And as you can see, these lines are going the way, and some just a little behind the 25 fonts that can be shown in its small, mid-fight dialogue field. This means that I have to rewrite
some and cut some of them. The same applies to the whole game in question. Claim: Literal translation is not possible due to character limitations. Rebuttal: Machine translation doesn't even do a good job to start with, and translators are so liberal with the interpretation it ends up embellishing the original intent and adds unnecessary words to the word count. Identify the
base value and do the basic translation while retaining as much of the original value as possible. Taking into account the 25-character limit, keep the basic meaning of the phrase while maintaining strict limits. For example, 族⾵情が私に挑むとはな translation: Low people dare challenge me?! Essential: People are not fit to fight the sovereign. Court translation: Is the low
man fighting me? Rinse and repeat with 24 symbols, including gaps and punctuation. Any liberal translations (貴様 become bastard, scum or some such) are taken out of consideration. Complaining about word limitations and getting even a basic understanding wrongly makes nagging translators look like fools. Other examples: これを受けきれるか、貴様が can you
stand it? こ? 魔⼒に抗えるか this magic? ほう..., ⾯⽩い! Hmm, it's interesting! 何だと!私鎧を弾くか、⼈族剣が! (One example of the 25 character limit is not enough) Full translation: Nothing! The sword of a man capable of tearing up my armor! Main value: A human sword is able to pierce its armor to either change the font (as suggested by one of the sycophants) or
reduce the size to accommodate. If this is not possible, save as much of the core value as possible. Word tricks like removing vowels while maintaining meaning can be used. Trial translation: His sword broke my armor (25 gaps) 我ら魔族⼒を知れ Know our power 覚悟せよ、族戦⼠ Steel himself, warrior うっ!? 貴様、まさか狙って...!? About!? Did you aim there!? 私を
⼒だけ are full王と思うな translation: Don't think I'm all muscles, not the brain of the monarch. I don't have all the muscles む......、これくらいはやるか Hmph, would you go that far なっ!? これしきて動きを⽌められると思う Ah!? This won't stop me having more dialogue-based lines have more freedom to work with, but require the same attention to brevity and
accurate resumes. Not that I would expect self-proclaimed rank lovers to care about, as they appreciate hours dedicated to mundane copying, in baking and editing words on the actual task of getting meaning through without winging it. Above, where next to the perfect translation, but I do not take freedom with the text, nor twisting the original lines with a creative license.
It won't matter in any way for translators and their hangers, on swore not to read anything from their detractors, but it would serve as a reminder that their crusade campaign about doing proper work and more about bragging about other number of hours devoted to copying and baking concoctions that will be splashed by their slavishly devoted followers. Anyone who is
not a supporter of this discussion can decide for themselves what they think translation should be, but it will be an argument using source material and primary interpretation, on the one hand, compared to a creative letter interpreted from a machine issue without a fundamental understanding of the original text. The interpretation of world-class is not requested, but only a
minimum of equivalence of language in order to pay tribute to the task of interpretation. If this can't be done, especially by a team of veterans with long hours of copying and ups over their belt, then call it what it is and recognize that it's a rewrite and/or liberal interpretation of machine translation. Epitat to the dying art of language translation (?), suggesting that the
inhabitants of the bubble have not yet raised several petitions to remove the post. I mean not much you can do in the face of overwhelming snobbery other than ignore them. There comes a time when even being right doesn't forgive your absolute lack of tact, horrible behavior, and fruitless criticism. Either he doesn't understand how disgusting he sounds, doesn't care,
or just can't help himself and keep reciting where he clearly didn't want to. Either way it's just not someone worth talking to, and it's actually best ignored. Okay Harley, how about, instead of sitting on the sidelines and being so upset about the way we do things, you go on and do your own translation? I mean with all that amazing skills and talents that you seem to have,
I'm sure you'll give birth to a really decent piece of work that you could call an actual translation and be up to your standards! I mean after all, we creative writers just play with stones in our goldfish bowl praised by such simple minded people who have the courage and bile to call what we do the translation, which just can't be! So please really, go and do a true translation
of the latest JSK game and show us all your superior skills and knowledge! I'd love to see your work! Okay Harley, how about, instead of sitting on the sidelines and being so upset about the way we do things, you go on and do your own translation? I mean with all that amazing skills and talents that you seem to have, I'm sure you'll give birth to a really decent piece of
work that you could call an actual translation and be up to your standards! I mean after all, we creative writers just play with stones in our goldfish bowl praised by such simple minded people who have the courage and bile to call what we do the translation, which just can't be! So please, please, go and do a true translation of the last JSK game and show us your
excellent skill and knowledge! I'd love to see your work! Letting this negativity snooth will not do anyone any favors. This is not an argument worth pursuing given Harleyquin13's track record in dealing with criticism. You may not know, but it's nowhere near as nasty it can be. He will quickly move into an even greater calling to the name and establish himself in the person
of superior indifference to helping others enjoy the translation. I remember one of his favorite lines to say: Just learning Japanese is not that hard. Or why I should help illiterate people remain illiterate. At some point you should understand that some people are better to completely ignore if you want to maintain your sanity. Especially when it comes to someone with such
blatant disregard for basic concepts, and who seem to suffer from a complex of superiority. Let it Fenko_I. EDIT 1: I did what I should have known better and I read Harley'13 last post. And then a few previous posts here and elsewhere. I had a different goal than to convince him of the error of his way. I was looking for fabulous markers of the neurological disorder that
shapes his behavior. It doesn't take much to understand once you get it going with the criticism that it is (I highly recommend people read through this related psychological document. here are some of the criteria for NPD. 1.) The long-term pattern of abnormal behavior is characterized by exaggerated feelings of self-importance 2.) Excessive need for admiration 3.)
Lack of basic understanding of other people's feelings 4.) The narcissistic need to maintain a relatively positive self-esteem is at the heart of people's need for verification and approval, as well as motivation for an excessive and covert search for validation and self-improvement of the social environment experience.) A pathological complex that self-reinforcing and
produces a detrimental effect on a person, a close relationship, and perhaps a wider social community It is important to remember that a narcissist may not even know about their own ailments. There's no point arguing with someone like that. They can't change. If they did, it would have had a detrimental effect on their self-esteem. And this is one of the basic principles of
the narcissistic individual. Everyone should serve to prop up their self-esteem to test their self-esteem. The narcissistic man does not see criticism of his behavior as a call for change, but as a personal attack on their core, which must be protected and avenged. Full disclosure on my part. I was diagnosed with mild Asperger's syndrome (a form of autism) when I was ten,
so I'm a little more aware of the nature of psychological disorders because of it being part of my daily routine. This is plus the fact that I took and aced my psychology courses in college. I fully expect Harleyquin13 to take this post as yet perceived threat to his self-esteem and start throwing throw attacks my way. Last edited: March 13, 2019 Harley, I'm sure other
translators will welcome your translation tips as soon as you're done to be edged up. We are not even seen as translators from his point of view, but the parasite desecrates his self-righteous demands for perfection and quality, as you can clearly see, he knows a lot, but refuses to cooperate with us on a civilized basis, nor to work with us for a common cause, he would
prefer to rant, belittle us, and arrogantly assert his superiority over us. I've seen similar behavior from smurfs in some games, skilled and experienced players go trash beginners and then start mocking them, belittling them, harassing them, telling them to remove and who knows what other worst forms of cyber bullying are to let beginners quit playing the game. And
Harley; I'll happily stop working on the partial of these games the moment someone more experienced than me takes the torch and does it right. Because it's clearly a message that you send to me/us by the way you communicate with me/with us.) I am well aware of my shortcomings and do my best to cope with them, you, however, not so much. A lot.
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